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SU}4MARY

The Ediacara mineral field, situated 30 kilometres west of

Beltana on the western margins of the Flinders Ranges, South Australia,

has been investigated by detailed mineralogical, petrological- fluid

incl-usion and sulphur isotope studies. The field occurs in lower Cambrian

carbonate rocks which contain a¡romalous base-metal contents throughout the

Adel-aide Geoslmcline. Seræral other mineral occurrences in the lower

Cambrian carbonates (the gVirrealpa Mine. Ìrlestern Flinders Ranges and the

Sellick HilI Area) have been briefly studied for a comparison with Ediacara.

TLre main primary ore minerals at Ediacara are galena and pyrite,

and very minor chal-copyrite and sphalerite, with rare tetrahedrite and

pearceite present as possible exsolution bodies in galena. The gangue

consists predominantly of silica (both chalcedony and quartz) with minor

dolomite and rare barite. The lead rnineralisation ís sÈratabound and

confined mainly to a relatively narro\¡/ sequence, consisting of two layers

about l-5 metres apart, and commencing 30 to 60 metres above the Cambrian-

Precambrian contact.

Ttre host to the rnineralisation, the Ajax Limestone, consists

entirely of dol-omite and represents a set of complex lithologies, structures

and organic traces that indicate a shallow near-shore carbonate environment

(sabkha). Ttre lead ¡n-ineralisation is closely related to units of the

Ajax Limestone, the Sandy Cross Bedded Dolomite and the Laminated Do1orn-ite,

these r¡nits having been deposited in an environment ranging from sub-tidal

to bar and channel and a tidal flat environment, respectively. Four types

of rnineralisation have been recogrnised; dissenr-inated sulphides of probable

syngenetic origin and concentrations along stylolites, in veins and as

breccia fillings. Thre disseminated sulphides were probably formed by the

reaction of metals, deposited contemporaneously with sedimentation from
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erosion of the V{illyama Complex, with HrS produced by the bacterial

reduction of sea water sulphate in a tidal flat environment.

Post depositional solution activity has affected a large pro-

portion of the carbonate sequence. The effects of this activity range

from styloÌites through to stylobreccias and solution collapse breccias.

It is thought that the concentrations of mineralisation have been formed

by the remobilisation of the disseminated sulphides during solution activity.

The ore and gangue rn-Lnerals of the remobilised mineralisation

display both euhedral , crystalline forms and distinct coll-oform banding, wittr

the latter forming before the former. Framboidal- textures have also been

observed in both pyrite and galena, and there is evidence of repeated.

episodical precipitation. All textural forms are considered to have been

produced from silica-rich hydrothermal solutions.

Sulphur isotope determinations have been performed on 4L

sulphide samples (mainly pyrite and galena) from Ediacara, and results show

a wide spread of values from -12.5 to + 8.6%. with a mean of 0%". Íhree

pyrite-galena coexisting samples indicate that sulphur isotope equilibrium

between these sulphides was apparently not achieved. The sulphur isotope

distribution, which is comparable with thaÈ of the Zambian copper deposits,

can be accounted for by the bacterial reduction of seawater sulphate in a

closed system. This distribution has probably been preserved during re-

mobilisation of the original syngenetic sulphides.

Fluid inclusion studies have been undertaken predominantly on

silica and several samples of dolomite associated with remobilised mineral-

ísation in breccias and stylolites. flrese indicate deposition from saline

brines (24 Eo 27 equivalenÈ weight percent NaCI) at temperatures between

1590 and l99oc, the metals being carried as chlori-de or bisulphide complexes

and precipitation having taken place due to oxidation or a decrease in pH.

The most likely methods of production of such a brine would be by leaching of
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evaporties by connate \n¡aters or the processing of sea water in a sa,bkha

environment. Tkre latter method would produce magnesium brines, which could

have percolated downward and seaward, dolomitising the sediments (seepage

reffuxion) at the same time.

A sinr-ilar process would explain the origin of the sulphfdes in

other lower Cambrian lead-zinc occurrences in the Flinders Ranges, although

a slightly different process has been proposed for deposits in the Sellick

HiIl area. Tt¡e l-ower Cambrian lead-zínc d.eposits of the Adelaide Geoslmcline

are directly comparable with the Mississippi Valley-type deposits and can be

explained as having been formed as a result of post depositional processes

that would operate in any large sedimentary basin.
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I NTRODUCT I ON



I.1 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Ediacara mineral field ís located in the Mt. James Range.

approximately 480 kilometres north of Adelaide and 30 kil-ometres \^¡est of

Beltana (Figures I.1 and L.2). ftre field comprises four main workings:-

Greenwoodrs Workings, Morish Adit, Black Eagle Mine and Southern Vtorkings

(Figure I.2). Ihe area consists of a dolomite plateau about five

kilometres by two kilometres. On the \^/estern side of the plateau, sand

dunes commence and extend to Lake Torrens, a.lcout 11 kilometres to the west.

To the east the country consists of a relatively flat alluvial ptain

subjected to occasional flooding.

Access to the field is via graded tracks from Beltana. The area

is subject to extremes of climate witJl very hot sunmers and cool- and dry

winters. Rainfall is 1ow with an average yearly rainfall between f25

and 200 millimetres, most of which may fall during summer thunderstorms.

Vegetation is sparse and consists mainly of stunted saltbush

a¡td casaurinas on the ranges and saltbush a¡d acacias on the plains to tle

east. Vegetation is generally lusher on the sand dunes and consists

mainly of acacias. TLre larger creeks are marked by ghost gums.

L.2 HÏST'ORY OF INVESTIGATTONS

Ttre Ediacara mineral fiel-d was originally discovered in the

middl-e of the last century, and the first geological map of Èhe area was

prepared by Brown (1892).

Íhe most active period. of mining was during the period 1888-1913

when approximately 24 .OOO tonnes of high grade silver-Iead. ore (ore from

Greenwoodrs V'Iorkings averaged 31.5% Pb and 250 g Ag/L) were mined from

shallow pits and underground workings along the western and southern

margins of tlte Ediacara Basin. Most of tlris came from Greenwood and

Southern Wonkings. Much smaller tonnages of second.ary copper carbonates,
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hand picked to 20% Cu, were won at the Bl-ack Eagle Mine and a little lead

and barite came from Morish Adit. No further working was carried out

nntil tlre period L931-I947. Extensive sampling v¡as carried out ín 1938

by the Zinc Corporation Ltd., which concluded that a small- tonnage of

high grade ore was still available in the old workings, but a large low

grade ore body was considered,'r:nlikely. During this period the South

Australian Department of Mines commenced regional and detailed geological

mapping of the mineral field (segnít, 1939; Broadhurst, 1947). În 1947

geophysicaf surveys including electromagnetic, magnetic and resistivity

methods, were carried out by the Commonwealtfi Mineral Resources Survey.

No anomalies were found over Greenwoodts or Southern Workings, but two

weak anomalies were found in the Soutì East Gossan area. These were

drilled by the South Australian Department of Mines, but proved to be

barren except for some pyrite. On the recommendations of Broadhurst (L947)

three other holes were drilled on geochemical anomal-ies in the vicinity of

the South East Gossan area and Southern !ùorkings. t\¡¡o of these were

barren and the third showed very sparse lead mineralisation.

Thre South Australian Department of Mines gave rener/red

attention to the field in 1961, after Nixon had drawn attention to
1

the stratiform- nature of mineralisation and the sedimentary nature of the

Irha." is confusion in the literature over the terms "stratiform" and
"stratabound". The definitions of these terms used by the writer, are those
according to Stanton (L912) , which are as follows:-

Stratiform ,ileposits occur as layers that are disposed concordantly with
respect to the stratification of the enclosing sedimentary materials.
Stratabound deposits habitually favour specific horizons within loca1
sedimentary sequences and sho\,¡ marked preferences for certain rock typest
but do not occur as concordant layers. They are thus confined. to
particular stratigraphic horizons on a large scale but are usually
discordant on a smal] scale.

Ttris does not mean, however, that the terms used by other workers agree
with these definitions.
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breccias and other fragmental rocks, which previously were thought to have

been of tectonic origin. This led to further field work and detailed.

mapping during the period 196I-1963 (Nixon 1962,1963, Lg64, 1967). In this
progranme 30 diamond drill holes \^tere completed, mainly in the northern

part of the area.

This work resulted, in Nixon (1962) classifying the Ed.iacara mineral

field as an example of "Mississippi valtey-type" deposits. Reserves were

estimated at 17.5 million tonnes of ore over a thickness of l-5.6 metres and

averaging l-.13% lead or 3I.8 million tonnes over a thickness of 17.4 metres

and averaging 0.9% tead (Nixon, 1967).

A further 1I drill holes were put down by the South Australian

Department of Mines for c.R.A. Exploration pty. Ltd. in 1965 and 1966

(McQueen , 1967), but failed to extend the timit of previously indicated

mineralisation- rn a view of al1 previous work, Johns (Lg72) outrined

two mineralised lenses at the northern end of the basin, namely:

(1) 12 nillion tonnes averaging O.84% lead

(2) 17 nillion tonnes averaging L.232 lead.

c.R.A- Exploration Pty. Ltd. concluded. that the density of the drilling and

knowledge of mineralisation indicated that the occurrence of an econorn_ic

deposit of base metals was extremely unlikely.

Further work was carried out between r97o and 1974 by

Carpentaria Exploration Co. pty. Ltd. (Binks 1975) concentrating on

secondary lead and. copper nineraLisation. Four mineralised bodies were

discovered in the vicinity of the Black Eag]_e Mine a¡d the possiJcle

feSefVe.S r,¡¡efe:

0.194 mil-lion tonnes averaging o.74?' copper and g.258 barite

0.32 ÍLillion tonnes averaging 0.92% copper

O.225 million tonnes averaging 2I.22 barite

1.7 nillion tonnes averaging l.2.oz barite, and r.o% read.
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lhis work also disproved the possibility that Cambrian dolomites (a¡a

hence possible extension of mineralisation) might have been under the

Cainozoic deposits on the vlestern side of the Ediacara Fault (see Figure l-.2).

1.3 AIMS OF THE INVESTTGATION

Following detailed mapping and diamond drilling by the South

Australian Department of Mines in the 1960's, the Ediacara mineral field

\^¡as suggested to have similarities with the Mississippi Va1ley-type deposits

(Nixon , 1962) . Thris concl-usion was based mainly on the association of

mineralisation in carbonate rocks, and the relationship with sedimentary

features, in particular sedimentary breccias, and the stratiform nature of

mineralisation as revealed by bore hole geochemical data (Nixon, L962 p. 105).

The aim of this study was initially to further examine this general

simil-arity by considering features not previously studied.. Ìtrese included

a detailed examination of the mineralogy and sedimentary petrology, fluid

inclusion studies and sulphur isotope studies. ftris was intended to

provide information on the nature of the ore forming fluids and mecha¡risms

of transport, temperatures of d.eposition of the mineralisation and origin

of ore metals and sulphur. Later this approach was extended, in less

detail, to some other mineral d.eposits in lower Canbrian carbonate rocks of

the Adelaide Geosyncline, ín order to compare them with the Ediacara

mineral field.

L.4 REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

llhe Ediacara mineral field is located on the western margins of

the Adelaide Geosyncline (Figure I.1). To the $/est across the Torrens

Hinge Zone, is the Stuart shelf, on which relatively flat lying

Precambrian to Cambrian sediments rest unconformably on the Gawler

Platform of Proterozoic Age. fb the east is the Adel-aide Geosyncline, and

furtÌ¡er east in the Frome Embayment, practically flat lying Cambrian
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sediments have been recorded in the sr¡bsurface. Ihe basement for these

sediments is probably a subsurface extension of the middle Proterozoic

V,Iillyama Complex. The cover sediments observed. in these exceedingly stable

platforms are simil-ar in lithology to those fognd in the fold belt.

At Ediacara upper Precambrian and lower Cambrian sediments

occupy a shatlow north-south elongate basin (Figure L'2) '

lhe upper precambrian Marinoa¡ Series comprises dolomites

overlain by shales and succeeded by I5O to 300 metres of Por:nd Quartzite.

As elsewhere in the Flinders Ranges the Pound Quartzite is overlain by

the basal Cambrian V,Iorm Burrow Bed. Íkris is succeeded by Transition

Shales and tlen a thick sequence of dolomite, the Ajax Limestone,

(Nixon, :-]962). ffhe highest unit exposed in the Ediacara Basin is within

the Ajax Limestone and contains Archaeocyatha. fLre succession correlates

weII \^/ith the Cambrian elsewhere in the Northern F]inders Ranges, but is

thinner and contains more shallow water sediments than further to the east.

Structurally the gently flexed Ediacara Basin is seen as

transitional between the strongly folded Northern Flinders Ranges and the

subhorizontal dolomites a¡ld sandstones, which cover a wide area west of

Lakes Torrens (the Stuart She1f).

1.5 STRATIGRAPHY (FTGURE 1.3)

1.5. I Porurd Quartzi te (Wílpena Group - Upper Proterozoic)

Ihis r:niÈ, between I5O and 3O0 metres in thickness, d.elineates

the shallow closed synclinal basin and is composed of a fairly clean quartz

sandstone and quartzite. According to Gotdring and Curnow (1967) the upper

part of the Pound Quartzite shows three principal facies:-

(a) A cross-stratified and flat-stratified sandstone facies

at the top of the formation, which is interpreted as off

shore marine sands.
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(b) Thre main fossiliferous horizon about 3 to 5 metres in

thickness and occurring about 10 to 20 metres below the top

of the formation. Ttris unit is a thinly bedded cross-bedded

sandstone, containing a rich fauna of soft bodied animals

(the Ediacara Fauna), formed. in a local depositional

environment.

(c) A massive indurated sandstone with intra-formational

conglomerates which is interpreted as a channel fill sediment.

L.5.2 Parachilna Forma tion (Hawker Group)

In the Cambrian there was a return to a fully marine environment

following the terrestrial and deltaic conditions of the upper Marinoan.

The transitional beds of the Parachilna Formation give way to the thick

marine carbonate sequence of the Ajax Limestone. Only the lower part of

the Cambrian is present at Ediacara.

The Parachilna Formation is divided into two units in the

Ediacara area (Nixon, 1962).

Unit 1. lVorm Burrow Beds

This unit averages 3 metres in thickness and. marks the base of

the Canlcrian. Thris unit consists of a gritty sandstone with a clayey and

chloritic matrix, tJre chlorite giving it a characteristic greenish colour.

It is rich in vertical worm burrow (Scolithus), which are present over a

large area of the Northern Flinders (Dalgarno and Johnson, (1962). This unit

makes a¡ excellent marker for the Ediacara structure.

Unit 2. Transítion Shales

Íhese average 15 to 20 metres in thickness and. consist

dominantly of shates, with ínterbedded sand.stone and dolomite. this unit

outcrops around the margins of the Ediacara Basin and is deeply affected

by weathering.
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According to Gol-dring and Curnow (L967) the sequence from upper

Pound Quartzite through to the Parachilna Formation, corresponds to the

frequently observed regressive unit followed by a transgressive unit in

deltaic sedimentation. Hence they support the idea that the Parachilna

Formation records a major transgression (a loca1 unconformity has been

found in tJ:is stratigraphic position further east in the Flinders Ranges)

in other \^rords, in part the sea transgressed over unlithified sediments,

as shown by worm burrows penetrating the Pound Quartzite (Nixon, 1962 :

Curno\,¡ and Goldring, L967).

1.5.3 Ajax Limestone

The Parachilna Formation is overlain conformably by Cambrian

dolomites. Nixon (1962) has referred to the carbonate sequence of the

Cambrian at Ediacara as the Ajax Limestone, by drawing an analogy to the

l-imestones of the nearby Mt. Scott Area (Oaily, l-956). Nixon has

recognised a three fold subdivision of the Ajax Limestone at Ediacara on

the basis of detailed field mapping. The total thickness of Cambrian

at Ediacara is 320 metres.

Unit 1. Sandy Cross Bed.ded Dol-omite (fo be Referred to as the
Sandy Dolomite)

this is the oldest unit, varying between 0 and 100 metres in

thickness, and is presently only in the nortl: and. south of the basin,

lensing out towards the centre. Nixon (L962) has interpreted this as

indicating shoreline conditions in the north and south with a trough

occupying the central area. TLre sandy dol-omites are fairly well bedded. and

commonly cross bed.ded, with some interbedded fine grained grey or greenish

grey massive dolomites. These are frequently brecciated and sometimes

strongly mineralised. Layers of breccia up to a metre in thickness are

conmon. Primary lead mineralisation occurs in these breccias.
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Unit 2. Laminated Algal Dolomite (To be Referred. to as the
Laminated Dolomite)

Thris u¡rit is between 35 and 40 metres in thickness a¡rd consists

of pale buff and grey laminated dolomites, with interbedded lenses and

beds of dark grey massive dolomites. Structures thought to be

stromatolites occur, particularly in the north west part of the basin.

Breccias, many metres thick, are conìmon and one persistent siliceous,

malganese and iron stained breccia occurs near the base of the unit.

Detailed mapping by Nixon (L962) has shown these breccias to be approximately

conformable to bedding (see Figure 1.3) . Primary lead mineralisation is

cofiìmon in the breccias. The algal beds tend to change along strike into

oolitic dolomite in places.

Unit 3. Massive Dolomíte

Ttris unit, at least I50 metres in thickness, is the youngest unit

exposed and an unknown thickness of it has been eroded. It is a massive,

finely crystalline, grey dolomite with nodular and bedded chert.

Occasional archaeocyatha have been found. in this unit, particularly towards

the top. Minor breccias occur and only traces of primary lead mineralisation

are known.

Ttre dolomitic breccias are of interest and importance. Tleey appear

to be conformable as shown by detailed mapping (Figure 1.3). fhey occur

from a few centimetres to several metres in thickness and quantitatively

make up an important portion of the dolomite sequence. Individual breccias

may not have great persistence along strike, but at least one seems to occur

fairly persistently, though in a lenticular fashion, just a-bove the base of

tJ.e Laminated Dolomite. Ttris breccia, and. some others, principally or

entirely in the Laminated Dolomite, contain abundant siliceous fragrments and

manganese and iron staining. Ttre majority of the breccias consist of anqular

fragments of dolomite in a fine grained or sandy doromitic matrix.
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2.I INTRODUCTTON

The petrography of the host-rocks has been studied in both hand.

specimen and thin section. T\^/o diamond drill ho1es | 832 and E33A were

examined and. logged in detail (See Appendix ). Representative sampÌes for

examination were taken and numbered, such that the first part of the number

refers to the hole and the second part to the depth in feet (e.9.,

32/352 refers to a sample taken at depth of 352 feet in hole E32). The

same numbering procedure was used for subsequent samples taken for

nuineragraphic, sulphur isotope and fluid inclusion studies. The carbonate

sediments are classified according to the scheme of spectral subdivision

outlined by Folk (1968). Carbonate minerals were identified by staining

techniques described by Fried.man (1959). The descriptions have been

subdivided according to the units recogrnised at the surface (Section I.4) ,

altl-ough the recognition of the carbonate r¡nits in drill core can be very

difficult.

2.2 POUND OUARTZTTE

Ttris is a medium grained feldspathic quartzite. ltre grains were

originally subangular to subrounded in shape, but grain boundaries are

indistinct because of recrystallisation. Quartz (90e") is the predominant

mineral present and many grains show undulose extinction. Feldspars

constitute 5 to l-0% of the rock and include microcline, plagioclase and

orthoclase. In places barite (up to SZ) is for¡nd cementing grains.

Accessory minerals include zircon, tourmaline, sericite and about 1% of

opaques.

2.3 VIORM BURROVT BEDS

This is a medium to coarse grained sa¡rdstone, with quartz (85% )

existing in two distinct grain sizes. Some grains are reasonabty coarse

(0.5 to 1.5Íün) and well rounded. whereas others are much finer

(0.05 to 0.lmm) and subangnrlar to subrounded. lrlell ror:nded feldspar grains
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(plagioclase and nuicrocline) constitute 2 to 5% of the rock and fine

grained clays and chlorite, 5 to 10?. Accessory nuinerals incl-ude a small

percentage of well rounded tourmaline and rare zircon.

2 .4 TR.ANSTTION SHALES

This unit consists predominantly of interbedded dofomitic and

siliceous r¡nits

2 .4.I Grelrvuacke

Ttris is a poorly sorted rock containing fragments of siltstone and

argillaceous sandstone and rounded quartz grains in an extremely fine grained

matrix. Ttre argillaceous fragments are composed of subangular to subror:nded

quartz and feldspar grains in a sericitic matrix. Siltstone fragments contain

predominantly sericite and minor quartz. The ror¡nded quartz and. occasional

feldspar grains (microcline with some plagioctase) average 0.5run in diameter.

The matrix of the rock is composed of subangular to sr:brounded quartz and.

feldspar, sericite a¡d muscovite. Accessory mineral-s include zircon,

tourmaline, sphene and opaques.

2.4.2 Sandstone

Ttre grains are subangular to subrounded in shape and range from

O.03mm to 0.lmm in diameter. Quar:uz (95%) is the predominant constitutent

with minor feldspar (orthoclase, plagioclase and microcline). Ttre matrix is

extremely fine grained and consists of sericite and iron oxides. Accessory

zircon and tourmaline are present.

2.4.3 Sandy, Finely Crystalline Dolonr-ite

Dolomite (55%) is the dominant. mineral with minor quartz and

feldspar (microcline arìd plagioclase). The grains average 0.05run in diameter

and are mostly subangular to subrounded in shape. Sericite (5%) occurs in

bands and fine grained opaques are d.isseminated through the rock.

Accessory rn-inerals present are tourmaline a¡rd zircon.
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2.4.4 Sandy, Oolitic, Medium CrystalÌine Dolomite

The main constituents are dolorn-ite and quartz with minor feldspar

and sericite. the texture is predorn-inantly oolitic with the oolites

composed of dolonite, with occasional centres of quartz grains or

previously formed oolites. Ttre earlier oolites contain fine opaques, which

show up their concentric a¡d radial structure. Some of these early oolites

have been broken a¡d others show replacement by Later doLomite. Cavities

occur between the last formed oolites in one part of the specimen, but in

the remaind.er these cavities have been fill-ed with coarser grained. dolomite.

ltre oolitic section grades into a sandy do]omite. This consists of abundant

rou¡rded quartz and chert grains in a matrix of finer, more angular quartz and

feldspar. Zírcon, tourmaline and fine grained opaques also are present.

2.4.5 Dolomitic Siltstone

Ttre rock is distinctly banded with pink bands oontaining mainly

quartz and dolomite and green ba¡ds sericiterin addition to the quartz and

dolomite. The more sandy bards are coarser witJl subangular to sr:broqnded

grains. Dolornite and quartz occur in approxímately equal amounts, sericite

is a minor constituent and feldspar is rare. Accessory rn-inerals are sphene

a¡¡d opaques. The opaque mj-nerar is iron oxide, which occuïs as fine

disseminated grains and al-so as euhedral grains, probably pseudomorphing

pyrite.

2.5 SANDY CROSS BEDDED DOLOMTTE

2.5.I Finely stalline , Sand.y, Oolitic, Intraclastic Dolomite

Dolomite fragrnents and oolites occur in a matrix of dolomite and

quartz grains. The clasts (10s) are up to 3mm in length a¡d are of sandy

and massive dolomite. ooolites (40%) have an average diametre of lmm and

many have a well defined concentric structure. Several have doloÍLite clasts

or quartz aS a nucleus. Quartz occurs in two distinct sizes - coarse
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(1.Orun), well rounded grains, which are probaJrly quartzite fragments and

much finer (0.1 - 0.2mm) subangular to subrounded grains. Thre cement

consists of fine grained dolomite (0.03mm) and. minor feldspar (microcline

and plagioclase) and accessory tourmaline are present.

2.5.2 Medium Crystall-ine Sandy Oolitic Dol-omite (Fiqure 4.lb)

Oolites (0.3 to 1.0mm in diameter), which make up about 50e" of the

specimen, consist of very fine grained dolomite with fine concentric

structures frequently visible. The cement consists of much coarser

(0.05 to 0.1mm) clear dolomite, and in places is replaced by pyrite. Minor

subangular to subrounded quartz (0.1 to 0.5mm diameter) a¡d less than 5%

opaques are present. Accessory minerals include tourmaline and zircon.

2.5.3 Very Finely Crystall-ine - Finely Crystalline Sandy Doloruite
(Figure 2.La)

Dolomite (4O - 7Oz) is fine grained generally ranging in size from

.01 to .05mm, but in places averages 0.1mm. It is usually a brownish

colour, but in places cavities are filled with clearer a¡d coarser grained

dolomíte. In parts the dol-omite has a dark appearance d,ue to very finely

disseminated opaques (galena and pyrite), which make up to about 5% of the

rock (e.9., Figures 4.2a and 4.2b). Detrital quartz (10 - 50%) and

feldspar (0 - 10*) generally constitute the remainder of the rock. Feldspar

forms a-bout a quarter of the total quartz and is predominantly nr-icrocline,

with some plagioclase and a small amount of orthoclase. The quartz a¡rd

feldspar grains are subangular to subrounded and range from 0.Imm to 0.5nm

in diameter (average 0.2mm) and in places show evidence of recrystallisation.

Occasional oolites may be present and accessory minerals include well rounded

zircon, tourmaline (average 0.2mm diameter), muscovite flakes and opaques.

In places tJ.e sandy dolomites are banded, with bands rich in quartz and

feldspar and others rich in dol-omite. TLrere may also be a grain size
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difference between bands. This banding probably corresponds to the cross

bedding observed at the surface. Some bands also contain rounded fragments

up to t centimetre in length, that are very similar to the matrix-

Cross-cutting silica veins display concentric banded growth structures and

contain a large number of inclusions which are often aligned. Ttrese

inclusions v¡ere identified as prehnite. TLre veins contain mineralisation

and are described in detail in Section 4.2.3.

In places, stylolites are present in the sandy dolomite

(Figure 4.7d). TLrese are very distinctive in appearance and contain cl-ays,

detrital quartz and feldspar and fine grained' opaques, all of which are

residues from the solution of the dolomite. fn addition to the insoluble

concentration, there is material which was deposited from tlre dissolving

sol-utions or later solutions moving along the stylol-itic seams. This

includes silica, which is generally in the form of coarse interlocking grains

rich in inclusions, dolomite and. opaques. fhe dolomite (iron rich) is coarser

grained (0.4 to O.5mm in diameter) and clear and the opaques consist mainly

of galena and pyrite. This materiat is very similar to the silica veins

(Section 4.2.3) which therefore are probably related to stylolites and

solution activitY.

Finely crystaltine massive dolomites are interbedded with sandy

dolomites. Dolornite (average 0.05mm) constitutes about 95% of these beds,

with Z to 3% of subangular and subrounded quartz (average 0.05mm) and fine

grained disseminated opaques. Stylolites are usually conìmon and contain clay

concentrations, detrital quartzr opaques and silica-

2 .5.4 Dolomitic Feldspathic Sandstone

Ttris occurs occasionatly as thin interbeds. Detrital quartz (7Oe") ,

feldspar (5% microcline, orthoclase and minor plagioclase) are subangular
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to rounded a¡rd have an average grain size of 0.lmm. Accessory minerals are

well rounded tourmaline (fu ) and rare zircon a¡d muscovite. Ttre cement

consists of finely crystalline dolomite (15 - 2O%) ' opaques (5e") and clays.

Clasts of the underlying sandy dolomites are often present in these

interbeds, which probably represent channel deposits.

2.5.5 Medium Crystal-tine, Sandy Intracl-astic Dotomite
(Figures 2.fb , 2.6a, 2.6b and 4.lc)

The clasts are mainly sandy dol-onuite in a matrix of brownish

dolomite (average 0.lmm diameter), which shows a weak banding. A few oolites

are also present, along with minor detrital quartz. Ttre dolomitic section

is gradational into very sandy sections containing up to 90% quartz, as well as

dolomite, microcline, accessory tourmaline and zircon, and a concentration

of opaques and c1ays. Stylolitic seams are present in these sandy sections,

along with coarse patches of pyrite and galena. ft is thougrht that these

sandy sections represent concentratj-ons by solution activity.

2.5.6 Dolomite Breccias

(a) Mineratised dolomite breccias with silica cement (Figure 4.3a)

lhe dolomite blocks are finely crystalline and contain a small

amount of detrital quartz and minor d.isseminated opaques along grain

boundaríes in the dolorn-ite. TLre edges of the blocks are of ten marked. by a

concentration of clays and detrital quartz, indicating solution activity.

The cement, which consists of opaques, silica and coarser grained clear

dolonr-ite, is described in detail in Section 4.2.4.

(b) Sandy dolomite breccia

llLre dolomite blocks (20 - 50%) are up to several centimetres in

length, and consist of massive and sandy dolomite. The cement consists of

quartz ranging from well rounded grains, averaging 0.5mm in diameter, to

subrounded to subanguLar grains averaging 0.lmm in diameter, feldspar
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(microcline with rare plagioclase), dolonrite (average 0.O3mm diameter)

opaques, clays and rare tourmaline and zircon. This breccia appears to be of

sedimentary origin (a slump-type breccia), but the possibiJ-ity of a

solution origin cannot be overlooked.

(c) Solution coll-apse breccia (Figure 2.5a)

The dolomite is present.in three distinct grain sizes. TLre first is

very finely crystal-Iine (average 0.003mm diameter) and. represents the original

host rock dolomite. Associated \^/ith this dolomite is minor d.etrital quartz

(5%) and abundart, very fine grained disseminated sulphides. Thre second

type is finely crystalline (0.0I to 0.O5mm diameter) and the third is medium

to coarsely crystalline (0.1 to 0.4run) clear dolomite, associated with patches

of sulphides along thin veinlets and stylotites. Ttre latter tvro types of

dolomite are deposited as a result of solution activity, the coarse clear

dolomite having been deposited l-ast al-ong with sutphides. During this

solution activity the fineLy disseminated sulphides appear to have been

leached from tJ:te host d.olomite a¡rd concentrated along the veins and

stylol-ites (See (hapter 4) .

2.6 LAMTNATED AIGA], DOLOMITE

From surface mapping this unit overlies the Sandy Dolomite. However,

it is very difficult to pick this unit in drill core, as the laminated

nature obvious at tJle surface, is only apparent in the top 20 metres.

2.6.1 Dolomite Breccias

(a) Laminated dolomite breccia (Stylobreccia)
(Figures 2.Lc, 2-6c, 4.4b and 4.4d)

These distinctive breccias mark the beginning of the Laminated

Dolomite. ['hey bonsist of a large proportion of laminated dolomite blocks

(up to 5O%), which are up to 5 centimetres in length, in a fine grained

cement. The latter consists of mainly fine grained dolomite (average
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0.02mm diameter) with subangular to subrounded quartz (0.2mm) minor

microcline, oolites, c1ays, small dol-omite frag'ments, silica (colloform

banded chalcedony and euhedral- quartz crystals bottr containing galena

inclusions conforming to colloform or growth banding), and accessory

tourmaline and zircon. Ttre cement al-so contains euhedral pyrite and galena.

Many of these breccias are probably due to solution activity, since the

cement is similar in appearance to the material in stylolites, and the

margins of many of the blocks are clearly marked by stylolites (Figure 4.4b).

Very similar structures have been described by Logan and Semeniuk (L976)

as stylobreccias. These are structures where stylolites circumscribe

carbonate fragments and Logan and Semeniuk believe that these stylobreccias

are formed by a combinaLion of pressure solution a¡d shear fracture during

Iow grade metamorphism (moderate pressure. 1ow temperature). Coll-ins and

S¡nith (1972) have also descrjlced similar structures in the ]ower Ordovicia¡

carbonates of tnlestern Newfoundland. They termed these structures

"pseudobreccias" and suggested that they were formed during the ultimate

phase of diagenesis.

(b) Solution collapse breccia (Figure 2.ld)

ftris thin breccia (0.6 metres thick) occurs at the contact between

a massive, finely crystalline dolomite and porous, laminated dolomite. It

consists entirely of well- laminated dolomite blocks in a matrix of galena

and pyrite (see Section 4.2.4). It is thought that solutions would be

concentrated in a porous unit at ttre contact with a 1o\n/ porosity unit, which

would lead to d.issotution and then coll-apse of larninated dolomite. Later

solutions have deposited pyrite, galena and dolomite around these blocks.

(c) Dolomite breccias (Figure 2.2a and 2.2b)

ltrese breccias occur frequently through the Laminated Dolomite. fhrey

consist predominantly of clasts of finely crystalJ-ine dolomite (average 0.Olmm
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diameter) up to several centimetres in length, set in a matrix of coarser

cl-ear dol-omite (average 0.lmm diameter). other fragments include oolites,

chert a¡d occasional laminated. and. sandy dolomite bl-ocks. Minor

subangular detrital quartz (average 0.tmm diameter) is also present.

Silicification is common wit-h chalcedony occurring as colloform banded cavity

fillings. Opaques (galena and pyrite) are present in places as concentrations

along stylolites in fractures or patches in üie coarser dol-onr-ite cement.

The origin of these breccias is probably due to sedimentary slumping, although

sol-ution activity cannot be ruled out. Some dolomite breccias (l'igure 4.4a)

have a larger range of dolonrite fragiments, and a larger proportion of cement.

the cement consists of clays, detrital quartz (witlt rare tourmal-ine and

microcline), fine grained dolomite, spheroidal- pyrite (0.3 to o.5mm in

diameter) and sil-ica (chalced.ony coating pyrite grains and as coarser patches,

rich 1n inclusions. )

2.6.2 Fine talline Laminated. Dolomite Fi res 2.4a and 4.1-d

This is well developed in the top 20 metres of the unit. It consists

of finely crystalrine dol-omite (average .01- to .05mm) with very minor

detrital quartz (I-29ø) and rare dolomite cl-asts (up to 5mm in diameter) and

oolites. The laminations, which are due to variations in grain size

(Figure 2.6d'), are usually not continuous but show a disturbed. appearance,

probably due to slumping. In places the dolomite contains very finely

disseminated opaques. Stylolites are present and contain detrital quartz,

opaques, clays and dolonrite.

A very distinctive "clastic dyke", about 1.5 centimetres wide, occurs

in hole E32 (Figure 2.2d). This contains laminated. dolomite blocks (jO - goa) ,

chert fragments, euhedral quartz crystals and detrital quartz grains in a

cement of fine grained dolomite (average O.O5mm diameter). Ttre dolomite

fragments can be correlated with overlying dolomite, arld it is thought that
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tfiis "dyke" is a solution structure, with the fragrments being derived from

above. The euhedral quartz crystals contain abundant incl-usions, a feature

which is characteristic of the quartz in the mineralised silica veins and

breccias.

2.6.3 Finely-Medium Crystalline (Stylolitic) Dolomite

Dolomite (0.OI - 0.10mm diameter) is the dominant constituent rnaking

greater than 95% of tl:e rock. Some coarser grained, clear dolomite patches

occur and rare ghost clasts and oolites are also present. Subangular

detrital q:uarLz (average 0.05mm diameter) and fine grained, disseminated

opaques constitute the remaind.er. Stylolites are coÍìmon and contain clays,

detrital qtrartz, Tare tourmaline and zircon, opaques. (pyrite and. galena)

coarser grained clear d.olomite, and colloform banded chalcedony. In places

the stylolites are so a-bundant that the rock has a brecciated appearance

(stylobreccia), (Figures 2.5b, 2.7a and 2.7b). These dolomites are found

above the l-aminated dolomite breccias and below the overlying laminated

dolomites. They are interbedded with minor oolitic dolomite, Iaminated

dolomite and. dolomite breccías.

2.6 -4 Medium Crystal-line, Oolitic, Intraclastic Dolomite

More than 508 of the rock consists of relict oolite structures up to

lmm in diameter which are cemented together by medium grained. clear dolomite

(0.1 to 0.3mm d,iameter). Relict clasts of laminated, massive a¡d oolitic

dolomite are present, along with a small amount of detrital quartz.

StyJ-olites are conmon a¡rd contain clays, concentrations of galena and

pyrite a¡rd. chalcedony.

2.6.5 Silica Veins (Figures 2-3a, 4.2c and 4.2d)

The details of the mineralogy of these veins are described in Section

4.2.3. Tkre boundaries of the veins are marked in places by iron staining and

an increase in detrital quartz and c1ays, suggesting that solution acÈivity may

be important in the origin of these veins.
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7 MASSIVE DOLOMITE

1.L Dolomite Breccias (nigures 2.2c, 2.3b, 2.3c and 2.3d)

Distinctive dolonuite breccias mark the beginning of the Massive

Dolomite. They are quite variable in nature. Some contain a large

proportion of finely crystal-l-ine dofomite fragments in a cement of slightly

coarser dolomite, rninor detritäI quartz and fine grained, pyrite, galena and

sphalerite. Patches of sulphides up to 1mm in diameÈer are present. In

places the cement is styl-olitic in nature.

Another distinctive breccia iontains some chal-cedonic fragrments up to

1 centimetre in length. These fragments display features that are

characteristic of the sil-ica veins:- cofloform banding. corroded dolomite

rhombs, inclusions of sulphides (galena and sphalerite) conforming in places

to the colloform banding. The other fragments are finel-y crystalline

dolomite up to 2cm in length and the cement consists of fine grained dolomite

(average 0.05mm diameter), detrital quartz, c1ays, opaques (galenei a¡rd

sphalerite) and rare tourmaline. Clearly this breccia has developed after

mineralisation in the silica fragments.

2.7 .2 Finely Cr:ystalline (¡lassive) Dolomite (rigure 2.4b) .

This rock type forms the bul-k of the Massive Dolonuite r¡nit. It

consists of finely crystalline dol-omite, with less than 2% subangular quartz

(average 0.lmm diameter). In places possiJcle relict clasts are present.

Stylolites are common and contain detrital quartz, opaques (iron oxides and

sulphides), clays, chalcedony and coarser clear dolomite. Fine grained

opaques also occur disseminated through the dolomite.

2.7.3 Finely Crvstalline, Oolitic Dolomi te (Fiqure 2.7d.)

Oolj.tes, which make up to about 50? of the rock type, are about

0.5mm in diameter on average, and consist of very finely crystalrine

(0.O05 - 0.03mm) dolomite. 'Concentric banding is visibte and some oolites
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contain cores rich in fine opaques. The cement to the ootites consists of

coarser cl-ear dolomite (0.05 - 0.15nm). Minor subangular to subrounded.

quartz grains (0.lmm average diameter) are also present. Some oolites are

made up of an outer coating of chal-cedony. Occasional stylolites contain

detrital quartz, opaques (predominantly galena), clays and barite, which

is associated with the galena.'

2.8 SEDIMENTATTON

The Parachilna Formation and Ajax Limestone represent a carbonate

interruption of a terrigenous filling of a geosyncl-ine. Some event caused

the cessation of terrigenous influx and resulted in the development of a

thick carbonate sequence. l[hrese carbonate rocks represent a set of

lithologies, structures and organic traces that woul-d characterise a shallow

near-shore carbonate environment. Table 2.I, after Laporte, (1969) and

Íhomson and Thomasson, (1969) is a composite listing of environmental

features observed in shal-low \nrater near-shore environments, normally associated

with an epeiric sea. Table 2.1 includes suggested. zonations of Ediacara

carbonates in terms of the information presented. Pred.onuinantLy the Ediacara

carbonate sequence represents a tidal flat situation grading to open shallow

shelf. The Worm Burrow Beds, the Transition Shales a¡rd the Sandy Dol-omite

\^rere deposited during the main trangressive phase of the lower Cambrian.

Oolites and cross bedding are conmon in the Sandy Dolomite, as they are in

most shallow water carbonate environments. Íhey are formed by strong tidal

current action on shallow stable shelf environments (sub-tidal). fntracl-asts

have been derived by erosion of semiconsol-idated carbonate material. Zones

of more abundant distriJcution of intraclasts probably indicate more

agitated waters (higher energy environment). Terrigenous detritus (mainly

quartz) has been introduced by drainage v¡aters from the adjacent land mass.

lhe energy Variations within the environment are reflected in the content of
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terrj-genous detritus in the sediments of the different zones. Hence the

sandy dol-omites represent higher energy environments (sub-tidal to bar and

channel), whereas the laminated and. massive dolomites represent l-ower energy

situations (tidal frat or open shallow sheJ-f). simirarry a time-energy

variation is reflected within each zone due to seasonal variation.

Following the deposition of t}le Sandy Dolomite, there was a rn-inor

regression, and the Laminated. Dol-omite was deposited in a tidal flat

environment. lltris tidal flat environment was characterised by an alternating

process of submergence and exposure, leading to the devel-opment of the

interbedded laminated dolomites a-rÌd massive intraclastic dolomites. Ihese

Ia¡n-inated. dolomites contain only a very small amount of detrita1 material ,

indicative of their Low energ'y environment of formation. During e>posure of

the tidal flat a special type of sedimentation proceeded. Organic sediments

were buirt up by the bi¡rding activity of organisms. These organisms

displayed a sensitive response to depth a¡rd their activity was confined to

the exposed tidal flat. The former presence and activity of the a1gae is

evidenced by stromatolite structures in the sediments. ïtrese laminated

dolomites would have been formed in the supratidal and intertidal environments

of the tidal flat (Lucia , L972) , and interbedded massive dolo¡n-ites in the

marine environment. No attempt has been made to differentiate between

supratidaL and. intertidal - they are both referred to as supratidar.

Irregular l-aminations caused by a combination of period.ic sedimentation and

a1gal structures are the most characteristic features of the supratidal

environment. Ttre exposure of this environment would lithify and tend to break

up the supratidal sediment into clasts, which wouLd then be transported and

thus deposiÈed in other environments (intraclasts are common in the inter-

bedded massive dolomites) .
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ILre Massive Dolomite was deposited during the following transgression

in a sub-tidal to open shallow shelf environment. The environment was

clean, with freely circulating \^¡ater of a depth of 50 to 100 metres, as

indicated by archaeocyathids. The low energy of the environment is indicated

by tlre very low detrital content of the dolomites. Fluctuations in sea

l-evel occurred, resulting in deposition of ooLitic dolomites and laminated

dolomites in much shallower v¡ater.

If the tidal-flat environment progrades seaward (Lucia, 1972) marine

sediment should be overlain by intertidal- and supratidal sediments. This

sequence should be found lateral1y as wel-l as vertically and repetition of

prograding tidal-flat sedimentary cycles should also take p1ace. Figure 2.8

clearly shows the vertical sequence at Ed.iacara does in fact agree with this.

Figure 2.9 shows that lateral- variations between different environments

may have occurred. This is contrary to earrier work (Nixon , L962), which

considers each of the major units to be separate time-stratigraphic

lithological units. Figure 2.9 suggests that some of the units are in part

time-transgressive and interfinger lateratÌy. For exampre, the upper part

of tle Parachilna Formation in the southern hal-f of the field is possibly a

facies equivalent of the lower Sandy Dolomite in the northern half of the

field.

Comparison of a number of feaÈures suggests that an applicable model

for tle area is that of a sabkha (evaporite flats that form along the sub-

aerial landward margins of regressive seas). These environments, as described

by Shinn et aI., (1965), Illing et aI., (1965) , Deffeyes et aI., (f965) and Intood

and !'tolfe (1969) , are marked by penecontemporaneous dolomite for.mation and

stromatol-ite development. No calcite is present at Ediacara, suggesting

that penecontemporaneous dolomite forrnation may have taken place. It is

generally thought that dolomite does not form as a direct precipitate from
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sea water, but ratìer i-s produced by alteration of previously deposited

carbonates by sea water d.erived brines (Lippman, l-973).

Modern carbonaÈe tidal flats commonly contain dol-omite. rhis dolomite

is bel-ieved to be formed from sea water which has been concentrated to

gypsum saturation (Deffeyes, et aL, 1965). Ttre sabkha produces the necessary

conditions for sea water evapoiation to the point where gypsum wilr

precipitate and thus produce adcLOmitising soluÈion.

Dolomitisation requires a source of Mg++ ions, plus conditions of

high salinity and temperature. A number of mechanisms have been proposed for

increasing the satinity of sea water and suppÌying the necessary Mg++iorrs.

fhese have been reviewed by Friedman and Sanders (1967). Hypersaline brines

ca¡ be formed by "capillary concentration" or by "reffuxion" in areas where

evaporation exceeds precipitation plus mn-off. CapilÌary concentration of

sea \^¡ater requires a sediment-air interface; evidence for associated

dessication is lacking, at Ediacara, hence precluding this mechanism. Ttre

model- for dolomitisation by seepage refl-uxion \^/as developed. by King (Ig47)

and has been refined by subsequent workers, (e.g.rAdams and Rhodes,1960).

Heavy supersaline brines enriched in ug++ sink from the supratidal surface

and flow seaward down the sloping shelf. lhe surface currents from the

ocean tend to replenish the water loss over t}le tidal- flat. If the brine

fJ-owing seaward is impeded by natural barriers, it migrates to the lowest

topographic depressions and moves through the underlying sediments, which

are progressively dol-omitised. Most workers consider doÌomitisation by

seepage refLuxion is part of the geological cycle inherent with tidal-ftat

sedimentation, particularly in arid and semi-arid climates. Evaporites,the

precipitation of which produces the dolonr-itising fluid, are clearly very

susceptible to removaL by shallow ground water, producing solution collapse

breccias arrd' cavities.
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2.9 SUPERIMPOSED PRODUCTS OF POST DEPOSITTONAL SOLUTION ACTIVITY

2.9.L Stylol-ites

Solution phenomena during loading may have reduced the thickness of

the carbonate sequence by several hundred metres. Stylolites resulting from

loading are developed on an extensive scale throughout the carbonate

sequence. TLre insolubl-e residue within the styJ-olites, consists of

terrigenous detritus (mainly quartz with minor feldspar), clays and opaques

(iron oxides and sulphides). The material expelled during the reduction of

the formation migrated as solubl-e carbonates in connate or gror:ndwaters.

Sulphides and quartz were also ta-lcen into solution during this process. Part

of this dissol-ved material is represented by the coarse grained cl-ear

dolomite, chalcedony and euhedral quartz and. sulphides of the solution

breccias, veins and other cavity fillings.

The stylolítes at Ediacara are of two types:- the horizontal

stylolites which are parall-eJ. or nearly parallel to the bedding (nigures 2.Ia,

2.)b, 2.7d and 4.lb) and the interconnecting network (of) stylolites, which

often gives the dolomite a brecciated appearance (Figures 2.2bt 2.5a,2.7a

and 2.lb) . Ttre nature and origin of stylolites have been reviewed by Par:k

and Schot (1968). They recorded examples of styloli-tisation serving as an

enrichment process of disseminated ore minerals and. with fluorite and

sulphides being enriched along the stylolitic seams (see Figures 4 and I0 in

Park and Schot, ]968). Itre silica in the stytolites observed by Park and

Schot is of three types; detrital grains, euhedral crystals and patches of

chalcedonic quartz. Tkris is identical to the observations of the silica in

the stylolites at Ediacara. Park and Schot (1968) and Amstutz and Park (1967)

favour a diagenetic pre-lithification origin of stylol-ites through sol-ution

pressure d.uring compaction. rhis is a lengthycontinuous process that
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operates throughout the diagenetic history of the host rocks. The pH of the

pore solutions affects the solubilites of dolomite and sil-ica inversely;

with increasing pH the sol-ubility of silica increases, whire that of

dolomite decreases. If the pore solution, undersaturated with respect to

dolomite, becomes gradually acidic upon migration, silica, when present in

solution. will precipitate and'dolomite may dissoJ-ve. This may explain the

frequent occurrence of silica within stylolitic seams.

2.9.2 Solution Breccias

Existence of solution (collapse) breccias has been demonstrated at

Ediacara. lttese breccias are of two main types. In the first variety the

relations of adjoining fragments have only been slightly d.isturbed

(nJ-gure 4.4c) and in the second type adjacent fragrments normally have come

from appreciably separated sources and have no apparent primary sedimentary

relationship to each other (Figures 4.4b and 4.4d).

In the Viburnum Trend of Southeast Missouri, 1ead, zinc and copper

sulphides occur in solution-induced collapse breccias in the upper part of

tlre Bonneterre Formation (Davis and Brown , 19-73; Davis , L975). Tndividual

breccia bodies are as wide as 75 metres and as thick as 25 metres, with a

basin-shaped base.

Similarly, in the Mascot-Jefferson City District of Tennessee

(Mccormick, et a1., r97r¡ Ridge, 1968; Kendall, 1960 and Hoagland, et ar.,r965)

ore structures are tÌtought to be solution collapse breccias, produced by a

palaeoaquifer system that was developed in a karst terrain. Meteoric waters

supposedly moved downward and laterally through the underlying carbonate

formations dissol-ving limestone along bedding planes and. fractures. Similar

karstic topographies have been recognised in lower cambrian carbonates in

the v'Tirrealpa area (P. Hasl-ett, pers. comm.). very reddish coloured

dolon-ites in'the Massive Dolomite (32/75) may represent sr¡b-aerial weathering.
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Solution of dolomites would leave voids or unconsol-idated zones into which

the overlying beds woufd collapse. AÌternatively, volumes of breccia may

have been formed by hydrothermaL solutions that penetrated unbrecciated beds

al-ong innumerable minor fractures (Ridge, 1969). Examples of solution

collapse breccias are shown in Figures 2.1_d, 2.2cr 2.2d and 2.5b.

Anotlter possibility for'breccia formation is simpty ttre dissolving of

dolomite along thin interconnecting seams (stylolites), the net result being

the breaking of dolomite beds into fragments and. the infilling of the sþaces

between the fragments with the dissolved primary dolonr-ite, silica a¡rd

sulphid.es. This would probably lead to the d.evelopment of stylobreccias.

Variations in the physical appearance of the stylobreccias (See Figures 2.5a,

4.3,4.4b and 4.4d) are probably directly related to the intensity of

solution.

According to Binks (1972), the distinctive breccias tl:rat occur around

the periphery of the Ediacara Basin in dolomites at the base of the Ajax

Limestoner êre due to intense leaching during Mesozoic and Tertiary times.

This l-eaching process has resulted in enrichment of secondary copper and

lead mineralisation in a thick material zone of residual cJ-ayey material

overlain by dolonitic coltapse breccia.

2.IO ORIGTN OF TIIE BRECCIAS

fhe origin of tJle breccias, many of which are mineralised, can be

ascribed to either sedimentary (slump) or solution processes. However, in

some cases it is difficult to distinguish which of the t\do processes was

important.

2.LO.1 Sedimentary Breccias

Surface napping has shown that many breccias are conformable with

bedding and are therefore probably of sedimentary origin. The mineralisation,

lithologies änd sedimentary breccias are comparable with those described by
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Snyder and Odell (1958) and Sny<ler and Gerdemann (1968) in the Old Lead

District of Southeast Missouri, where sedimentary breccias are important

ore-controlling structures. Figures 2.10 a¡rd 2.rr show the strong

sim-il-arities between the generalised stratigraphic sections at Ediacara

a¡d Southeast Missouri.

ltre sedimentary breccias in the OId Lead District are considered

to represent the primary or penecontemporaneous product of slump or

intrastratal- f1ow. rhey formed by submarine sl-id.es into nearby depositional

basins. Lithofacies studies indicate that environments of deposition were

dominated by two main elements, depositional ridges and basins, the ridges

being composed of calcarenite and reef deposits and. the basin sediments of

fine grained carbonate and argillaceous muds. Ttre analog.y at Ediacara to

these two el-ements woul-d be the laminated (alga1) dolomites and sandy

oolitic dolomites of supra-tidaf to sub-tidal environments an¿ massive

finely crystalline dolomites which would be of deeper depositional- environ-

ments (see Unit 2 in Figure 2.11). According to Snyder and odell (195g)

differential compaction could lead to oversteepening of slopes in t1.e

gradational- zone, between the ridge (shelf) and basin d.eposits and initiate

movement of r¡nconsol-idated and partially lithified sediments. these would

slide by gravity inÈo the depositional basins producing the thick breccias.

Slump brecciation nuixes various sediment types and can alter the

density from the enclosing sediments. Íherefore, certain types of slumped

sediments can probably lithify to rocks varying in density and permeability

from the enclosing rocks. This would be important in ore local-isation.

Erliston (1960) berieves this to be the case at rennant creek.

2.IT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I- The Parachilna Formation and Ajax Limestone, which are the hosts

to the mineralisation of Ediacara represent a set of complex lithologies,
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structures and organic traces that would characterise a shallow near-shore

carbonate environment.

2. Ttre Sandy Dolomite was deposited in an environment which ranged

from sub-tidal to bar and channel, the Laminated Dolomite in a tidal flat

environment, and the Massive Dolomite in an environment ranging from sub-tidal

to open shallow shelf.

3. It is suggested that both vertical and lateral variation between

different environments may have occurred. This would mean that the major

units are in part time-transgressive, rather than separate time-stratigraphic

tithological uniÈs.

4. An applicable environmental model for the area is that of a

sabkha. This environment could produce the necessary conditions for

dolomitisation by seepage refluxion.

5. Breccias, which range from a few centimetres to several metres

in thickness mal<e up a large and importanÈ part of the carbonate sequence,

since they are often strongly n¡-ineralised.

6. The origin of the breccias can be ascribed to either sed.imentary

or solution processes, but in some cases it is difficult to distinguish

between these processes. Solution activity is thought to be Èhe dominant

process.

7. Post depositional so1ution activity has affected a large proportion

of the carbonate sequence. ftre effects of this activity rançJe from stylolites

tJrrough to stylobreccias and solution collaqse activity.

8. Sulphides and quartz represent the major components concentrated

during solution activity.

9. Ttre Ediacara rnineral field has many similarities with the old Lead

District of Southeast Missouri where sedimentary breccias are important

ore-controlling structures .
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3.1 SURFACE WORKTNGS

3.1.1 Greenwood's Workinqs

Trhe workings which mark the most northerly extent of known lead

mineralisation are located at the northern end of the field (Figure I.3) and

were the most important. It is estimated that Greenwoodts workings produced

some 8r8O0 tonnes at arr average grade of 31% lead and 250 gm per tonne

sil-ver, over an average thickness of 0.6 metres (Broadhurst, 1947). High

grade lead ore occurs near the top of the Sandy Dolomite in a 0.6 metre thick

zone of conformable breccia of probable sedimentary origin, dipping south east

at about 10 degrees. TLris zone can be correl-ated with the mineralised layer

intersected in the Sandy Dolomite by drill holes to the south-west. The

chief ore mineral is cerussite with some minor malachite and these occur as

matrix to dolomite blocks in the breccia.

3.I.2 Southern Workings

llhese are located at the southern end of the fiefd in weathered

cal-careous shales and siltstones whictç according to Nixon (L962), are the

lateral- equivalent of the Sandy Dolomite of the northern part of the field.

Ttris would agree with the suggestion made in Chapter 2 that the Transition

Shales in the southern part are a facies equivalent of the Sandy Dolomite in

the northern part. the rocks are fairly well laminated a¡rd there is a

suggestion of breccia in places. Prod.uction is estimated to have been of the

order of 15rO00 tonnes at an average grade of 12% lead a¡d 28 gn per tonne

sil-ver, over an average width of 1.4 metres. Most of the ore mined was

cerussite, although malachite \^/as reported at the surface. The workings

occur as a narro\d ore body, etongate north-south and dipping at low angle to

the north, parallel to bedding.

3.1.3 Black Eagle Mine

Ttri-s rnine is located on the \^/estern side of the field and. is the
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only one to produce an appreciable amount of copper. Íhe chief mineral was

malachite which occurs in a bed of weathered limonitic earthy material

one to three metres thick. This probably represents a badly weathered and

leached pyritic dolomite breccia. On the surface the dolomite around the

Black Eagle Mine is much more reddish than dolomite in the rest of the field

probably reflecting the more intense weathering in this area. Manganese is

al-so more a-bun¿ant in the dol-omite in the immediate vicinity of the mine

tlan elsewhere in more massive dolomite.

Ttre stratiqraphic posiÈion of this mine is uncertain due to the

very weathered nature, but Nixon (1962) suggests that it is above the level

of míneralisation in the nortl:ern a¡rd southern areas. one hole (D.D.E7) has

been drilled 76 metres east of the Black Eagle Mine (Figure 1.3) . The hole

intersected 7.6 metres averaging I.I% copper, from 41 to 49 metres, and

9 metres averaging 1.0å lead, from 65 to 74 metres. The intersection of

I.l% copper, which would most likely represent the extension of the Black

Eagle mineralisation, would appear to be in the Transition Shales, as it is

most likely that both the Sandy Dotomite and the Laminated Dolomite are not

present in this area (see Figure 2.9). The recorded production was 264 tonnes

of ore averaging 7.2% copper.

3.1.4 Morish Adit

Íhis is located west of Greenwoodrs lVorkings, within a zone of

fracturing associated with tJre Gap Creek fault. Barite is abundant a¡d

associated with the crushed zone. Tkre lead mineralisation, in the form of

cerussite, occurs in the Sandy Dolomite, as at Greenwoodts !'Iorkings, along

flat lodes parallel to bedding. Production is unknown, but it would seem

that very little ore vras mined from tlis adit:
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3. 1.5 South-Eastern and South-Western Gossans

Gossans occur in zones around the south-eastern and south-westerrl

edges of the basin. Broadhurst (1947) described them as being up to one

hr¡ndred. metres wide, and each occurring over a length of 11000 metres and

associated with the occurrence of quartz reef.

Nixon's mapping has 'shown that the wide expression of bouldery and

rubbly Iimonite (manganese-coated in part), hematite and psilomelane is largely

due to the spread of scree. The quartz reefs mentioned. by Broadhurst (1947)

seem to be similar in all respects to the siliceous breccias which occur in

the northern area. TLre south-\^restern gossans are characterised by one

lenticular limonite and manganese stained siliceous breccia horizon,

about I.5 to 2 metres thick, and the south-eastern gossans by a nrurùcer of

similar breccias occurring over a greater thickness of the sequence. Binks

(L972) has suggested that these breccias are of cotlapse origin, produced

by intense leaching around the periphery of tl"e Ediacara Basin during

Mesozoic and Tertiary times.

The gossan areas were sampled in 1938 (Broadhurst, 1947) and the

results indicated some patchy copper mineralisation in pits and adits at a

number of points in both areas. At least some of these are associated with

tl:e Tra¡rsition Shales rather than the siliceous breccias. Four diamond drill

holes, EIl, EL2, 1-I1 and l:I2, have been dril-Ied to test any down-dip

extension of the south-eastern gossans. Apart from a little pyrite in

El2 and iron and manganese staining in all holes, no nineralisation was

recorded. T\^¡o ho1es, E9 and 810, were drilled just down-dip from the south:

western gossan. ElO intersected 6 metres averaging I.5% lead and 0.4%

copper in the Tra¡rsition Shales and up to 0.65% lead and 0.53% copper in

dolomite just above the Transition Shales. No mineralisation was recor<1ed in

E9. AlL hoies show a high degree of weathering.
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The siLiceous breccias of the gossan areas can probably be

correlated with the siliceous breccias just above the Sandy tLclomite in the

northern area. As the breccias of the gossan areas almost entirely overlie

the Transition Shales, it means that Èhe Sandy Dolomite is absent in these

areas.

3.2 DTAMOND DRILLING

The area has been subjected to extensive diamond driLting, with a

total of 46 holes being drilled into the Ediacara mineral field. These can

be summarised as follows:-

L946/47 Hol-es I-l-2 | 2-IL, 3-6, I.P.I and r.P.2

drilled by S.A. Department of Mines (Broadhurst, L947),

I96L/63 Holes EI to 24t E3I to 34 a¡rd E39 by S.A. Department of

Mines (Nixon, 1967).

1965/66 Holes E40 to 50 by C.R.A. Explorations Pty. Ltd.

(McQueen, 1967).

. Metal values (Cu, Pb, Zrrt Co, Ni, Ag, Cr, V, I'ln and Ba) and

carbonate analyses have been determined for 3 metre intervals for most of

the holes (except E40 to E50). Table 3.Ia shows a summary of lead, copper,

zinc and silver intersections in a1I driIl holes a¡rd Taj¡le 3.Lb shows

sunmarised geologicaL logs, enabling carrêlation be,tween mineralised

intersections and lithologies.

Resul-ts indicate that the best of the lead mineralisation occurs in

a stratigraphic thickness of about 30 metres, having its base 10.5 to 15 metres

above tJ:e top of the Transition Shales. Within this zone there is a tendency

for a layer up to 10 metres thick to occur in the Sandy Dol-omite and

another one up to 15 metres thick to occur just above the base of the

Laninated Dolomite (a1though still probably sandy). These layers are about

15 metres a¡Jart (see Figure 3.1 for summarised geological and geochemical togs
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of selected dril-I hoLes). Grades of the individual seLected intersections

representing these preferred layers are mostly 1 to 2.5% Iead, but in

hole E6, 4.5 metres of 7.3% lead and 4.2 metres of. 4.0å lead were

intersected in separate layers. Bet\deen, a-bove and below the preferred

layers, mineralisation is either absent or present in trace amounts,

although lead. values are stitl'relatively high in comparison with average

contents for carbonates. Some holes have been drilled without intersecting

any siga'rificant mineralisation.

Mineralisation is most sigrnificant on the north-western fl-ank of

the basin, trending to lower grade and pinching out to the south (Figure 1.3).

Johns (1912) has estimated the reserves in this area as follows:-

1. Body in Laminated Dolomite - l-2 mil-l-ion tonnes average

O.84% Iead.

2. Body in Sandy Dol_omite - 17 million tonnes average

I.239. lead.

Overall the pattern of lead mineralisation in the northern area seems to be

one of high grade pods in two otherwise weakly mineralised layers, within

an overafl stratigraphic thickness of 30 metres. The relatively high grad.e

intersections in hole E6 fit. this concept. Had they outcropped, second.ary

enrichment would probably have resutted in their being similar occurrences

to those in Greenwood I s !,Iorkings.

3.3 MINERALISATION AND STRATTGRAPHY

Figure 3.2 shows an isopach map of the Sandy Cross Bedded Dol-omite.

Comparing this with Figure 1.3 shows that it is closely reJ-ated to the area

of significant mineralisation. cLearl-y the most significant lead.

mineralisation is associated with the greatest thickness of Sandy Dolomite and

as the thickness decreases, then the grade of mineralisation tends to decrease.
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Any significant copper minerarisation (e.g., hol_es E7 and ElO), which is

associated with the Transition shales, occurs in areas where sandy

Dolomite is absent (the Transition shales are thought to be a facies

equivalent of the sandy Dolomite in the southern part of the fierd).

Nixon (1962) also noted the strong association between stratigraphy and

mineralisation. For instance Greenwoodts Vrlorkings is the northern-most

limit of sigrnificant mineral-isation and this he concluded coiírcides with a

change in facies from algal dolomites to ool-itic dolomites.

Copper and. zinc values tend to be much more random in their

distribution, in praces following lead val-ues, but in many cases being

completely unrelated (see Tabl-e 3.2). This can be clearly seen from the

plots of metal val-ues against geological rogs (Figure 3.r). For example,

in hol-e 832 maximum lead vaÌues averaging 2.2% Lead,, which occur between

97.6 and 1O3.6 metres' correspond with maximum zinê (0.4%) and copper (O.lt)

val-ues, whereas above this zone there is no consistent relationship between

l-ead and zinc and copper. In hole E334, maximum lead values averaging 1.038

Iead occur between 93.1 and 1I4.1- metres in tJ:e same stratigraphic position

as t-he above rruineralisation in hole E32. However, copper a¡d zinc values

for this interval- are very 1ow (average copper 40 ppm, zinc 50 ppm), but

maximum copper and zinc values occur between 36 and 54 metres (copper

average 280 ppm , zinc average O.22e"\ .

TABI.E 3.2
CORREI,ATTON COEFF]CTENTS FOR
VARTOUS IIETAL COMBINATTONS

HOLE Pb-49 Pb-Zn Pb-Cu Zn-Cu
lr?? o.926 0. 848 o.409 o.287

E33A o.747 -0.055 -0.128 0.489
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There also appears to be some lithological control on copper and

zinc mineralisation. ff the copper and zinc values do not occur with the

main lead mineralisation (as in E33A), then they have a strong association

with specific carbonate units ¡ zínc (in particular) and. copper are

associated with distinctly laminated dolomite, and copper with oolitic

dolor¡r-ite units. This is not to say all laminated and oolitic units have

anomalous values.

Silver values are closely associated with lead values (Table 3.2)

which suggests that sil-ver is associated with galena either in solid

solution or as separate silver bearing minerals includ.ed in the galena.

3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Lead mineral-isation is stratabound and confined mainly to a

relativel-y narrow sequence, consisting of two layers about 15 metres apart,

and commencing 30 metres to 60 metres above the Cambrian-Precambrian contact.

2. Mineralisation appears to be related to tithotogical and

sedimentary features - lead and sil-ver mineralisation associated with sandy

and algal dolomites and copper and zinc mineralisation associated witl some

laminated algal zones and oolitic dolomite.

3. ftre Sandy Dolonr-ite occulis only on the north-western flank

of the basin and thins out to the south. Nixon (1962) has suggested that tlre

lead mineralisation may be related to an old shoreline in a similar fashion

to the Zambian Copperbelt. CertainÌy some general type of zoning seems to

exist at Ediacara, highest copper values occuring in the southern part of the

field and highest lead values in ttre northern part, with tlre highest zinc

val-ues being recorded in the most northerly drill hole (E3).

4. ft is suggested that at least some of the metals rô¡ere inítially

deposited contemporaneously with sedimentation ¡ evidence for this being the
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existence of syngenetic sulphides (Sections 2.5 and 4.2.I) and the

association of metals with a specific environment of sedimentation (tida1

to sub-tital - Section 2.8) .

5. If the metal-s were initially deposited contemporaneously with

sedimentation two possible sources can be considered: submarine

exhalations and weatltering solutions derived from surrounding land masses.

6. !'Ihatever tle,source or sources nay have been, it. is thought

that without the existence of the climatically controlled formation of

the host rocks (particularly algal dolonites), no mineral-isation may have

taken p1ace.

7. ÍLre reason for selective concentration of certain elements

wlthin specific lithologies is suggestive of direct environmentaL control

(different energy l-eveIs, organic content, pH and Eh).
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4.I TNTRODUCTION

Ihese

Holes 832 and E33A were chosen for detaiJ_ed study of the ore.

two holes were selected for the fol_Iowing reasons:-

l-. Ttrey contained predominantly primary mineralisat.ion, atthough

some oxidation was observed in places, even to deptlsof up

to I00 metres in.E33A. Nearly all other holes intersected

predominantly oxidised material, particutarly around the

margins of the basin.

2. The holes contained reasonably high grades of mineralisation.

3. Both holes penetrated the complete Cambria¡ sequence present

at Ediacara and hence any relationship between mineral-isation

and sed.imentary and./or later features could be studied.

Ttre following minerals have previousry been identified (Nixon,

from the almost completely oxid.ised ore bodies.

calcite

giypsum

dolonr-ite

barite

barito-calcite

quartz

cerargyrite (AgCI)

galena (PbS)

cerussite (pbCO3)

' anglesite (PbSO4)

lanarkite (pb2SO5)

phosgenite ( (PbCl) 2co3)

cóve1lite (CuS)

melaconite (Cuo)

t967)
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connellite (probablV CuSOn . 2 CuCI rl9 Cu ( OH ) 2H ZO)

malachite (CuCOrCu(OH) 
2)

lampadite (cuprous manganese 4-188Cu)

psiJ-omelane and pyrolusite (It{:rOr)

pyrite (FeSr)

wad (cobaltiferous)

The main ore minerals present in the three largest workings are

cerussite and malachite. No secondary mineralisation was studied in ttris

work.

Ttrirty four specimens were studied. from holes E32 and E33A in both

polished and thin sections a¡d the following sulphide minerals have been

identified:

Minerals Frequency of occurrence
in specimens (%)

yrite 100

Ga1ena 94

Sphalerite 26

Ctralcopyrit 24

Tetrahedrit 2I

Covellite 18

arcasite 6

earceite (ASrUAsrSrr) 3

Gangue minerals that have been recogrnised are silica (quartz and chalcedony),

dolomite and rare barite.

Electron microprobe studies which were made on the JEOL Microprobe

at AMDEL, \^rere used to identify pearceite and some fine grained, sulphides.

4.2 ORE TYPES

In hand specimen the mineralisation apparently occurs in a 1arge
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variety of types. However, detailed petrologicaL examination has shown that

these can be considered as variations of four basic types.

1. Disseminated sulphides

2. Concentrations along stylolites and in areas of coarse

grained dolomite

3. Mineralised dolomite and silica veins

4. Breccia fill-ings

4.2.I Disseminated Sul des

Fine grained disseminated sulphides, which are the most common

occurrence throughout the carbonate sequence, are most aburida¡rt in laminated

and sandy zones. In laminated dolomites the sulphides (mainly pyrite and

galena, with rare sphal-erite) have been identified by electron microprobe

studies and range in size from 0.005 mm to 0.02 mm and are, in places.

aligned with the laminations (Figure 4.4d). The disseminaLed pyrite and

galena are often recrystallised into much coarser patches or concentrated into

stylolites (the recrystallisation is probably in response to tle pressure

involved during very low grade metamorphism).

The sandy dolomites in places generally contain a much larger

percentage of disseminated. sulphides. Hand specimens of sandy dolomite show

distinct "bleached" zones (Figures 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.3b). Microscopic

examination has shown that the darker areas contain a considerabl-e amount of

finely disseminated galena a¡rd. pyrite. Ttre pyrite grains range from less

than 0.001- mm up to 0.005 mm in diameter and. the galena is slightly coarser

(Figure 4.7c). In contrast the lighter zones show a marked lack of opaques.

Ho\^¡ever, the notable feature of the lighter zones is that they contain veins

and stylolites, which have concentrations of coarser grained galena, pyrite,

dolomite and euhedral quartz as well as clays a¡rd detrital quartz"
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It appears that the fine grained. disseminated sulphides are of

sedimentary origin (syngenetic) and. that they have been concentrated by

solution activity, during diagenesis. ltris process invol-ves both the

dissolution and reprecipiÈation of sulphides as well as the concentration of

insoluble residue into stylolites. However, it is also possible that at

least some of these disseminatgd sulphides are of diagenetic origin.

Fine grained disseminated opaques (þredominantly pyrite) are also

present in oolitic dolomites in both the Ajax Limestone and Transition Shales.

lhe fine opaques (average diameter 0.001 mm) are much more abundant in the

oolites than in the coarser dolomite cement. These opaques occur as

concentrations in the centre of the ool-ites or they outline the concentric

growth structure of the oolites, giving clear evidence for a syngenetic,

chemical precipitation origin for them (Figure 2.4d). Stylolites in these

oolitic zones contain concentrations of opaques a¡d d.etrital- quartz

(Figures 4.5d, 2.1d) .

Pyrite also is present in oolitic dolomites as coarse patches

apparently replacing the dolomite cement and leavingrennants of dolomite

in the cement (Figure 4.15b) or clearly filling pores that exist between

oolites. ftris pyrite varies from very fine petlets and framboidal

aggregates (average 0.002 rnm diameter) to coarser grained euhedral pyriÈe.

Rare galena is found with the pyrite, and in places, rare chalcopyrite

fills cavities between oolites. The coarser patches of pyrite apparently

represent porous areas where concentration has taken place during diagensis.

Since rare chalcopyrite is found with the coarser pyrite, then presumably

some also occurs as dissern-ínated fine grains.
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4.2.2 Concentrations along Stylolites and in Areas of Coarse Grained Dolomite

rn hand specimen many samples of massive, finely crystalline or

sandy dolomites show patches of galena up to I mm in diameter (Figures 4.Ia

and 4.lc), or concentrations along stylolitic seams (Figures 4.2a and 4.2b).

Ttre galena splashes are pred.ominantly cavity fillings which, in pJ_aces, are

thinly lined with galena and f,ilIed with barite (Figure 4.5a), indicating

deposition of galena preceded barite.

Galena occurs as thin seams and patches along stylolites

associated with coarse euhedral quartz (I mm diameter). Minor pyrite

ranging from subhedral to spheroidal in shape, ilây be associated \^rith the

galena. The quartz is of two forms; large equant grains and erongate

crystals, up to 1 mm in length (Figure 4.5c). A distinctive feature of both

of these forms is that they contain abundant elongate inclusions of prehnite.

In places' pyrite is much more abundant than galena forming large

çpheroidal grains (up Èo 1 Ím). Ga1ena is also associated with areas of

coarse grained dolonite, forming patches up to 5 mm in diameter, or as

patches along stylolites with coarse grained dolomite and chalcedony. Rare

tetrahedrite, sphalerite and chalcopyrite occur as small inclusions in

galena. TLre dolomite host rock containing the mineralised stylolites, always

contains very finely disseminated opaques (see Section 4 .2.L) .

Ttre distinctive "bleached" zones in some parts of the sandy

dolomites have already been mentioned (Section 4.2.7). These zones contain

mineralisation along veins and stylolites, both of which are closely related

to solution activity, (Figures 4.2a artd, 4.2b). rn-filling of open spaces

developed along stylolites is present in places (Figure 4.7d). rn the

coarser patches and vei-ns, pyrite is associated with the galena as euhedral

grains (0.1 mm to 0.3 mm in diameter) that are concentrated. towards Ètre centre

of the veins, or as minor colloform a¡rd framboidal masses in places along
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Èhe margins (Figures 4.7a a¡d 4.7b). Rare tetrahed.rite is found as

inclusions in the galena. TLre only gangue mineral observed is coarse

grained clear dolomite

4.2.3 Mineralised Dolomite and Silica Veins

(a) Silica veins (Figure s 4.2c and 4.2d)

Silica veins and pods contain sparse rnineralisation, predominantly

galena, with minor pyrite.

Silica

Silica (SiO2) is the most abundant constituent of these veins

occurring j¡r a variety of forms, which can be, summarised as fol-Io\^rs:-

(I) euhedral quarÈz crystal-s, often showing growth zoning,

Iining the walls of cavities in the veins (Figures 4.8a and

4.8b)

(II) aggregates of large interlocking quartz grains (Figure 4.8d)

(III) intricately banded chalcedonic material with the chal-cedony

appearing to consist of radiating fibres in cross

potarised light (Figures 4.8c and 4.8d and 4.9b)

(IV) microcrystalline aggregates (Figures 4.8a and 4.'8b)

Forms (I) and (rr) would correspond to "megaquartz", fonn (III)

to "chalcedonic quartz'r and form (IV) to microcrystalline quartz accordi,ng

to the terminology of Pitünar¡ (1959). A distinctive feature of forms til

and (II) is that they contain abr¡ndanÈ inclusions. llhese includ.e rod and

tablet shaped. solid inclusions (predominantty prehnite) that often show a

strong alignment (Figure 4.9a), and two phase fluid inclusion (see Chapter 7).

Colloform banding in tl.e silica is very common, the banding

usually shown by very fine opaques (Figure 4.8c). When viewed in thin section,

many areas where one would expect to see finely crystalline chalcedony
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are found to consist of aggregates of crystalline quartz in large inter-

locking grains (up to 1.0 mm) with the colloform banding still- preserved in

them (Figure 4.8d).

The microcrystalline silica is, in places, associated with blebs of

opaques that under high magnification reveal a framboidal texture (Figure 4.8a).

Both cotloform and. c.rystalline quartz are present in most samples.

Tkre coLloform material has been precipitated first, followed by deposition

of crystalline quartz in any remaining cavities and fractures. Evidence

for this is in the form of thin veinlets of growth zoned. quartz cutting

across the colloform material.

Dolomite

Minor clear coarse dolonr-ite is associated with both colloform and

euhedral quartz. With colloform silica it appears that dotomite is replaced

by silica, evidence beilg corroded dolomite rhombs (Figures 4.9b and 4.9c).

Where the dolomite is associated with euhedral quartz it occurs as a

filling j¡r the open spaces around quartz crystals (Figure 4.9d).

Barite

A small amount of barite was identified in the silica veins. It

was found as scattered irregular masses or conforming to the colloform

banding in.chalcedonic material (Figure 4.10a) a¡d as cavity fillings

developed around. galena coated, euhedral quartz (Figure 4.10b).

Galena

Galena is the donr-ina¡t sulphide, occurring as scattered inclusions

in colloform silica (Fign¡re 4.9b). In places these inclusions tend, to

develop a colloform type of banding (Figures 4.9c and 4.10c). Some

franboidal galena is developed in microcrystalline silica (Figure 4.8a). cãlena

is also associated with euhedral quartz as cavity fillings and as thin

bands, marking pauses in growth of quartz linings, and as coatings on quartz
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crystals (Figure 4.8a). Ttris irnplies that numerous openings existed at the

time of vein filling and that the solutions and/or the conditions tlat

caused deposition lvere quite variable, at times depositing quartz and at

times depositing sulphide (both galena and pyrite).

Pyrite

Py::ite is less abundant than galena but shows very similar

textural features. It is observed as fine inclusions in colloform silica,

as coatings on quartz crystals and. a small proportion as euhedral grains.

Sphalerite

Rare sphalerite is found as an infilling deposited on a layer of

galena and hence clearly deposited afLer tJre galena.

*ralcopyrite

Rare chalcopyrite occurs as inclusions in galena.

(b) other veins

Minor coarse grained galena and euhedral pyrite are associated with

cross cutting coarse grained white dolomite veins (rigure 4.ld). Galena is

t1.e dominant sulphide, partially filling cavities in Èhe dolorn-ite (often

Iamininated), and pyrite is for.lnd as euhedral crystals up to 0.3 mm in

diameter (Figure 4.6a), which are partly corroded possibly indicating

replacement by the galena. Some pyrite also forms along cleavage in galena

i¡rdicating either replacement of the galena or crystallisation after the

galena. Small orientated exsolution rod.s and blades of pearceite

,onr_U As, Srr) occur in places in the galena (Figure 4.6b), as do

inclusions of tetrahedrite. Ttre tentative microscopic identification of

pearceite was confirmed by electron microprobe study.

Rare sphalerite and chalcopyrite are found as inclusions in the

pyrite.
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It is likely that these veins are related to stylotitisation, as

they appear to pass into thin stylolitic seams containing concentrations of

opaques and detrital quartz (Figure 4.6c).

4.2.4 Breccia Fillinqs

Three different types of mineralised breccias have been

recognised.

(a) Sulphides as cement in dolomite breccia (Figures 4.3a and 4.3b)

This breccia (32/337) which hosts the most significant

mineralisation studied, consists of dolomite blocks (containing minor

disseminated sulphides) cemented by a matrix of silica and sulphides. Ttre

silica has essentially the same characÈeristics as the silica in the veins

suggesÈing that the veins and this breccia are closely related., the only

difference being tTrat dolomite bl-ocks have been incorporated into the vein

giving an apparent breccia.

Silica shows very similar textural relaÈionships to that in the

silica veins with the forms (I), (II) and (III) descrilced, in Section 4.2.3

being present, that is both colloform and. euhedral quartz a,re present.

Coarse grained clear dolomite (0.5 to I.0 mm in diameter) is the only other

gangue mineral present.

Galena, the major sulphide mineral, forms a matrix to other ore

minerals (See Fignrres 4.I1 to 4.I3 for the ore minerals and their

textural relationships) .

Pyrite is present i¡t two distinct forms, the first as euhedral

crystals (0.1 to 0.5 mm in diameter) a¡rd. the second showing extremely well-

d.eveloped colloform banding. Ttre euhedral crystals are often highly

fractured wittr chalcopyrite and sphalerite filling the fractures (Figures 4.lla

and 4.I2a). Ttre colloform material consists of alÈernating layers of
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chalcopyrite and pyrite with some galena between tl'rese layers (Figure 4.Lzbl.

In places, the chalcopyrite bands contain extremely finely dispersed galena

(Figure 4.11b) and many of the pyrite bands show euhedral outlines

(Figure 4.13b). Chalcopyrite is present as individual grains in the galena,

ónly rarely. fhe colloform texture in places show some similarities to

oolitic textures (Figures 4.l.2b and 4.13a).

Sphalerite occurs as scattered inclusions, up to 0.2 mm in diameter,

through the galena matrix, apparently fornring after tJre colloform material

a¡d euhedral pyrite (Figure 4.1-1a) . In one sample a small stytolite

connected to a prominent silica vein shows an area of colloform material

containing bands of silica, galena and sphalerite (nigure 4.14a). Sphalerite

is al-so found as scattered grainsr up to 0.05 mm in d.iameter, in the dolomite

blocks along the margins of the mineralised cement (Figure 4.13a). tilinor

tetrahedrite grains are present in the galena (Figure 4.13a).

Ttre deposition of ore rn-inera1s, as shown by the textural features

in tJ:is sample, is clearly a complex process. Ttre fragrmental nature of the

colloform material suggests that it has been partly dissolved. by later

soLutions. It is thought that tJ.e colloform material was deposited first,

followed by euhedral pyrite a¡rd then galena and sphalerite. Ttris

conclusion is similar to that reached for the silica of the silica veins

(colloform banded. silica followed by euhedral quartz).

(b) Disseminated fíne to medium ained. s S dominan
pyrite and galena, forming part of the cement n dolomite
breccias (F igures 4.4a, 4.4b and, 4.4d , 2 .3b)

Pyrite is the most abu¡tdant ore mineral in the cement of these

breccias, commonly forming separate spheroidal and partly spheroidal grains,

up to 1.0 mm in diameter (Figmre 2.4c). In places spheroidal (colloform)

pyrite aggregates coat dolomite blocks, with chalcedony coating the pyrite
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(l'igure 4.L4b). Some samples contain a much larger amount of sulphides

(armost entirely pyríte) in the cement (Figure 4.4a). Galena is present,

not uncommonly, as cavity fillings in the cement. Rarely sphalerite is

associated with galena as scattered inclusions and small colloform masses

(Figures 4.I4c and 4.14d).

(c) Coarse qrained galena, pyrite and dolo¡n_ite, as the cement of
solution collapse dolomite breccias (Fiqure 4.4c)

Pyrite forms coarse grained aggregates (up to 1.5 cm in d.iameter),

which exhijcit growth zoning (Figure 4.r5a). rn places the zoning has an

appearance more like that of colloform banding. Galena is present as an

infilling, deposited. after pyrite, in cavities between the dolomite blocks.

Minor sphalerite is found as inclusions in pyrite and a trace of tetrahedrite

is present in the galena. Some of the growtJr-zoned pyrite consists of

marcasite cores.

Sulphides, particularJ-y sphalerite, occur along stylolites and as

very fine disseminations in the dolom-ite. Tkre only gangue present is coarse

grained clear dolonuite.

4.3 SIGNTFTCAT.ICE OF TEXTURAL OBSERVATIONS

4. 3. 1 Framboidal Textures

Itre interpretation of framboidal textures has produced a great deal

of líterature, which has been reviewed by rove and Amstutz (1966) and

Trudinger (1976). Some workers (e.S., Schneiderhohn, 1923¡

Ramdohr, 1953; Love, 1957; r.ove and Zimmerman, 196r; r.ove and Murray, 1963)

have favoured biological activity for the formation of pyrite framboids.

llhey consid.ered that. the pyrite framboids represented micro fossils of

sulphate-reducing bacteria, within which iron and other metars had

precipitated as sulphides. Other workers, however, believe framboidal pyrite

to be of inorganic origin (u.g.. Schouten , 1946; Valtentyne, 1963;
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Rickard, L97O), the pyrite having pseudomorphed a pre-existing spherical

body. These rnay be gaseous vacuoles (e.S., framboids in andesites;

Love and Amstutz, 1969) or organic alobules (Rickard, 1970) , which means

that framboids are not necessarily indicators of sedimentary environments,

although they probably form at low temperature.

Recent investigations (Berner, 1969¡ Sunagawa et a1.r1971;

Sweeney and Kaplån, Lg73) have confirmed the purely inorganic formation of

at least some framboidal pyrite. Berner (1969) has demonstrated the

formation of framboidal pyrite at low temperatures lat 65oC) a¡d neutral pH.

Berner (1970) however, has not ruled out the possibility that bacteria are

involved in the formation of framboids and has proposed that the major steps

involved in the formation of pyrite framboids are as follows:-

1. The bacterial reduction of sulphate to form HrS

2. Ihe reaction of iron minerals with H^S to form inorganic

monosuJ-phide precipitates .

3. Íhe reactions of iron monosulphides with el-emental sulphur

to form pyrite.

Creelman (L974) has listed the following major requirements for the

formation of framboidal pyrite in sediments:-

1. 1lt¡e existence of sulphate-reducing bacteria and. an adequate

source of organic nutrient for the bacteria.

2. A constant supply of sulphate inÈo the sediments or sulphate

already available in the sediments.

3. Availa-bílity of iron, either as iron minerals or in aqueous

solution.

4. Ihe production of an essentially saÈurated HrS environment,

and the production of elemental sulphur.
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Hence the presence of framboidal textures (in both pyrite and gatena) at

Ediacara is not diagnostic of either a biological or inorganic origin of the

sulphides. TLre framboids have only been recognised in the epigenetic (or

diagenetic) sulphides (that is, in veins and stylolites) and not in the

stmsedimentary sulphides. For this reason it is suggested that they are of

inorganic origin and have d.eveloped during diagenesis at relatively low

temperature and neutral pH in an environment where tl:e above requirements

may have been fulfilled (including the presence of bacterially produced H^S)

4.3.2 Colloform Textures

Roedder (1968) has given a detailed review of the pùblished

evidence for the origin of colloform textures in ore minerals. Colloform

textures have generally been considered to have been deposited from

colloidal gets (e"g., Rogers,. Igl'7; Rust, 1935; Bastin, f950) and

the following textural criteria have been proposed for recognising colloida1

deposition:-

1. Rounded, more or less spherical forms representing the

classical "colloform" texture

2. Shrinkage or syneresis cracks

3. Concentric banding and radial structures

4. Tkre co1loidal state as a necessary intermediary during

condensation.

Roedder (1968) has studied. r'colloform" sphalerite-v¡urtzite

assemblages from various deposits, including samples used. by earlÌer workers

as evidence for colloidal origin, and. has found each of the textural criteria

proposed for colloidal deposition to be invalid or ambiguous. He concluded

ÈhaÈ rrcolloform" textures of these ores do not necessarily originate in

deposition from colloidal ge1s, but may grow directly as crystals on a surface

in contact wiÈh the ore fluid. Ttre bandi¡rg present in these ores would then
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be considered as, arising from period.ic variations in the ore fruid

composition.

Samples of colloform textures at Ediacara clearly show that some

pyrite bands consist of euhedral crystals (u.9., I'igure 4.1-3b) ,

supporting a noncolloidal origin. F1uid inclusion studies ((trapter 7) have

shown that the ore solutions are highly salinerwhichraccording to Barnes and

Czama¡tske (1967), precludes colloidal origin for the sulphid.es. obviously,

to produce a "colloform" texture from direct crystatlisation requires the

maintenance of a large number of crystal nuclei, which Roedder attributed to

relatively high supersaturation, and therefore high nucleation and growth

rates. Roedder also concluded. that concentric banding associated with

"colloform" material probably formed under shallow cond.itions (that is, at low

temperature). The alternati¡g bands of pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, silica

a¡rd at times sphalerite at Ediacara indicates that either periodic variations

in the ore fluid composition, or in the conditions that caused d.eposition,

have occurred. Ttre colloform textures also provide supporting evidence

for the very low grade of metamorphism of the carbonates, as the del-icate

textures would not survive much in the way of meÈamorphi-sm.

Reviews on the genesis of colloform banded chalcedony have been

given by BaIl and Burns (1975) and. Sunagawa and Ohta (1976). Until recently

most workers have believed, ttrat chalcedony formed. from a silica colloida1 gel

(e.9., Frondel, 1962). Ttris is analagous to the situation with regard to

the origin of colloform banding in ore minerals. Some authors, however,

believed chalcedony to be formed by deposition from silica rich hydrothermal

solutions (e.g., Sim, 1974). Recent studies by Sunagawa and ohta (1976) have

shown that the colloform banding in chalced.ony and. the polygonal growth

banding in well crystallised quartz crystals have the same origin (see

Figures 4.8å and 4.8c for examples from Ediacara). Ttrey concluded that both
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were deposited from hyd.rothermal solutions which have entered into

cavities repeatedly. These silica-rich hydrothermal solutions would have

low viscosities, in contrast to sitica ge1s, and. could therefore freely

enter the cavities through narrow ducts. They also concluded that the

deposition of colloform and fibrous chalcedony should preced.e the deposition

of coarse crystalline quartz. . ftris situation has been observed at Ediacara.

Sunagawa and Ohta (1976) have also pointed out that chalcedony is

the principal product in the case of cavity-firling, whereas coarse

crystalline quarÈz and not chalced.ony is the principal product in the case of

hydrothermal veins. The reason for this is that cavity fi11in9 takes place

in a closed system from a solution which is not strongly agitated, whereas in

the case of hydrothermal veins, it takes place in an open system, in which

there is continuous flow of solution. rhey explain that the continuous flow

resuLts in coarse crystalline quartz whereas the closed system leads to

fibrous and colloform chalcedony due to a strong effect from the cavity wall.

The banding in chalcedony can then be explained by sirnple and rhythmical

precipitation. Íhey also consider Ètrat there are not large differences in

chemistry between the sol-utions from which chalcedony is formed. a¡d ore-

forming hydrottrermal solutions. fhis obviousJ-y is true at Ediacara where

chalcedony is quite clearry closely related to mineratisation.

ft¡us it appears that both euhedral crystaltine quartz and col-loform

ba¡ded chalcedony have been deposíted from sitica-rich hydrothermal

solutions. Since chalcedony is dominant, deposition would have taken place

predominantly in cavities (closed system) rather than hydrothermal veins

(open system).
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4.4 SUMMÄRY AI{D CONCLUSIONS

1. Four types of míneralisation have been recognised:-

disseminated sulphides of probable synsedimentary origin and concentrations

along stylolites, in veins anil as breccia fillings.

2. fhe concentrations represent variationsof the one type; finely

disseminated sulphíd.es concentrated from the dolomiÈes by solution activit-y,

probably durilg diagenesis.

3. The main ore minerals present are pyrite and galena, with

minor chalcopyrite and sphalerite. Rare tetrahedrite and. pearceite are

present as possible exsolution bodies in galena. Ttre gangue consists

predominantly of silica (both chalcedony and quartz) with minor dolomite and

rare barite.

4. lllre ore and gangnre minerals display both euhedral crystalline

forms (with occasional growth banding) and distinct col-loform banding, with

tl-e latter fornr-ing before the former. It is thought that both textural forms

have been produced from silica rich hydrothermal solutions. Framboidal

texÈures have also formed from tjrese sol-utions.

5. The ore and gangue minerals show evidence of repeated

episoidic precipitation, and therefore no simple paragenetic sequence can be

determined.

6. Quite clearly, numerous openings existed at the time of vein

filling, and deposition probably took pl-ace at relatively low

temperature (see Ctrapter 7).
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

fn order to compare the Ediacara mineral field \^rith other nr-ineral

deposits ín the same stratigraphic position as Ediacara, a general account of

t.l. e lower Cambria¡r stratigraphy of the Adetaide Geosyncline is given in this

Chrapter. More detailed d.escriptions of individual deposits are given in

Chapter 6. In addition, the distribution of all known base-metal occurrences

has been compared with a possible palaeogeographical model to establish

whether tl:ere ís any apparent relationship between mineralisation and.

sedimentary environments, as noted. at Ediacara (sections 2.8 and 3.3).

5.2 LOWER CAMBRTAN STR.ATIGRAPHY AND PALAEOGEOGRÄPHY OF THE ADELAIDE
GEOSYNCLTNE

5.2.I Flinders Ranges

fire Hawker Group, which contains the lower Cambrian carbonate

sediments of the FLinders Ranges (Figure 5.1) has been descrijced in detail

by Daily (1956), Dalgarno and Johnson (1963) and Dalgarno (1964). Much of the

following information is taken from Daily (1976).

The base of the lower Cambria¡ throughout the Adelaide Geosyncline

and adjoining Stuart Shelf is marked. either by a sedimentary hiatus or a

local- unconformity with the underlying upper Proterozoic sediments. fn the

northern Flinders Ranges the new cycle of sedimentation conìmences with the

Parachilna Formation, which ranges up to over 460 metres in thickness but is

seld.om nrcre than 60 metres Èhick.

With increasing carbonate content these sediments pass upwards

abruptly, or tlrough transitional beds (as at Ediacara), into a thick

sequence of dolomite and limestone, the Ajax Limestone or equivalent

t[ilkawillina Límestone. Tttis was deposited during a prolonged phase of

carbonate sedimentation and tJre types and thicknesses of the resulting

carbonates were largely determined by varying water depths and subsidence
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rates. The Ajax and Wilkawillina Limestones were deposited. on relatively

stable shelves but in basinal areas thicker, d.arker and impure limestone

and shale were deposited (e.g., Parara Limestone).

1rhe depositional environment of tJ:te stable shelf carbonates are

variable, reflecting progressively less restrictive conditions and in

general a gradual deepening of. the depositional environment from rarely

fossiliferous, intertidal and. supratidal environments to warm clear waters

with normal salinities and good circulation. Small fluctuations in water

depth displaced the sedimentary environments lateraIly resulting in an

intertonguing complex of sta-ble shetf carbonates. Unconforrn-Lties within the

shelf carbonates may be recognised by red weathering surfaces.

Recent lithofacies studies of the Hawker Group sediments of the

Ftinders Ranges by V'Iopfner (1968) delineate a stable shelf platform to tÌ¡e

west, a central depositional ("negative") basin and a substable shelf to the

east (Fígure 5.2). The western stable shelf was shallow and. received very

little clastic material and, hence, chemical precipitation dominated, with

the formation of dolomites and cherts. Maximum accumulation occurred, in ttre

central basin area. The break (Hinge Line) between the stable shelf and tfie

"negative" basin, furnished tJ:e environment for accumulation of reef type

Wilkawillina Limestone. To the east of the "negative" basin, the sand

content in tfie lower Cambrian sequence increases markedly indicating

proximity of a landmass to the south east supplying detritus to the basin.

Ítris land mass may have been tJ:e Vüillyama Block.

5.2.2 Sellick HilI Area

The Normanville Group (which contains tJre lower Cambrian sediments)

is the equivalent of the Hawker Group of the Flinders Ranges (Oaity'et al.'

1976). Ttreir distriJcution and component formations are shown in Figure 5.3

and Table 5.1. tlhe Normanville Group is composed of five main formations,
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which appear to reflect two cycles of shallow shelf sed,imentation separated

by an erosional break (disconformity) between the Wangkonda and Sellick HilI

Formations (Daily, et al. , L976). The following descriptions are taken

Iargely from Daily, et al., (1976) :-

Mount Terrible Formation

Thre Mount Terrible Formation rests unconformably on Precambrian

sediments. Ttre basal part of this formation consists of pebbly and coarse

grained feldspathic sandstones and arkoses and is overlain by about 60 metres

of siltstone followed by 18 metres of cavernous and ferruginous sandstone.

Wangkonda Limestone

This formation is l-20 metres thick and composed of thick massive

blue grey recrystallised limestone, witlt minor sandstone. It consists of two

shallowing upward cycles of carbonate-rich rocks, each commencing with

calcareous sandstones and siltstones, which are overlain by dark grey mottled

l-imestone and are capped by unfossiliferous pale grey limestones deposited

under more ïestrictive marine conditions. Ihese r¡nfossiliferous limestones

show evidence of deposition in intertidal to supratidal environments.

Sellick HiIl Formation

This formation disconformably overlies the !{angkonda Formation and

varies between 210 to 360 metres in thickness. Ttre base is sandy but the

formation becomes more calcareous upwards. Íkre major part of tJ:e

formation consists of scantily fossiliferous dark grey mottled and banded

silty limestones and appears to have been deposited in a marginal basin in

which poor water circulation and hence stagnant bottom conditions prevailed..

However, archaeocyatJra present in the upper levels Suggest a general

shallowing and better water circulation at that tine.
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Fork Tree Limestone

The lower member of the Fork Tree Limestone is commonly a massive

tight greyr finely crystalÌine and very pure l-imestone and is about 240 metres

thick. Abundant archaeocyatha which characterise this member, together with

calcareous algae and stromatol-ites, suggest a continuation of the

shallowness of depositional environment that prevailed during the deposition

of the upper Sell-ick Hill Formation. The upper membêr consists of dark

blue-black angular frag,rnents of limestone surrounded by yellow brown

calcareous shaly material, giving a distinctive mottled appearance. fhis

member varies from 15 to 30 metres in thickness and probably refl-ects a

deeper more reducing environment of deposition than the lower member.

Heatherdale Shale

Ihis is divided into two members, a lower calcareous member and

an upper dark coloured to black shaLe and siltstone. Ihe r¡nweathered rock

is carbonaceous and pyritic

5.3 LOWER CAMBRIAN BASE-METAL OCCURRENCES

On a regional scal-e the lower Cambrian sediments are characterised

by anomalously high lead, zinc and, to a lesser extent, copper contents.

In 1960 a regional geochenr-ical survey of the lower Cambrian was initiated.

by t.Ire South Australian Department of Mines. Stratigraphic drill cores

and chip samples from measured stratigraphic sections were analysed. for the

elemenÈs Pb, Zn, Cu, Ag', Cr, V, Co and Ni (Thomson, L962). Figures 5.4 and

5.5 show the distinct base metal enrichment at several localities at the base

of the Cambrian. fhere is evidence that wíthin a narrow stratigraphic interval

copper is associated chiefly with sandstone and shale in the Parachilna

Formation, whereas lead, zinc and silver occur in the overlying carbonates.

(fhomson 1962). Much of the following information is taken from Johns (1971)

and Johns ('1972) .
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5.3. t Copper Distribution

Copper mineralisation within the Parachifna Formation has been

worked at many places in the Flind.ers Ranges including Sliding Roclc,

Mount Ard.en, Kanyaka, Moro, I{oorowie and. Balcanoona Mines. Several copper

mines are also associated with the overl-ying limestones (e.9., Ajax and

Bl-ack Eag1e Mines), the minerd.lisation occurring as near surface, secondary

enrichments of copper ores. Mineralisation in the Parachilna Formation is

confined to areas of less than l-20 metres in thickness where a kaolinitic

facies rather than a dolonitic facies is developed.

5.3.2 Sil-ver-Lead-Zinc Distribution

Anomalous concentrations of lead and zinc with minor silver have

been found widely distributed wittrin lower Cambrian carbonates throughout

the Flinders Ranges and in the Sellick HiIl Area. The values are

considerabl-y in excess of the values obtained by Graf (1960) as the average

values fc¡r carbonate sediments. Galena carrying silver was formerly

recovered at Ediacara, V'lirrealpa (Section 6.2), Flinders, Fo¡rrtain Head,

Mount Lyall and MounÈ Ctrambers Mines in the Flínders Ranges, arrd galena with

minor sphalerite at Barritt's Mine, Pipeline Prospect and Sellick Hill

Prospect in the Sellick HiII area (Section 6.4) . fn recent years

exploration activity by mining companies has continued to demonstrate ÈÏre

anomalous base metal- content of the lower Cambrian and several ore deposits

of economie potential- have been discovered (figure 5.6).

Anomalous lead and zinc contents have been discovered over a

length of 32 kilometres from Parachilna Gorge to Edeowie Gorge, along the

western side of the Flinders Ranges (Section 6.3), and in tlre WilLochra

region minor concentrations har¡e been defined along a length of 27 kilometres.

Extensive investigation by the companies involved has shown the existence

of galena and sphaterite, but no economic base metal mineralisation was

encountered.
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Geochemical investigation resulted in the discovery of a high

grade zinc deposit at Puttapa. The zinc occurs as willemite (zinc

siLicate) and drilling has proved about one million tonnes of ore (Johns,

1972). Simitar de¡nsits have been located near the Aroona Reservoir, at
'Reaphook HiLl and ltrird Pl-ains.

Detailed geocherúcai investigation by the South Austral-ian

Department of Mines has shown anomalous values of lead and zinc within the

lower Cambrian carbonates of the Sellick Hill area, over a strike length of

24 kilometres from Sellick Hill to Normanville (Wright, I968a).

Geochemical results show that the lower dolomitic part of the

Hawker Group has much higher lead and zinc values than other limestone

sections. fhis is seen quite clearly in Figure 5.5 and from metal contents

at Ediacara.

Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of the fower Cambrian sed.iments

of the Flinders Ränges, and associated copper, lead and zinc mineralisation.

Superimposed on this is ttre lithofacies map of the Hawker Group (Section 5.2.1).

This clearly demonstrates that the known lead and zinc mineralisation occurs

along the margins of tìte "negative" basin area as defined by lVopfner (1968).

Ttrese shallow water areas would be suitable for the development of

reef complexes, carbonate shelves and other specific carbonate environments

(e.g., lagoonal and sabkha). Monseur a¡rd pel_ (L972 and 1973) have

d.emonstrated that in the various facies units, certain rnineral associations

are selectively concenÈrated. In Cambrian bioherms, for example, copper is

formed on the shelf side and lead.-zínc in the biohermal- carbonates. Ttris

latter sequence is to a certain degree indicated by the geochemical studies

of a number Of lower Cambrian biohefms wrdertaken by the South Australian

Department of Mines (lhomson, 1965), where the bioherms show the highest

Iead.-zinc values, whereas copper tends to be higher on the shelf. Thris also
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seems to be true at Ediacara, where copper is highest in the parachil_na

Formation in the southern half of the field whereas lead-zinc are highest in

the <1ol-onr-ites in northern half, which were sufficiently rich in organic matter

to bring about precipitation of metals from solutions.

5.4 SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUSTONS

(I) Ihe lower Cambrian sediments of the Adelaide Geosyncline

contain anomalous copper, Iead and zinc values.

(2) On a regional- scale this mineralisation is stratabound¡ the

copper is assocated witl the basal Parachilna Formation and lead. and zinc

usually occur separately and within the lower part of the carbonate sediments,

particularly dolonritic sections.

(3) Lithofacies study of the Hawker Group has revealed a central

"negative" basin, bounded by shelf areas to the vrest and east, with the

source area being the lrlillyama Block to the southeast. The areas of known

l-ead a¡rd zinc mineralisation occur in the shelf areas.

(4) The Vlillyama Block has been shown to be the provenance area of

the Hawker Group and it is proposed that erosion of the mineralised Willyama

rocks (including Broken Hill and ftrackaringa type Pb-zn-Ag mineralisation)

provides a likeIy source of base metals, which may explain tJ:e anomalous

content of the lower Ca¡nbria¡r sediments.

(5) Consistent association of copper with argillaceous sed.iments

of the ParachiLna Formation suggests that copper was taken from solution and.

adsorbed onto clay minerals. Ttris wouLd leave lead a¡d. zinc in solution

r:ntil carbonate formation, when they would readily be taken up as sutphides

or in carbonates, in specific sed.imentary environments. This is quite

reasonä.bLe since copper is known to be Adsorbed onto clay mineraLs much

more readily than lead or zínc.
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(6) Hence it is concLuded that areas of anomal-ous base metal

values were originally due to specific palaeogeographicat features and

their present form is due to later modification by diagenesis and

remobilisation.
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6. I INTRODUCTION

Several other mineral- deposits in lower Cambrian carbonates r¡/ere

examined for comparison with the Ediacara mineral fiel-d. These were the

Wirrealpa Mine, the Western Flinders Ranges, the Sellick Hil-l Prospect, the

Pipeline Prospect a¡d Barrittrs Mine. Each of these deposits was briefly

examined in the field and samples collected for petrological, sulphur

isotope and fluid inclusion studj-es. Thre aim of this Chapter is to give a

brief description of the local geology of each of the deposits and any

petrological- \,üork undertaken. fhe results of the fluid incl-usion and

sulphur isotope studies are given in (ttapters 7 a¡d 8.

6.2 Wirreal Mine

6.2.I Introduction

The V,Iirrealpa Silver-Lead Mine, situated about 29 kilometres east

of Blinman, \Á¡as the second largest lead producer, after Ediacara, in the

Flinders Ranges. Silver-bearing galena has been mined. to a d.epth of

58.5 metres from several shafts and und.erground workings, witl- recorded.

production exceedinq 11000 tonnes of ore aL 7O>" lead. and 140 to 22O gm of

silver per tonne.

6.2.2 Geology (Fiqure 6. I)

The Wirrealpa Mine is in an area of carbonate lithologies where

sigrnificant changes in facies and ttrickness occur across the east trending

Irlirrealpa HilI hinge zone (Haslett, L976) (Figure 6.1). Southeast of

Wirrealpa HiII, Woodendinna Dolomite is overlain by the bíoclastic and oolitic

Wilkawillina Limestone formed in shallow shelf conditions" To the northwest

across the hinge zone thicker and d.arker coloured limestones constitute the

bulk of the carbonates, reflecting increasing water depths (oaity, 1976) "

ltre Wirrealpa Mine occurs in the upper part of the V'Iilkawillina Limestone
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above the top of Fauna] Assemblage No. 2 of Daily (1956) (pers. comm., D.

Gravestock). This would put it a-bove the level of mineralisation at Ediacara

and the lvestern Flind.ers Ranges, but in a similar position to that in the

sellick Hill Area. To the west of tle mine the v{irreatpa Diapir breaches

the cambrian succession. Haslett Ã976) has suggested that severaL phases

of diapirism took place in the early cambrian, with diapiric highs" which

stood out as islands in the shallow Cambrian seas, supplying detritus to the

vlilkawilfina Limestone. The upper 1evels of the wilkawiltina Limestone

have been, in places, reddened by sub-aerial erosion.

6 "2.3 Mineralisatíon

Galena occurs as course grailed "slugsrf up to 6 cm in diameter,

with associated barite, in a brecciated dolomitic l-imestone (Figure 6.4a).

Mining was concêntrated on richer pocket.s of the silver-rich galena whichn

accord'ing to Ridgway (1948), was associated \^¡ith a conglomerate (probably

a sedimentary breccia) - smarl workings in this galena extend. over a rengtlr

of 780 metres- Galena al-so occurs as occasional coarse grained ',splashes,,,

up to 2 cm in diameter, in the underlying finely crystalline archaeocyatha

l-imestone. Microscopic examination revealed the only ore mineral-s to be

galena and cerussite, with minor barite gangue. other reported gangue

minerars include quartz, siderite, calcite, jasper and glpsum. smelter

returns showed the presence of small quantities of zinc, arsenic, antimony,

gold and silver (Ridg!,ray, 1949).

6.3 WESTERN FLTNDERS RÄNGES

6.3. t fntroduction

c'eochemical exploration and surface mapping v¡ere undertaken during

f966 and 1967 by Mj-nes E>çloration Pty. Ltd., along the western flank of the

Flinders Ranges between parachir-na and Edeowie Gorges (Johns , rg72). Ttre
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lower Cambrian carbonates \^/ere formd to have anomalous lead. and zinc contents

and galena mineralisation was reported 9 kilometres north of Brachina Gorge

(Galena Creek Area) in basal Cambrian beds and at Bunyeroo Gorge in a basal

Cambrian dolomite horizon approximately 3 metres wide (r'igure 6.2).

6.3.2 Geology

Ttre extent of l-ower Cambrian carbonate rocks in this region is shown

in Figure 6.2. the Parachil-na Formation consists of white argillaceous

sandstone with vertical worm burrows overlain by sandy and shaly r:nits with

oolitic limestones (total- thickness less than 24 metres). Conformably over-

J-ying the Parachilna Formation ís the i{ilkawilfina Limestone, which can be

divided into two main members (Glover, 1968). the lower member is arenaceous

and shal-ey with a,paucity of fossils and is d.olomitic, bedded and frequenLly

ool-itic. Near the top of the lower member there are a1ga1 rich units. Ttre

upper member consists of relatively pure, light col-oured., massive, thick

bedded archaeocyatha l-imestones. According to Haslett (1975) the lower

member roughly corresponds to the Woodendinna Dolomite and the upper member

to the Wirrapowie Limestone of the Wirrealpa Area. Ttre l-ower member is

probalrly equivalent to the Sandy Dolomite and. Laminated Dofomite at

Ediacara and the upper member to the Massive Dol-omite. The conditions

operati,ng in the environment of deposition of tJee sediments in this area

were probably very similar to those at Ediacara, the lower member being

deposited during the main transgressive phase of the lower Cambrian with a

minor regression as indicated by stromatolites and. the upper member deposited

in the following transgressíon" Dolomitisation by seepage refluxion, as

\^/as suggested by Glover (1968) , seems to be the most logical explanation for

the lower member"
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6. 3. 3 Mineral-isation

T\uo broad types of mineralisatíon are present (Johns , rg72) ,

these being:

(a) GeneraÌIy conformable galena occurrences forming tlvo

distinctive horizons varying from l-.5 to 3 metres, but up to 6 metres in width

withín the lower dolomitic menÍber of the Wifkawillina Limestone" Galena

occurs as disseminations, as isolated smaIl cubes and in fine fracture

fillings, films a¡d veinlets. Minor sphalerite, associated with galena, and

pyrite is also present. calcite and silica are the gangrre minerals.

(b) Less extensive galena mineralisation j-s present in the upper

limestone member, in association with breccia zones arrd \^/ith calcite veining.

Galena occurs spasmodically as fine to medium grained d.isseminations,

veinlets and coarse grained masses. Minor sphalerite and calcite and. silica

are al-so present.

6.3.4 Geochemistry

Geochemical traverses (Glover, 1968) across the l-ower Cambrian

sequence, have shown the Wilkawillina Limestone, and in particular the lower

d.olomitic member,to be highly anomalous in lead and zinc (Figure 5.5). Average

lead a¡rd zinc values are 10 to 40 times greater than the average values for

Iimestones. Electron rnicroprobe analysis was used. by Glover in an attempt

to investigate lead a¡d zinc content of the carbonates but the vaLues were

below the l-ower rimit of detection (about 500 ppm) of the probe.

6.4 SELLTCK HILL AREA

Tkre distrijcution of l-ower Cambrian rocks in the Sellick HiIl Area

is shown in Figures6.3a and 6.3b. ltre stratigraphy has been discussed

previously (Section 5.2.2). Three mineraL occurrences from the area were

sampled and are described below.
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6 .4 .I Sef l-ick Hill Prospect (1.2 km south of the Sellick Hil_f Hotel).

Geologry

A zone of coarse cal-cite between 4.5 and lB metres wide, in the

upper part of the massive archaeocyatha limestone member of the Fork Tree

Limestone, contains disseminations and small veinfets of galena, sphalerite

and pyrite. According to lVright (1968a) this zone can be followed along

strike for over 1,6 kilometres. A geochemicat rock traverse carried out by

wright across the str-ike of the zone, found it to contain up to 3oo ppm

l-ead and 1400 ppm zLnc. the average background values for the adjacent

massive Fork Tree Limestone were l-o ppm tead and 20 ppm zinc.

Petrology

Ttrin sections revealed that the mineralised samples have a

brecciated nature. the blocks are random in size and nature, ranging from

0.1- milfimetres to several centimetres, and cemented by relatively cJ-ear,

coarse grained calcite. Many of the b]ocks show a concentration of fine

grained opaques along grain boundaries of calcite, and patches of chalcedonic

silica are found in places. Sphalerite and silica are cfosely associated

in areas of silicified archaeocyatha. Patches of silica appear to replace

cal-cite and contain very fine grained opaques and coarser grained (up to

0.1 mm) euhedral pyrite. Minor coarse grained patches of galena occur as

cavity fillings. one area of pyrite in silica shows a patch of framboidal-

pyrite in a matrix of sphalerite, within a subhedral pyrite grain

(Figure 6.7a) " ft is thought that this zone may represent a zone of

sol-ution activity, which may have been modified by later recrystallisation.

6.4-2 Pipeline Pros pect (3.2 km south of Sell_ick Beach, near the Myponga
Reservoir pipetine)

Geolog'y

Galena-cal_cite lensesr ranging from I t-o 30 centimetres in width,

occur in a òross cutting joint or shear zone (Row1ey, f955) in the mottled
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upper limestone member of the Fork Tree Limestone (i.e. just above the
stratigraphic position of the Sellicl< Hill prospect).

Petrofogy

Hand specimens show that the lenses consist of coarse grained

galena, clear calcite a¡id blocks of the surror¡nding Fork Tree Limestone

(both fine grained dark rimestone and yeltow brown shaÌey blocks) in a

matrix of fine grained carcite, clays and iron oxides (r'ì-gure 6.4b).
Ttre surrounding rock is a dark, fine grained l_imestone, which in thin
sectíon shows a small percentage of detrital quartz and disseminated opaques.

rt appears to consist of about 50 percent relict clasts (average size about

0 ' I mm) ' Ttre contact between the lenses and the country rock is quite sharp

with the detTital material in the l-enses being quite clearly derived from

the country rock.

The cement consists of coarse grained cal-cite and galena, minor

euhedral quartz (the quartz appears to be replaced. by catcite a¡d commonry

coats limestone blocks) and minor fine grained disseminated galena.

Textural evidence suggests that the galena and calcite have crystalÌised
concurrentJ-y. Rare sphal-erite grains were observed associated with garena.

6.4.3 Barrittrs Mine (4 km north of Normanville)

Geology

The mine, which was first worked in 1962, is situated on a 0.3 to
1.0 metre wide lode, in the same stratigraphic position as the pipetine

Prospect (i.e' in the upper mottred limestone of the Fork Tree T,imestone).

Brown (1908) reported that the dressed ore contained. a-bout 60 percent lead
ard from 80 to 140 grm of silver per tonne. He also noted that blocks of
al-most pure galena, weighing up to 1OO kilograms, were mined. The l.de
consists of a shear or fracLure zone (Wright, l96ga) fil-l-ed with blocks of
l-ímestone. yel-low calcareous shale and dark grey shale in a matrix of coarse
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grained cal-cite I qv.artz, galena and occasional yellow-orange sphalerite,

indicating low iron content and. typical of low temperature deposition.

Petrology

Quartz

Coarse grained euhedral quartz (up to 3 mm) commonJ-y occurs, Iining

the cavities in the cement a¡ra as coatings on the blocks. Growth zoning is

very conmon and is usual]y marked by very fine grained incl-usions

(l'igures 6.5c, 6.6a). Elongate quartz crystals (up to 1 mm in l-ength) are

found. in places as a comb-like structure coating blocks (Figure 6.1b). very

minor, finely disseminated galena, pyrite and sphalerite are present j-n the

quartz.

Cal-cite

Coarse grained anhedral cal-cite is usually associated \^¡ith quartz.

lhe quartz often forms aÌong the cl-eavage in the calcite suggesting

deposition after the cal-cite. Many cavities show crustification banding,

with calcite being deposited. af,ter quartz, which l-ines the cavities.

Sphalerite

Coarse grained browny-orange sphal-erite is a relatively conìmon ore

mineral and is for¡nd as patches in calcite (Figure 6.5b) and in association

with galena (Figure 6.5c). Gal-ena, quartz and calcite replace the sphalerite.

rn places galena and quartz occur along cleavage in the sphalerite indicating

deposition after the sphalerite (Figure 6"7c). Finer grained sphalerite

(average 0.1 mm diameter) al-so occuïs as disseminated blebs in a matrix of

galena. orientated. "blades" of sphalerite (up to 0.6 mm in length) in galena

occur in the same sample (Figure 6.7d). rn praces the spharerite has

clearly been deposited after quartz (I'igure 6"7b).
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Galena

Galena is the major sulphide, generally occurrì-ng as coarse grained.

patches in quartz (Figure 6.5a). A sample of the underlying massive

archaeocyatha limestone contained small galena concentrations along veins

and styloÌites (Figure 6.6c). fhese veins (about 0.4 mm wide) contain quartz

and cal-cíte, and in places they widen and contain much coarser pat-ches of

galena. fhe veins cut across the stylolites, which contain quartz, clays

and opaques. Crustification banding, which is commonly present, shows that

order of deposition was quartz followed by calcite and then galena.

Dark laminated shal-e fragments and. limestone fragrments make up the

blocks in the breccias. Ttre shale fragments consist predominantly of quartz,

mica and clays, with about 5% of fine grained opaques. In places the blocks

contain patches of calcite and galena, whích appear to be cavity fillings.

Some of these cavities are lined with quartz and later filled with galena.

Fine d.isserninated pyrite, galena and sphaleríte have also been recognised.

Summary

The mineral textures and structures are compara-ble with other fow

temperature hydrothermal deposits such as the Upper Mississippi Val1ey

deposits (Snyder, 1968). Íhe order of deposition appears to have been

quartz, then calcite, followed by sphalerite-gaIena, with quartz being

deposited right through the paragenetic sequence.
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1.I TNTRODUCTÏON

Fluid incl-usion stud.ies were undertal<en on samples from Ediacara,

Wirrealpa and. the Western Flinders Ranges a¡rd Barrittrs Mine and Pipeline

Pros¡rect from tl:re SeIlick Hil-l Area. Extensive studies r¡¡ere not possible

due to lack of suita-ble transparent gangue material-; the only suitable

material was silica and dofomite from Ediacara, barite from t-he Wirrealpa Mine

(1 sample) and sil-ica from the Western Flinders Ranges (l- sample) . Although

only a few suitable inclusions could be found in Ediacara material the

silica-galena veins gave consistent results for both composition and

temperatures. Excellent incl-usions \{ere found in sphalerite, quartz and

calcite from Barritt's Mine" Emphasis for the study was therefore placed

on the silica samples from Ediacara and the sphalerite from Barritt's Mine.

1.2 METT{OD OT' STUDY

Forty five doubly pofished plates averaging 0.15 mm in thickness

a¡rd moqnted with polyvinyl acetate, were prepared for fluid inclusion study.

After initial examination to locate inclusions a¡d determine their

suitability. the plates were released in acetone and then cut up for use on

the heating and freeztng stage.

The equipment consisted of a Leitz Ortholux II POL-BK microscopei

fitted with Chai)<rneca microthermometry apparatus for heating and freezing.

A temperature ra¡ge of -180o to *6OOoc ta" possible with the equipment. rhe

homogenisatíon temperature for a primary fluid inclusion is the minimum

temperature of formatíon of ttre host mineralf and when corrected for the

pressure and salinity during crystall-isation" is the true temperature of

formation. Salinity data were obtained (when daughter minerals were not

present) by determination of freezing point depression, the NaCl equivalent

of the solution beinq the weight percent- of pure NaCl in water which would.
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give rise to the observed depression from the freezing point of pure water

(Roed.d,er, 1962, 1963) .

7.3 PRIM.ARY AND SECONDARY INCLUSIONS

It is not possìJcle for complete certainty in the distinction

between primary and secondary inclusions, but according to Roedder (1967)

the following criteria can be'used to locate a suitable primary incl-usion:-

(I) occurrence in euhedral crystals projecting into vughs.

(2) the inclusion must lie outside a plane of

re-healed fractures.

(3) trapment of foreign daughter nrinerals.

(4) similar inclusions should contain the same major phases in

approximately equal proportions.

(5) inclusions related to a former crystal shape or growth

phenomenon (e.9., parallel to growth zoning or primary colour

banding) are considered to be primary.

(6) inclusions parallel to a cleavage direction (or cutting

across a crystal face, etc) are al-most certainly secondary.

(7) isolated inclusions with no obvious planar arïangement are

probably primary, particularly if large

fhre l-ast four criteria were the most useful_ in this study.

7.4 LIMTTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

There are several requirements which must be satisfied before the

method of fluid incrusion tl:ermometry can be applied rigorously.

(1) the fluid trapped upon sealing of the inclusion was a single

homogeneous phase, and completely filled the cavity at the

time of the deposition.

(2) there is no change in the volume of the cavity itself due to
' pressure, solution or precipitation.
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(4)

(5)
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there is no addition or Ioss from the incl-usion after sealing.

the effects of pressure are insignificant or are known.

prímary inclusions can be distinguished from secondary

inclusions.

7.5 FLUTD INCLUSIONS - EDIACARA

Most studies were cârried out on silica since this was the only

gangue mineral of any significance. Of some 20 polished plates prepared only

five contai¡red any suitable inclusions. Coarse grained white dolomite was

sufficiently abundant in two mineralised samples for polished plates to be

prepared.

I .5.I Silica

Inclusion of sulphides within silica are common (see Chapter 4).

These can be in the form of disseminated sol-id. inclusions, continuous and

semi-continuous colloform banded. material and sulphides outlining growth

zoning in euhedral quartz. They are generally associated. with primary zoning

in silica a¡d consequently the nature of the fluids ín inclusion in silica

are expected to be very similar to those from which sulphides precipitated.

A common feature of the samples is that they show coll-oform

banding and contain many solid incl-usions ranging in size from 10 to 50

micrometres. Many samples also show minute cavities lined with quartz

crystals. Fluid incl-usions are relativel-y rare and generally confined to

clearer patches where the col-l-oform banding is less pronorxrced" T\do

distinct types of incl-usions can be recognised.

rype 1.

These incl-usions are large, ranging from 20 to 40 micrometres in

diameter and show a variable rrvapour : liguid ratio" (Figure 7.I) .

It is suggested that these are formed by random exsolut-ion of air
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dissolved in aqueous solutions (pers. comm:; P. Ypma). Sevêral

large, completely g4s filled incl-usions are also present,

probably indicating a trapping of air during crystal growth in

near surface conditions (3Oo to OOoC). To test this theory the

largest inclusion found (32/337) was crushed r¡nder the microscope.

According to Roedder (1976) when inclusiens are opened on the

crushing stage and the gas bubble expands approximately 20 fold,

this volume change woul-d correspond to approximately 20 atmospheres

pressure. On exposure to atmospheric pressure the vapour bubble

showed no apparent increase or decrease in volume hence confirming

near surface conditions (1 atmosphere pressure).

\zpe ïï

These incl-usions show distinctly Io\^/er relief than \zpe I inclusions,

are much smalfer averaging 5 to 10 micrometres in diameter and.

have a constant "vapour : liquid ratio" (Figure 7.2) . llhese

inclusions are considered to be of primary origin. No daughter

nrinerals have been observed in these inclusions -

7 .5.2 Dolonúte

Coarse grained white dolomite occurs in several samples in

association with pyrite and/or gal-ena as cavity filling or cement in collapse

breccias. Fluid inclusions are relatively rare in these samples and range

in síze from 5 to 15 micrometres. Some are clearly of secondary origin as in

32/2eI where inclusions can be seen cutting across crystal faces (Figure 7.3a)

and others, presumably of primary origin, as in 33/179 (figure 7.3b). ffrese

inclusions showed a constant I'vapour : liquid ratioil and the vâpour bubble

is thought to consist dominantly of wat-er vapour. If the carbon d.ioxide

content of these were high, one would possibly expect either liquid earbon
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dioxide to form below 31oC or the formation of clathrate compound

co^.5¿H^o (carbon dioxide hydrate) on freezing (Roedder, 1972).22.

7 .5 .3 Homogenisation Temperatures and Sal-inities (Table 7. 1)

Homogenisation tempera,tures on primary (Type II) inclusions in

silica and primary fluid incl-t.sions in dol-omite, show a range of l-59o to 199oC

(Table 7.I) , with homogenisation temperatures for dol-omite lower tha¡ those

for silica.

Salinities for Type I inclusions in silica are 3 to 6 equivalent

weight percent NaCI. Sal-inities for T)pe If inclusions in silica and primary

inclusions in dol-omite range from 24 to 27 equivalent weight percent NaCl.

7.6 FLUID TNCLUSIONS - V.IIRRNALPA AND VüESTERN FLINDERS RANGES

Barite, being the only gangue míneral- at I¡lirrealpa, was used for

fluid inclusion studies. However, very few inclusions were observed, possibly

due to the cl-oudy nature of the barite. Several small (10 micrometres) two

phase inclusions of probable primary origin \üere used for determinations.

Suitable material was similarly lacking from the Western FLinders

Ranges samples. Rare small- (5 micrometres) two phase primary inclusions \^rere

located in cloudy silica.

7 .6.I Homoqrenisation and Freezing Data

Ttre rartge of homogenisation temperatures a¡d salinities are given

in Table 7.2 bel-ow.

TABI,E 7;2

FLUID INCLUSION DATA
WTRREALPA AND W. FLINDERS RÄNGES

Sample No.

Barite - W I
Silica - c6B/

Wirrealpa
W. Flinders

I-ocation

Rqs

Salinity
(Wt z NaCl)Toc

Homo isation

r_5 7 - 165
I32 - I43

12Z
25e"
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].1 FLUID INCÍ,USTONS - SELLICK HTLL AREA

1.7.I Barritt's Mine

Sphalerite

Polished s1a-l¡s of sphalerite provide excellent material for fluid

inclusion studies because of the transparent nature of the sphaterite and the

Ìarge size of some inclusions. Ítre fluid inclusions are dominantly two phase

inclusions ranging in size from less than I micrometre up to l-OO micromet.res,

with most being in the 10 to 20 micrometres size range. Some of these are

parallel to colour banding (Figure 7.4a) and hence are considered to be

primary, whilst others occur in planes cutting across crystallographic

directions and parallel to cleavage (Figure 7.4b) .

Quartz

Cl-ear euhedral- coarse grained quaïtz contains only rare ffuid

inclusions" These are two phases inclusions ranging from 5 to fO micrometres

in d.iameter. fhe origin of these íncl-usions is problematical but they are

possibly of primary origin (Roedder, 1967) .

Calcite

Calcite contains many small (10 to t5 micrometres) two phase inclus-

íons of probable secondary origin.

7 .2.2 Pipeline ProspecÈ

Calcite, the only gangue mineral,

which are two phase and of secondary origin

contains many ínclusions most of

(parallet to cleavage) (Figure 7.4c).

7.7.3 Sell-ick HiIl Prospect

Many large two phase inclusions of probably primary origin are

present in sphalerite. Tttese inclusions are very similar to those found in

sphalerite aÈ Barritt's Mine.
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7.7.4 Homoqenisation Temperatures anil Salinities (Tabl-e 7.3)

o

ô
135 C

fitted into this range. The deposits show a narror,^¡ salinity range from 22.5

Lo 25 equivalent weight percent NaCl-.

7.A DISCUSSÏON

F]uid inclusions from Ediacara can be divided into 2 groups on the

information that they provide:-

(a) Type II incLusions in silica and inclusions in dolomite. fhese

indicate a temperature range of 1590 to 199oc (uncorrected.)

and high sal-inities between 24 and 27 equival-ent weight

percent NaCl.

(b) Type I inclusions in silica that indicate near surface

temperat-ures (¡oo to Oooc) and very low salinities (3 to O

equivalent weight percent NaCI).

The Type II inclusions are thought to have been formed.

contemporaneously with the colloform silica a¡d. colloform sulphides. ltre

Type I inclusions, which are most likely associated with quartz crystals

Iining minute vughs, must clearly have been formed after the colloform

material- and hence after the Type If inclusions. Textural evid.ence has

indicated that the colloform band.ed material (sulphides a¡rd silica)

crystallised before the euhedral forms (see Section 4.2.4) and it is therefore

considered possible that the Type I inclusions are related to ttre deposition

of the euhedral sulphides.

Data from the Wirrealpa Mine and the Western Flinders Ranges are

similar, although the temperatures are slightty lower and the salinity of the

Uirrealpa barite is onl-y 12 equivalent weighÈ percent NaCt. Data from

sphaterite ånO gangue material from the Sell-ick Hi1l area,are very uniform

Íhe range of homogenisation temperatures for sphalerite is l-18

Temperatures from calcite and quartz, with one exception, also

to
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witÌ- uncorrected homogenisation temperatures ranging from 11Bo to l-39oc and

salinities between 23 and 25 eq.uivalerrt weight percent NaCI .

Pressure corrections, which are needed because of the compressibility

of the fluid, are greatest for incfusions \n/ith high homogenisation

temperatures (Roedder, 19'76) and can be ignored for homogenisation temperatures

below 2OOoC. Although the solutions were saturated with respect to NaCl,

the absence of any daughter minerals implies that ions other than Na and Cl

are present (Roedder, 1976) " Alternatively, by reference to Figure 5 of

Takenouchi and Kennedy (1965) the alrsence of daughter minerals could confirm

the rel-atively 1ow homogenisation temperatures, since the figure shows that a

saturated solution, if cooled from a high temperature, would crystallise

sa1ts.

Ttre deposits are strìking in their narrov/ range of salinities and.

moderatel-y 1ow homogenisation temperatures of the fl-uid incl-usions. This

suggests that they have formed from l-ow temperature, high salinity fl-uids at

Iow pressure. The generation of such highly saline brines coul-d have taken

place in several ways.

(1) A verv late staqe saline maqmatic fluid evol-ved. from a

crystallising magma (magmatic hydrothermal). This is very unlikely,

particularly for Ed.iacara, since no acid igneous intrusions are known in the

vicinity. The much lower salinity of the Wirrealpa ore solutions could,

however, be related to fluids emanating from the nearby diapir.

(2) Leachinq of evaporites in the carbonate sequence or from

underlying material. Thris leaching could be brought about by meteoric water

or by connate arld compaction fluids in tlre sediments. These low temperature

hydrothermal fluids of sed,imentar.y environments have been termed 'rstratafugict'
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hydrothermal- fl-uids. The relative importance of the two feaching agents

(connate and meteroic wat-er) is unclear and in fact the possibility of mixing

of the two cannot be overlooked" Jackson and. Beales (196]-) have suggested

the mixj-ng of two fluids as a means of avoidinq the serious problem of

transporting lead and zinc wittr reduced sulphur in the same ffuid at low

temperature. They advocate that sulphur-deficient brines of deep

circufation could have provided the metals (or reduced. sulphur) with other

brines supplying the reduced sulphur (or metals).

In the l-ower Cambrian carbonate of South Australia the source of the

metal_s is considered to be the carbonate sequence (Chapters 3 and 5). The

source of the reduced surphur will be discussed in chapter g.

Evaporites have not been recognised in this study but the

environment of deposition of the carbonate sed.iments would presumably favour

deveJ-opment of them. Gypsum has been recognised from drilling in the

carbonate sequence in the southern part of the Ediacara mineral_ field and

quantities of barite in the vicinity of Black Eagle (okill , L9-72).

Comparison of fluid inclusion data with modern connate brine

observations suggests that salinities of 25 to 30% Nacl may also be attained

through membrane filtration with depths of 1 to 6 kilometres (nickey , 1969).

These depths however are greater than that for which there is evidence.

The connate brines would be heated by burial-, but in areas with a

normal geothermal gradient, temperatures of up to 2OOoc may be difficult to

reconcile v¡ith t¡e small- burial depth indicated. However an abnormally high

geothermal- gradient as has been reported. from some oil fields, courd account

for this problem" Alternatively, high brine flow rates could maintain elevated

temperatures despite convective cooling, or regional geothermal gradients
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significantly above present gradients at the time of mineralisation are a

possibility.

(3) Productíon of a chloride rich brine from sabkha sediments

The existence of a sabkha-type environment during the deposition of the host

rocks at- Ediacara has been proposed in Chapter 2. According to Bush (1970)

the sabkha environment processes sea water such that the resulting brine is

a sodium-cafcium-magnesium-potassium chloride brine with very low sulphate

concentration. Thus addition of material by the dissolution of evaporite

deposits is not necessary to produce a brine similar to that indicated by

fluid inclusion studies" ïttese brines are also considered. to be the

sol-utions involved in the process of dolomitisation by seepage refluxion in

sabkha environments (see Section 2.8) , which may accou¡rt for the strong

relationship noted between dolomitisation and mineralisation in lower

Cambrian carbonate sediments of South Australia.

Bush (1970) has also found a close association of sabkah-Iike

deposits with Mississippi Valley-type ores, which coupled wittr the

simitarities between the chemical composition of fluid inclusions in the ores

and sabkha brines, suggest a more than chance connection. The sabkha brine

woul-d seem to be an excellent leaching and transporti¡g solution for lead and

zinc as Barnes and Czamanske (1967) have shown lead and zinc can be carried.

in chloride rich sol-utions as chloride complexes. This ability is greatly

reduced however if sulphur species are present ín any appreciable amounts.

The temperature of deposition (tSOo to 2OOoc) at Ediacara could be accounted

for by the inorganic reduction of sulphate by hydrocarbons (Bush, I97O ) , which

is a highly exothermic reaction and could raise the temperature of the

fluids in a shallow environment.

A mechanism could. therefore be proposed whereby compaction of sabkha
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sediments \^¡ould expel brine which could then pass through a body of carbonate

rock containing small amorxlts of metals. These metals, either in the form of

sulphides or within the carbonate mineral lattices, would be leached from the

rocks.

Obviously there must have been a much larger volume and weight of

ore fluid than the resultant ore itself. fhe ore fluid therefore must not

only be transported from the site of dissolution to the ore body. but many

successive volumes must pass through the site of the ore body. The volumes

that are needed may seem large, but when examined in geological terms ttrey

are not unreasonable. Roedd.er (1968) has calculated that to form the main

ore body at Pine Point, the flow rates are low (less than 1 micrometre per

second) and. the quantity of flow is also reasonable (38 litres per minute),

even when geologically sma1l segments of time are assumed. for ore

deposition.



CHAP-IER 8,

SULPHUR ISOTOPE STUDIES
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8.1 TNTRODUCTTON

Ediacara mineral

Barrittt s Mine,

A sulphur isotope study was undertaken on the samples from the

Flinders Ranges,I{irrealpa Mine, the I,rtestern

The

(1)

Prospect and Sell-ick llilI Prospect.

study are:

valueb between these areas with published data on

field,

Pipeline

aims of this

To compare

, other lead-zinc deposits in carbonate rocks.

(2) To ascertain the source of sulphur and mechanism of deposition.

(3) To compare temperature information with ftuid inclusion data.

The sulphur species studied were mainly pyrite and galena, with some

sphalerite a¡d chalcopyrite from the trl-inders Ranges and galena and sphaler-

ite from the Sellick Hifl area.

8.2 SA,¡4PLTNG AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The simple mineral-ogy of the deposits meant that in many cases high

purity sulphides could be extracted from the samples by means of a dental drilf.

rn the deposits, other than Ediacara, sufficient coarse grained sulphide could

usually be found to ensure no contamination from other sutphides or gangue.

Howeverr this was not so for most of the Ediacara samples because of the fine

grain size of many samples. Some samples were sufficiently coarse to dri1l

and others, where dotomite was the only contaminant, were washed \^/ith dilute

acetic acid to remove the dolomíte. The most difficul-t sampl-es were those in

which sulphides were intimately associated (e.g. 32/331). In this case the

chemical- separation procedure of Smith and Croxford (1973) was adopted.

Once sampLes had been prepared, a sufficient amount was weighed out

(the amount ranged from l0 to 40 milligrams depending on the sulphide involved

and was calculated on the basis of production of approximatei-y 3.5cc of SOr)

with an excess of cupric oxide. This mixture was then burned in a previousty

evacuated furnace at f2OOoC for approximately fO minutes. The So, produced

was then purified using a method sliqhtly modified (Seccombe, Ig73) after
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Dechow and Jensen (1965). Non-condensables v/ere first removed over a

liquid nitrogen trap, then water v¡as extracted with a dry ice-acetone

mixture, and final-Iy CO, was removed. by means of a slurry of liquid

nitrogen and pentane. Yields of SO, were checked with a manometer and

compared with calculated yields.

Ttre ratio of 34s/32s of the sulphur dioxide was measured using

a Micromass 602 mass spectrometer in the Glaciology Section of the

Antarctic Division in Melbourne. The results are given in permil (%;)

values defined as follows:-
34 5Ze/ S standard) x 1000

34s/32s standard

The standard referred. to is the troilite phase of the Canyon Dial¡lo

meteorite whose tnr/t', is 0.0450045, giving o.oo%". standards a¡rd repeats

\dere run in each batch and. a precision of 0.3%. was established.

8.3 RESULTS

A total of 66 samples were analysed isotopically, 47 from the

Flinders Ranges (41 Ediacara ard 3 from both Wirrealpa and the Western

F]inders Ranges) and 19 from the SeIIick Hill- Area (15 from Barritt's Mine

and 2 from both the Pipdline Prospect and. the Setlick Hitl Prospect). All

results are given in Tables 8.I,8.2 and 8.3, and Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

8.4 SULPHUR ISOTOPE GEOTHERMOMETRY

8.4.1 Discussion

32 34

(t4r/3t, sample -ô 
34s

lo / oo)

ltrere is a systematic fractionation of

existing sulphides under equilibrium cond.itions. This fractionation is

temperature dependent and thus provides a potential geothermometer.

Recent work (Grootenboer and schwarcz, 1969; Kajiwara and Krouse, r97r¡

czamanske and. Rye, L974; Rye, 1974; Rye ancl ohmoto, L974) has established

the sulphur isotopic fractionations among important sulphur species.

S and S between co-
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Ttrese fractionation curves are based on experimental- data and there are

some differences between the curves produced by various workers" Ttre

galena-sphalerite pair has been fou¡rd to be the most suitable due to rela-

tively J-arge differences in ô34s. Kajiwara and Krouse (1971) have shown

that the heavy isotope 'n, i. enriched. in the sulphì-des in the fotlowing

order - Pyrite ) sphalerite = pyrrhotite ) chal-copyrite ) gal-ena, under

equilibrium conditions .

In order that sulphur isotope determinatj-ons be successfuflv

applied to geothermometry, suitability of samples is very necessary.

The minerals shoul-d have been deposited contemporaneously and in equilibrium.

However, this is very difficul-t to ascertain and in this work "coexisting"

simply means the sulphides were in physical contact. Fortunately niineral

pairs, and in particular the sphalerite-galena pair, often give isotopically

determined temperatures that are compatible with other data, especially fluid

inclusion temperatures, even though the minerafs may not show evidence

of having been deposited contemporaneously and in equilibrium. Accord-

ing to Rye and. Ohmoto (1914) this indicates that they were deposi-ted from

solutions of uniform chemistry and temperature. Pyrite-galena paìrs

however, seldom give reliable temperatures according to Rlze and Ohmoto (L974).

The temperatures obtained in this study have been derived from

the relation:

l-000 In cr (T in degrees Kelvin)

A is an experimentally deterrLlined co-

efficient which varies depending on the

species involved.

x and. y are the 2 coexisting sutphide species.

0 = fracLionaLior-r factor

Y

-2TAx-y

134s732 s)

ê4s732", v
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e.g if x and y are sphalerite and.'gale.ru., then

S 1000 ln ct

AT-z where

sp-9n

(t<ajiwara and Krouse, 1971)

(Czamanske and Rye, 1974)-

34
ao Þ -sp-9n

?¿.

^ô-'s sp-9n

ô
34 "34^ô5

9nsp

A = 8.0 x l0 5

5A = 7.0 x I0

8.4.2 Temperatures

Ediacara Mineral- Field

Only

for analysis.

three samples containing coexisting sulphides were suitabl-e

The results from these three samples are given below.

TABLE 8.4

Temperature according to experimentally determined relation-
ship of Kajiwara and Krouse (1971),

The sample 33A/L79 clearly indicates sulphur isotope disequilibrium since
1.L

the ô-=S value for the pyrite is less than the value for the galena. fhis

is confirmed by the other two samples, which give sulphur isotope tempera-

tures of 4OOo to 5OOoc in comparison to homogenisation temperatures of

15Oo to z0Ooc for coexisting qvarLz and d.olomite.

Rye (L974) has observed that sulphur isotope disequilibrium is

conìmon in low temperature deposits (below 2OOoC) . Disequilibrium bet\n¡een

sulphide pairs at low temperature has also been observed by Sasaki and

Krouse (1969) at Pine Point, and by Pinckney and Rafter (L972) for the

early mineralisation in the upper Mississippi Valley deposits. Rye

and Ohmoto \1974) have suggested that deposits that show isotopic dis-

equilibrium occur in shatlow environments where boiling, mixing of fluids

1

Sample
34

ô spv ô 
34sqn A ô

34spy-gn toc 1

33A/r79

33A/226.5

32 /321

-rL.46

+1. 3

+6.2L

-7. 38

-o .49

+3. B3

r.79

z. Jat

51r

407
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and redox reactions may occur.

Sellick HiIl Area

Coexisting sulphides \¡¡ere found only at Barritt's Mine. Four

sphalerite-galena pairs \^rere analysed and tfre nô34s value for each of

these pairs, along with calculated temperatures, is given in Table 8.5.

TABLE 8.5

Sample

"2t
B3

"3t
B4

ô34s =p ô
34sgn Aô

34 S sp-gn Toc f Toc 2

14.7L

l-5.7

15.s

I3.59

1f.23

L2.74

12.34

LI.46

3 .48

2.96

3.16

I l?

206

247

230

340

r74

213

198

300

Average of 82,83, 831

Average of all Sp and Gn

values
ô 

34s

3.20

3. 33

228 I95

1. Temperature according to experimentally determined relation-
ship of Kajiwara and Krouse (1971).

2. Temperature accord.ing to experimentally determined rel-ation-
ship of Czamanske and Rye (L974).

Three of the four values are in reasonable agreement. Ttre other value

(ea¡ can probably be ignored as the ð34S ,r.I,re for the sphalerite is lower

than the other three samples (82L, 83, B3r). TLre ïeason for this is

probably that the sphalerite was contaminated by galena. Ttre average

temperature measurements determined from sulphur isotopes for Barrittrs

Mine is t95oC (using the data of Czamanske and Rye, 1974). Uncorrected

homogenisation temperatures for sphalerite ranged from ll-go to 134oc,

giving a discrepa¡cy of 600 to TOoc between the two. pressure corrections

to the homogenisation temperatLrres, although small, would reduce this

d.iscrepancy slightly. According to Rye (Ig74), in the tempêratuïë range
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2ooo to ¡7Ooc most of the corrected homogenisation temperatures are

within 4OoC of the data of Czamanske and Rye (1974) and that under the best

circumstances a-n error of i zooc is inherent in the use of the sulphur

isotope geothermometer. It appears that agreement between sulphur

isotope temperatures and homogenisation temperatures is sufficient to

intiicate that the sulphides were in isotopic equilibrium.

8.5 DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS

34on the basis of the ô S values the deposits can be divided into

two groups (Figure 8.f) .

Ediacara, Vlirrealpa and Western Flinders Ranges.

These have a wide range of values from -L2.5 to *8.6%o

with a mean of O%"

Sel-lick Hil-f Area.

I

2

These have a relatively narrow range (+11.0 to 15.8%" ,

excluding the Sellick HilI Prospect) with a mean of l-3%"

8.5. I Ediacara

Tn general wide ranges in isotopic compositions can be explained

in terms of fractionation as a function of mineral species, temperature,

chemical environment or mixing of different sources of sulphur (Heyl,

et al., L974). Some possible sources of the sulphur are:-

(a) syngenetic sulphides

(b) sulphate - evaporite lenses

(c) connate - formational brine sulphate of sea water of
evaporiÈe origin

(d) organic sulphur

(e) magmatic sulphur

(f) volcanogenic sulphur
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A wide spread of values clearly rules out magmatic sulphur,

Ieaving sea water as the most likely ultimate source of suJ_phur.

The large variation suggests that the original sulphur may have been

syngenetic. However, the range by itself is not necessarily indicative

of bacteriogenic sulphides (Rye and Ohmoto, L914) .

Schwarcz and Burnie (f973) have for:nd that stratabound. sutphide

deposits associated with clastic marine sedimentary rocks display dis-

tributions of ^34U5 values that are gradational between two main types.

of 45 to 60% IighterThe first type shows

t¡rutr ô34s of coeval

a narrow distribution with a mode

seawater and the second a broad distribution centred

arou¡d zero and ranging from o to 25.ø lighter than contemporaneous

sea\^¡ater sulphate. They have shown t-hat there is a systematic relation be-

tween the type of ô34s dístribution and the type of deposì-tional- environment;

the former $pe is associated with deep marine euxinic depositional environ-

ments, which are considered "open" to normal sea water with respect to

sulphate reservoir, whereas the fatter occur in sulphide deposits formed

irr shallow marine or brackish water nearshore depositional environments,

considered to be "closed" with respect to replenishment of sulphate from

the open sea.

This second type with a broad distribution centred around zero
1/1

ô'*s shows broad simil-arities in both geological and isotopic character-

istics with the Ediacara mineral field. Examples of this type inclu¿e

the Zambian Copper deposits (Dechow afld Jensen, 1965) and the Vnthite pine

Copper Deposit (Burnie, et aI., 1972). Comparison of the sulphur isotope

data from tJ.e Zambian copperbelt with Ediacara and other deposits is

given in Figure 8.2. Since the sulphur isotope data for Ediacara and the

Zambian copperbelt show very simiLar characteristics j t is worth comparing

the geologiCal features.
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The stratabor:¡d copper deposits of Zambia are found in a

series of clastic sediments ranging from conglomerate through sand and

silt to carbonaceous shale deposited on a somewhat irregular surface of

basement schists and gneisses. There is a-bundant evidence of current action

and much of the ore is found in sedimentary rocks that were for:med in a near-

shore environment, presuma-bJ-y marine, gradational into brackish water

conditions. Copper concentrations are strongly controlled by palaeogeograph-

ical trends (Dechow and Jensen, 1965). The Ediacara mineral- field occurs in

dominantly carbonate sediments but there is a strong tendency for the concentr-

ations to be associated with the more clastic sandy dolomite. Although the

Zambian ore deposits have been metamorphosed to varying degrees and some

homogenisation of ô34s values may have occurred, the weighted *uu.r ô34s

value near 0%" shoul-d stiII be characteristic of the original distribution.

Schwarcz and Burnie (1973) account for sulphur distributions like those

of Ediacara and Zambian deposits, by a modef involving bacterial reduction

of seawater sulphate in a "closed" system.

It is concluded that the sulphur at Ediacara was derived. from syngen-

etic or perhaps diagenetiq sulphides (Renfro, I9'74) that were deposited by re-

action of metallic ions and HrS produced by bacterial reduction of sea

\^/ater sulphate. The presence of probable syngenetic sulphides has been

demonstrated at Ediacara and the ô34s ,ru.lrre of such sulphide (33A/366.5)

is cl-ose to the mea¡ for the deposit. This would mean thah the original

sulphides have been remobil-ised by very saline brines having temperatures

of l-5oo to 2oooc, as indicated by the fluid incfusion study, \^/ith the

original distribution of the sulphur probably being preserved (although

some fractionatíon may have taken pJ-ace, particularly in breccias).

However, it should be pointed out that the spread of values as observed

now may be different from that of the original syngenetic or ,Jiaqenetic

sulphides. rn other words the fact that the ô34s rrarre for the single
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sample of syngenetic sulphide (sampre number 33A/366.5) is close to

the mean of the deposit coul-d indicate that the syngenetic sulphides

were deposited with a narrow range about this val-ue and that the present

wide range is due to fractionation during the remobilisation stage. The

^34Ò S va.Lues for the tr{estern Flinders Ranges samples (Tabte 8.2) possibly

show similar characteristics to Ediacara. Since disseminated syngenetic

sulphides have been recognised (Glover, l_969), it ís suggested these are

also the source of the sulphur. The ô34S ,ru.Iues for Wirrealpa sulphides

show a very narro\^r range which may indicate a different source for the

sulphur. Ho\^7ever, only three sampl-es from two small- occurrences vÍere

analysecl and tlese al-so fit in with the overall range of the Ediacara data.

8.5.2 Seflick Hill Area

The mineral occurrences i-n the Sellick Hilf area show some

differences in geologj-cal characteristics to the Ediacara mineral field,

and this appears to be reflected in the sulphur isotope data. The data

from the selrick Hill area have much more in common with that from

Mississippi val-rey-type deposits, especially pine point a¡d the upper

Mississippi Va11ey (see Figure 8.2).

The Pine Point deposit has a *.ut, 6345 value of +2O.-". (cf .,

sell-ick Hilt +13%" ) and a veïy narro\^¡ range of ô34s for garena (1:2"

variation) (Sasaki and Krouse, 1969). The mean val_ue is similar to data

for evaporitic anhydrite and sulphate of formatj-on biines from strata of

the same geological age. Sasaki and Krouse (1969)have, therefore, considered

that the most plausibfe source of the Pine Point sulphur is the sea vrater

sulphate, which was probably supplied in the form of connate brines or

solutj-ons from a nearby evaporite basin. Tf this is so then the sulphate

must have been later reduced to sulphide with l-ittl-e isotopic fractionation.

sulphur in minor syngenetic or diagenetic sulphides in the surrounding
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rocks appears unrelated to the sulphur in the ore and returns widely

scattered ô34S vu.l-r-res ranging from +9 to -Ige." which Sasaki and Krouse,

(1969) have interpreted as normaL biogenic sulphur. This sul-phur is

comparable in both range of sulphur isotope values and the proposed

source of sulphur, with the Ediacara sulphides.

Hence it is considered that the' source of sulphur in the

Selfick Hill- area is similar to that at Pine Point: sea v¡ater sulphate.

either from sulphate evaporite l-enses or from connate brines. However,

syngenetic sulphides also cannot be overlooked as a possible source of

the sulphur. It is quite possible that there is a mixed source for the

sulphur comi-ng from syngenetic suÌphides and sulphate sulphur. This

may account for the differences between the Sel-l-ick Hifl Prospect and the

other two mines (Tabfe 8.3).

Since the ores occur as metal- sulphides

at the same

then the sulphate has

to be converted to reduced sulphur

val-ues. There are two ways by which

Biological reduction

The temperature of ore deposition (around t:OoC) suggests

that organisms would. not exist and therefore it woul_d

not be possible to transport tle metals and sulphur in

the same brine. on the other hand, if the metals and surphur

are carried in separate solutions then biological reduction

of sulphate is possible in a cooler environment with fater

mixing to precipitate sulphides. Hovrever, the narro\¡¡ range

of ô34S valrres wou]d tend to rule out this method, since

biological reduction shourd produce a wide range of values.

time producing only a

this could be broughtsmall range of

about: -

(a)
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(b) Chemicaf reduct_ion

Organic compounds (e.9.¡ methane), if present in the brines,

coul-d slowly reduce the sulphate to Hrs which would then

precipitate the metal_s (Barton , 196-l). The metals may be

present in the same brine or supplied from the mixing of

brines

rn either case, to produce the small range of values, there must

be l-ittle fractionation between coexisting sulphides or else homogenisation

prior to the final emplacement as metal sulphides.

Tt is not known if any volcanic influence has supplied any sulphur;

the nearest record of vofcanics is in the fower Cambria¡ Heatherdal_e shal_e

at several- localities about 120 kilometres from the Sellick Hill_ area.

sangster, (1976) considered that volcanogenic and sed.imentary ores in

marine rocks cannot be distinguished on the basis of the sul-phur isotopes,

since the marine conditions apparently woufd dorninate over volcanic conditions

and the overwhelming àbundance of marine sulphate would be expressed in
the isotopic composition of the sulphur.

8.6 PHYSTCO-CHEMICAL CONSTDERATIONS

sulphate,

bear some

rf the deposits have in fact derived their sulphur from sea water

then the isotopic composition of sulphur in such deposits should

relation to that of sea u/ater surphate sources, trre 634s value

of sea r¡/ater sulphate of cambrian age being r-3r(sangster, 1976) . There

t\^¡o

and

the

Hzs

types of reactions producing sulphur isotope variation (Hoefs,

Ttrode, 1963) these being kinetic effects and chemical exchange

(1) Kinetic effect (non-equil-ibrium isotope effect)

This occurs, for exampre, during the bacteriar reduction

a¡raerobic species Desulphovibrio desulphuricans) of sulphate to
which gives the greatest variations in the sulphur cycle.

are

I973

reactions.

(by

"light "
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Thode et aL,(1960), Feely and KuIp (1957), Vinogradov et a1,,

Q962) , Kap1an et aI,, (1963), Nakai and Jensen (1964) and others have found

that ín natural environments ßhallow muds in association with oceans and

Iakes) enrichments occurred in t', ,=o^ 15 to 621z" for sulphides retative to

sulphates. Laboratory experiments have dernonstrated that during the

reduction process, bacteria can produce fractionation up to 25v"". It must

be pointed out that in nature sulphate is reduced to sulphide in two

distinct situations, open and closedl sedimentary basins. In the open

system the sulphate-reducing bacteria are in good contact with the infinite

reservoir and the sulphate that they reduce is constantly replenished. Tn

such circumstances the sulphide produced will have a constant ô34s val-ue

relative to the sulphate reservoir. In a closed system the bacteria are

in contact with only a limited amount of sulphate. In such cases the ô34s

values of the sulphides produced and, of the residual sulphate depend on

the extent of reaction of the available sulphate reservoir (Hoefs, 1973) .

I,lhere closed situations are more closely approached greater isotopic

fr:actionation occurs between the sulphate and the sulphide (Jensen ' l-96'7) .

Hence the sulphur isotope variation at Ediacara can be produced

by the bacterial reduction of Cambrian sulphate of sea \^rater origin in a

closed system (t¡ris agrees with an earlier conclusion based on the comparison

with Schwarcz' and Burnie , L973). During the remobilisation of the

syngenetic sulphid.es, the spread of values has probably been maintained witJ.

fractionation between sulphid.es due to chemieal exchange reactions. Neither

stage of this two-stage process forming the Ediacara deposits is suitable

for application of the quantitative approach of Ohmoto (1972). Thre first

stage (bacterial- reduction) is not amenable because kinetic factors and, hence,

1 An open system refers to a basin with open circulation whereas a closed
system refers to basins with restricted circulation.
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surphur isotope disequilibrium are involved (Rye and ohmoto, l.9'14), and the

second stage (remobilisation and deposition from saline brines) because

sulphur isotope equilibrium between coexisting sulphides was apparently

not achieved.

(2) Various chemical exchange reactions (equilíbrium isotope
e ffects )

fLris takes place , for example, between sulphates and sulphides

on the one hand and between the sulphid.es themselves on the other" where

there is a definite order of concentratirrg 34S.

trùhere the temperature of ore deposition was sufficiently high for

chemical (inorganic) red.uction of sulphate to be the rate-controlling

mechanism (as in the Seflick Hill area) tlen the ultimate sulphur isotope

composition of the ore was determined by chemical factors, such as the

proportions of oxidised and reduced. sulphur species in solution, pH,

temperature, and the isotopic composition of sulphur in the ore fluids
1^

(ö S* which was approximately +3f%' ) .

ff the coexisting sulphides have been deposited un,iler equiliJcrium

conditions, as has been suggested. previously, then the data of Ohmoto (1972)

carr be appried. Figure 8.3 is adapted from ohmoto (Figure 6, Lg12) and

approximates the conditions of ore precipitation at Sellick Hil-I (Barrittrs

Mine) .

The homogenisation temperatures for sphalerite ranged from IlSo
o ' i- "34135 C. Figure 6 in Ohmoto (1972) has been adapted þecause o s.contours have

been drawn for T = LSOoC. Fluid inclusions have indicated t]:at the

pressure on ore fluids was ]ow during mineralisation and therefore a maximum

CO2 pressure of one atmosphere, as used by Anderson (1973), is taken as an

approximation only. For fo, = 1 atmosphere, pbs is sta-ble below log

tO, =-48 and is independent of pH. According to Holland (1965) ttre sta-bility
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l-ine for PbSêPbSO4 is independent of fr, and therefore it is considered

independent of the sulphur concentration. The value of the ionic strength

(I) of the ore forming sotutions'is f.0 for Figure 8.3. In the range of

ionic strenqths from 0.5 to 3.0 (2.5 to 15% weight NaCl) the positions of

th. ô34s. contours are only slightly affected by change in the ionic
I

strengths of the fluids and hence the effect can be neglected. (Ohmoto, L972).

The salinities at Sellick Hill are greater than 15% NaCl and hence have an

ionic strength greater than 3.0 (up to 5.0), but it will be assumed that the

effect wilt not be large enough to be considered. Th. ô345. vaLues for galena
l_

in Fig-ure 8.3 are for 6345"- :+31%". Ttreaverage ô34s-- is about *I2%u,¿s-gn
which indicates Iog fo, just below -48 and pH greater than ? for the ore

forming fl-uids. Using the isotopic enrichment factors of Ohmoto (Ta-ble 1,

1972) the proportions of oxidised. and reduced sulphur species in the ore

solutions ca¡ be cafculated. Fot ô34s : *3Ie"" and T = ISOoc, the molecular

proportion of reduced species is 0.64 and the molecular proportion of

oxidised species is 0.36.
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9.1 EDTACARÄ MINERAL FTELD

9; 1. 1 Previous Theories

Broadhurst (1947) suggested that the Ediacara rn-ineral-isation was

deposited from hydrothermal solutions that migrated up along fault zones and,

that the breccias in whi-ch much of the mineralisation is focated were due to

faulting" Nixon (1962) focused attention on the stratiform nature of the

mineralisation and the possible sedimentary nature of the breccias, leading

him to classify tlle Ediacara mineraf field as a Mississippi Vatley-type

deposit.

Thomson (L962) suggested a sedimentary exhalative origin for the

metals at Eiliacara, and indeed for the metal-s of the lower Cambrian of the

Adelaide Geosyncline. He envisaged contemporaneous metaf enrichment of

sea water (a¡d hence the sediments) from bel-ow by solutions or gases emanating

alonq the basement fault lineaments, since Cambrian volcanic activity was in

progress at this time at Truro (eastern Mt. Ipfty Ranges) and other parts of

Australia. Thomson (f965) also proposed an al-ternative hypothesis, which

related Lhe fower Cambrian l-ead mineralisation to the wide-spread Ordovician

orogeny in South Austral-ia. He considered that telethermal- solutions rose

along lineaments and deposited most of their l-ead in the overlying lower

Cambrian sediments. In his study he sampled the lower Cambrian sed.iments over

a wide area and the Gawler Range Volcanics. From this he concluded that the

Gawler Range Volcanics couLd not have provided the metals for the sediments

becaúse of their 1ow metal content and because no l-ead enrichment was found

in the lower Cambrian in the western shelf area (Stuart Shelf). He did not

consider that the Willyama Complex could have been the source area in a

sedimentary origin of the mineral_isaLion (see Section 5.2.I).

Nixon (1962) poinÈed out objections to the possibility of wide-

spread exhálative enrichments along J-ineaments at Ediacara. These included
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the fact that no mineralisation occurs adjacent to the Gap Creek fault,

remote from areas where mineralisation is known to occuï, and there is no

evid.ence of enrichment in other similarly orientated faults in either the

dol-omites or the Pound Quartzite

Nixon believed that tJ:e metals were derived. from solution through

the precipitation of metal sulphides by Hrs generated by anaerobic

bacteria, and that therefore some specific environment suitable for the

existence of bacteria must have operated at the time. He favoured the

contemporaneous deposition of sulphides with the other sedimentary

components' Ttris he considered would produce extremely fine grained sulphides,

which due to "recrystall-isation and post depositional- movement", wou1d. produce

the present form of the mineralisation.

Binks (L972) believed that the Ediacara Fauft (l'igure 1.2) may have

acted as a major conduit for hydrothermal- solutions, whether derived from

the basement or j-ntrusions, or from connate metal--bearing brines, which may

have migrated up dip from the Adelaide Geosyncline. However, he did not

consider whetJrer the metals were deposit-ecl contemporaneously with

sedimentation or after lithification.

9.L.2 Díscussion

since the Ediacara mineralisåtion is thought to have formed. by a two

stage process (see Section 8.5.1) it is appropriate to separate the discussion

into two parts:-

A. SynqeneÈic SuIphides

The term syngenetic as used by tJle writer, includes sulphides

d.eposited with the sediments as well- as those deposited d.uring the early

stages of diagenesis. Any theory regarding the origin of the syngenetic lead

mineralisation (see section 4.2-r), must take into account the foll-owing:-
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(t) îhe al¡sence of intrusive igrneous rocks as a possible source

of ore sol-utions.

(2) fhe areal extent of mineralisation in lower Cambrian carbonate

rocks of the Adelai<1e Geoslmcline (Section 5.3.2) .

(3) Penecontemporaneous or diagenetic dolomit.isation of the

carbonate host rocks (Section 2.8).

(4) A sabkha as an environmental model for the deposition of the

host rocks (Section 2.8) "

(5) TLre relationship of minerafisation to sedimentary environments -

the Sa¡dy Dol-omite (sub-tidal to bar and channel) and. the

Laminated Dol-omite (tidal flat) (Section 2.8).

(6) The stratabound nature of the mineralisation and the

individual deposits (Chapter 3).

(l) The deposition of metals contemporaneously with sedimentation

(Chapters 2, 3 and 4) .

(8) Sulphur isotope characteristics (Sections 8.5.1 and 8.6).

Most of these points have been discussed previouslyr as ind.icated,

but several require further discussion.

(3) Threre is no evidence to suggest that post-lithification

dolomitisation occurred or that limestone-d.olomite relation-

ships are genetically related to sulphide mineral-isation.

(7) Ttre metals are thought to have been d.eposited contemporaneously

with sedimentation from erosion of the Vüillyama Complex,

although the possibility that the metals are of volcanic

e>dralative origin cannot be entirely ruled out (see Section

9.1.1). Ttre metals are thought most likely to have been

precipitated as sulphides by the reaction with HrS produced. by
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the bacterial reduction of sea water sulphate. some metar

content may also have been incorporated into the carbonate

structure, although electron microprobe studies were

inconclusive since the metar contents of the carbonates were

bel-ow the lower rirnits of detection (500 pprn). Davidson (1966)

has suggested that algae, which are characteristic of evaporite

sequences, have a high capacity for extracting l_ead from their

environmentar waters. Much of this metar content coul_d rater

be removed by slowJ-y migrating diagenetic brines or re]eased

to the pore solutions during dolomitisation, as suggested by

Roberts (1973). Davidson (1966) has cal-cu1ated. that, for no

more than f ppm fead released to the interstitial fluid, a

200 metre section of strata would yield looo tonnes per square

kilometre.

Roberts (1973), in discussing the genesis of the wood.cutters

Lead-Zinc Prospect, considered that lead and zinc would be

concentrated. in solution in an evaporitic environment (like

that proposed for Ediacara) and eventually fixed in the sedi-

ments by co-precipitation with tJre precursors of dolomite. .He

considered that the dolomite was formed during diagenesis and

that during d.olomitisation the dororn-ite coul-d. not accomrnodate

the lead and zinc associated with its precursors and hence these

were released to the pore soluÈions. Ttrus the doromitising

fluid, which would be a highly saline brine, became a metal-

bearing brine.

Renfro (1974) has suggested a diagenetic, rather than the

traditional syngeneticr origin of the metals in stratiform

sulphide deposits associated with evaporitic environments
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(8)

(e-g-, Zambia, Kupferschiefer and McArthur River) . He proposed

that the metars were derived from terrestriar formation waters

and that precipitation as metal sutphides took place when these

solutions passed upward through buried, strongly reducing

a1gaÌ mats I charged with HrS, on their way to the surface of

evaporation. Details of Renfrors model have been compared with

the moder proposed for Ediacara without any rear success,

although the complex stratigraphy makes this difficul-t.

Ho','rever' it is thought that a syngenetic origin of the metars

would. be more Iikely in the tight of other evidence (e.g,,

evidence of some syngenetic sulphides and the areal distribution

of lead in l-ower Cambrian carbonates).

sulphur isotope studies have shown tl:at the distribution of

sulphur isotopes is comparabre with the Zambian ore deposits, and

that this distribution can be accounted for by the bacterial

reduction of seawater sulphate in a cl_osed system.

B. Epígenetic (Remobitised) Su lphides

The foll-owíng points must be taken into account when considering the

origin of the epigenetic sulphides:-

(1) ftre simple mineralogry. The only significant ore minerals arè

pyrite and galena, with minor to rare amounts of sphalerite,

chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite, pearceite and marcasite. The major

gangue minerals are silica (chalcedony and quartz) and. dolomite

witlr ¡ruinor barite (Chapter 4) .

(2) fhe mineralisation occurs as concentrations along stylolites,

as cavity and vein-filling or as part of the matrix of

dolomite breccias (Section 4.2).
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(3) ltre lack of wall- rock al-teration. The only apparent wall rock

alteration appears to be the dissolution of the carbonate host

(Section 2.9) . There is much evidence of post-depositional

solution activity, in the form of stylolites, solution collapse

breccias and stylobreccias. In many cases these features are

mineralised and' in places concentration of disseminated

sulphides can clearly be ascribed to the solution activity.

Some solution collapse breccias show blocks surrounded by

mineralisation suggesting that the process of solution was

concurrent with or just preceded mineralisation. The simpli-

city of the alteration, accompanying, or associated \^7ith,

mineral-isation indicates that the solutions \^¡ere nearly in

equilibrium with the carbonate host" Ttre solutions moving

through the dolornite had no effect, except to remove sufficient

carbonate to mal<e room for later ore and gangue mineralisation,

with a slight excess of solution over ore deposition.

(4) Ore textures (e.g., colloform textures), show evidence of

repeated episod.ical precipitation, at relatively 1ow

temperature (Section 4.3) .

(5) Fluid inclusion studies indicate deposition from saline brines

(24 to 27 equivalent weight per cent NaCl-) at temperatures

between l-50o and 1g9oC (Section 7.5.3).

Any theory that accounts for the origin of the remobilised sulphides

must be able to explain each of the fol_lowing:-

1. Source of the ore solutions, sulphur and metals.

2. Transport mechanisms.

3. Reasons for deposition.
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l. Ttre sulphides were formed by remobilisation of fine grained

disseminated sulphides of probable syngenetic origin by high safine brines.

The origin of the sulphur and metals for these sulphides has already been

discussed. Íhe most like1y method,s of production of the brine would be by

leaching of evaporites by connate waters or the processing of sea v/ater in a

sabkha environment (Section 7.'8) .

2. If saline brines \^/ere ïesponsible for the remobilisation of

the original fine grained sutphides, this means that both the sulphur and' metal

must have been transported in the same solution. Barnes (L967), Barnes artd

Czamanske (Lg67) and Czamanske and Rye (J.974) be1ieve that it is possille to

transport both the reduced sulphur and the metal ions in the same solution if

the sofutions are neutral or slightly alkaline and contain a considerable

amount (a few thousand ppnù of reduced sulphur. In this case the metal-s are

carried as bisulphide compfexes. Others (Anderson, I973, 1975) maintain that

it is not possiJcl-e to transport both sufficient metal and sufficient reduced

sulphur in solution at 10Ooc, to form an ore deposit'

3. Barnes and Czamanske (1967) have reviewed tl-e causes of

depositíon, particularly from sulphide complexes. Changes in the physical

environment of a solution, carrying metals as sulphide or chloride complexes'

could include:

(a) cooling or heati,rrg

(b) dilution

(c) reaction with other solutíon or solids

(neutralisation)

According to Barnes and czamanske (1967), of the physical and

chemical factors likely to cause deposition of sulphides, oxidation is the

most effective, followed by decrease in pH, whereas dilution or decrease in
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temperature may cause no precipitation. This possibility has a]ready been

suggested by the sulphur isotope disequilibrium (Section 8.4.2), which is

characteristic of shallow environments, where boiting, rnixing of fluids and

redox reactions may occur. Íhe presence of coffoform textures in the ore

minerals suggest that initial precipitation was from solutions with a

rel-atively high degree of supersaturation producing a large number of nucleii

(Roed.der, 1965). The mineralising process v¡as not always constant and in

equilibrium, as shown by crustification type banding and replacement of ore

ard gang-ue minerals.

9.l-.3 Conclusions

I. During the deposition of the host rock carbonate sediments,

terrestrial waters containing base metals in sofution in trace amounts were

being introduced into t-]le shallo\¡/ water environment. Ttrese metals \^rere most

J-ike1y derived from erosion of the Willyama Complex"

2. The metals entered the cl-osed system of a tidal flat environ-

ment, where they were precipitated as sulphides, by the reaction of Hrsr

produced by the bacterial reduction of sea-water sulphate. It- is likely that

some of the metal cont-ent would have al-so been incorporated into the carbonate

minerä.]- l-attices.

3. The infl-ux of metal into the depositional basin would have

varied with seasonal cha¡ge and would have been controlled by the rate and

volume of discharge of land-derived waters into that basin.

4. An evaporation pan (sabkha) produced magnesium brines, which

percolated downward and. seaward dol-onr-itising the sediments (seepage reflux) .

5. TLris d.olomitising fluid became a metal-bearing brine, by

dissol-ution of disseminated syngenetic sulphides during the extensive

sol-ution activity in the host rocks. The solution activity, which provided. a
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suitable plumbing system for movement of the brines, Írost likely began during

late diagenesis and has probably continued until present day.

6. The metal and sulphur bearing brines \^/ere neutral or slightJ-y

al-kaline, the metal-s being carried as chloride or bisulphide complexes.

7. gulphides were precipitated from the brines at temperatures of

l-600 to 2OOoc. Precipitation .took place due to oxidation or a decrease in pH,

and occurred over a long period of time. Deposition took place in

stylolites, stylobreccias, solution collapse breccias a¡rd other permeabl-e

zones.

8. It is thoughtthat a similar process would, explain the origin of

the sulphides in the I¡lestern Flinders Ranges. Schwarzback & Wopfner (1976)

have also suggested a similar tv/o stage process of mineralisatíon for the

Puttapa Wiltemite deposits: an origj¡ral sedimentary enrichment of zinc within

certain dolomitised zones of a biocherm and subsequent concentration of

wil-lemite (and barite) by circulating supergene solutions along major fault

zones.

9.2 SEILICK HILL AREA

9.2.I Díscussion

Ihe following information must be taken into account when

considering a possible origin of mineralisatj-on in the Sellick HilI area (much

of the information is from Barrittrs Mine).

(1) Ttre host rocks are limestone and hence mineraLisation is not

related to dolomitisation (Section 6.4).

(2) The mineralisation favours a particular stratigraphic position

(Lhe Fork Tree Limestone) but is quite clearly epigenetic in

its presenÈ form (Section 6.4). The rnajority of the

mineralisation is ín the form of breccia fillings. fhe origin
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of these breccias is obscure and could be ascribed to either

tectonic or solution processes. It is thought that solution

activity is more Iikely.

The simple mineralogy (Section 6.4) . Thre only ore minerals

are galena and sphalerite with rare pyrite" The gangue

minerals are calcite and quartz.

Ttre textures and mineralogy are typical of 1ow temperature

hydrothermal deposition (Section 6.4). Crustification banding

is common, clearly indicating that numerous openings existed

at the time of deposition.

The ]ack of wall rock alteration. Íhe dissolution of the

l-imestone host may have been the only effect of the mineral-

ising sol-utions.

Fluid inclusion studies indicate deposition from highly saline

brj-nes (22 Xo 25 equivalent weight per cent NaCl) at

temperatures between 1180 and l-39oc (Section 7.7.4) .

Sulphur isotope studies have indicated that the distribution

of sulpþqr isotopes is compara-ble with the pine point and the

Upper Mississippi Valley data. It is thought that the sulphur

is of crustal origin either from evaporite lenses or from

connate brines, tl:e reduced sulphur being produced by biological

or chemical reduction of the sutphate (Section 8.5.2).

Deposition of the sulphides took place under equilibriurn

conditions and the ore fluids were neutral_ or slightly

alkaline (Section 8.6).

any theory of ore genesis must be able to explain each of the
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following: -

(a) Source of the ore sol-utions, sulphur and metals

The most likely origin of the highly saline ore solutions was due

to the leaching of evaporites by connate \l¡aters or by membrane filtration

(see Section 7.8). These ore solutions may have been derived. from the local

carbonate sequence, from underlying formations, or from adjacent sedimentary

basins. There is no evidence to suggest that the sulphur and the metals

travell-ed in the same solution and hence they are considered most likely to

have been transported in separate brines. Sulphur isotope studies have

indicated that the most 1ike1y ultimate source of the sulphur \¡¡as sea water

sulphate (see Section 8.5.2), although syngenetic sulphides are a possibility.

The source of the metals was the local carbonate sequence and it is

beLieved that these accumulated contemporaneousty \,üith sedimentation as

suggested by the strata]¡ound nature of the geochemical anomalies. It is not

known definitely whether these metals \^rere precipitated as sulphides, taken

into the carbonate structure, or adsorbed onto clay minerals. However the

shale frag,rnents in the breccia at Barrittts Mine which contain approximately

0.1% lead, show evidence of fine disseminated sulphides.

(b) Transport mechanisms

If the metals and red.uced sulphur \^Iere not transported. in the same

brine then there is no real probl-em since the metal-s would, presumably. be

carried as chloride complexes.

(c) Reasons for Deposition

The metals were precipitated as sulphides at the site of

deposition, due to rnixing with reduceil sulphur, supplied at the site. The

reduced sulphur could have been produced by reducing some of the sulphate

already in the brine (biologically or more likely chemically) or by addition
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of reduced sulphur to the brine by mixing with HrS rich waters. ft is

suggested that both the metal and the HrS must have been brought to the ore

site slowly and for a long period of time.

9 .2.2 Concl-usions

1. During the deposition of the l-ower Cambrian carbonates,

terrestrial waters containing base metals were introduced into the sedimentary

basin. These metaLs may have been derived from erosion of the Ílillyama Complex

or from contemporaneous volcanic activity. They were extracted from their

environmental- waters by calcareous algae, or adsorbed onto clays or precip-

itated as sulphides during periods of inter-tidal - supra-tidal development

(e.9., as would have existed during the deposition of the lower member of the

Fork Tree Limestone). Ttris environment would al-so have favoured the

development of evaporites.

2. Slowly migrating diagenetic brines, \n/ith sal-inities around

20 to 25 equivalent weight per cent NaCl and derived from the dissolution of

evaporites or by membrane filtration, leached much of the metal content from

the sequence.

3. Ihese metal bearing brines \^/ere neutral or slightly alkaline,

tJre metals being carried as chloride complexes.

4. Deposition of metal sulphides took pJ.ace under equilibrium

cond,itions at temperatures of 12Oo to l4OoC, when the metal- bearing brines

encountered other subsurface brines containing reduced sulphur.

5. î'he red.uced sulphur is of crustal origin, produced by the

inorganic reduction of sea vtater sulphate in evaporite lenses or connate

brines. Ttre sulphur bearing brines could have been derived from the local

sequence, from r:nderlying formations or from adjacent sedimentary basins.

6. TLre deposit_ional. sites rep::esent open spaces, produced by
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tectonic or sol-ution activity, where metal- bearing brines and brines

containing reduced sulphur intermixed for considerable lengths of time.
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10.I COMPARISON WITH MTSSTSSIPPT VALLEY-TYPE DEPOSITS

Fe\¡/ ore types have resul-ted in a more vol-uminous l-iterature than

the Mississippi Valley-type deposits. llhe characteristics of these have been

extensively reviewed by many authols (see Ohle, l-959; Jackson and Beales,

1967¡ Snyder, 1968; Brown I I97O; Heyl et al", I9'1 4; Bea1es and Onasick,

I9lO). Common characteristics are listed below for Mississippi Val1ey-type

deposíts and compared. with the lower Cambrian Pb-Zn Deposits of South

Australia.

MISSTSSIPPT VALLBY-TYPE DEPOSITS LOWER CAMBRTAN Pb-Zn DEPOSITS OF S.A.

I. Relatively simple mineralogy.

Galena and,/or sphalerite are the main

ore minerals. Barite and fluorite are

common. Pyrite is almost always pres-
ent and chalcopyrite is usuatly minor,

if present. Other minerals include
caLcite, dolonrite a¡rd cryptocrystal-I-
ine quartz.

2. Very typically they occur Ín car-
bonate host rocks, - limestone or dolo-
mite. TLre limestone is often
dolomitised and. fractured. The ore

occurs in very shallow water carbonates

and often the carbonate consti-tutes
part of a reef.

3. Ttrere is a general a-bsence of
igmeous rocks as potential sources of
ore solutions.

I. Simple mineralogy. Galena is the
only major ore mineral- although minor

sphalerite is present in the Sellick
Hil-1 area. Pyrite is common at Edi-
acara, but rare el-sewhere. Chalcopy-

rite is conspicuous by its absence

being found onJ-y in smal-l- amounts at
Ediacara. Quartz and dolorn-ite v/ith
rare barite constitute the gangue, but
no fluorite has been recorded.

2. Afl Pb-Zn deposits occur in shall-
ow water carbonate host rocks, which

are generally com¡)letely dol-omitised.

A salckha (tidal flat) - type environ-
ment for tlre formation of the carbon-

ates has been demonstrated at Ediacara

and it is thought likely that this
type of environment may have existed
el-sewhere (e.9., Western Flinders
Ra¡ges and Wirreatpa).

3. There are no known intrusive
igneous rocks which might have provi-
ded potentiaf ore solutions.
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4. The ores have a ]ow precious metal 4. No detaited information on

content, although silver is present in precious metal content is known, but
most districts, and is anomal-ous in a silver is quite anomal-ous at Ediacara
few. Sphalerite is relatively low in and sma1l quantities of silver and

Fe. Co, Ni, Ag, Cu, Cd, In, Ge and Ga gold have been reported from Wirrealpa.
are often predominant as trace metals.

5. Ttre deposits are epigenetic in
their present form a¡rd textures indi-
cate tltat the dominant process of
mineral-isation was open-space fillings
rather than replacement.

6. WaIl rock alteration is slight or 6

alosent, the main processes being

dolomitisation, chertification a¡il re-
crystallisation of the carbonate

mineral-s (and this often preceded dep-

osition of the ore). Sometimes there
is so littl-e alteration that it seems

as though the introduction of the ore

minerals themselves \¡¡as the only
effect.

7. Stratigraphic evidence indicates
the depth at which mineral-isation
occurred. was quite shallow. In other
words, pressure during mineralisation
was low.

8. Tl.ey occur in most large sed.imen-

tary basins in all parts of the wor1d,

usually towards the edges of the basin,
in unmetamorphosed and essentiatly
tectonically r:ndisturbed rocks .

9. Solution activity, brecciation,
s1ump, collapse and thinning are

5. Most deposits are clearly epigen-

etic in their present form, although

fine disseminated sulphides of probable

syngenetic origin occur at several

localities. Open space fílIíng was

clearly the dominant process of
mineralisation.

lrlall- rock alteration is absent.

7. Mineralisation occurred at
shallow depths.

8. Tkre deposits occur around the
margins and on shelf areas of the
Adelaide Geosyncline in essentially
unmetamorphosed. rocks which have suff-
ered only gentle deformation.

9. Solution activity and brecciation
are corrunon, particularly at Ediacara,
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commonl-y in evidence

10. Many ore bodies are stratabound

in nature.

11. Ttre ore bodies are usualtry related
to positive structures. The structures
themselves have many diverse origins;
some are original sedimentary features
(e.S., related to stratigraphic traps,
reefs or breccias) and others are due

to folding and faulting (in many

places modified by solution and

collapse).

13. Sulphur isotope data indicate a

crustal source for most of the sulphur

in the sulphides.

where solution activity has led to the

development of styloJ-ites, stylo-
breccias and finally solution collapse
breccias.

10. Thre deposits are clearly
stratabound.

11. The ore bodies are rel-ated to
original sedimentary features (shallow

to very shallow water environments

favouring the penecontemporaneous

formation of dol-omite) and/or l-ater

structures produced by the effects of
solution activity (stylolites,
stylobreccias and solution coJ-lapse

breccias). It can be demonstrated.

that Ediacara was the site of the most

favourable sedimentary features (a

sabkha) as well as the most intense

solution activity. This may explain
the oeeurrence of the largest known

lead deposits at Ediacara.

13 " Sulphur isotope data indicate a

crustal source for the sulphur, either
from syngenetic sulphides (which would

have been formed by the reaction of
metal ion with HrSr produced by the

bacterial reduction of sea water) or
from sulphate in evaporite lenses or
connate brines.

12. Fluid inclusion data indicate 12. Fluid inclusion d.ata indicate
that the ores were deposited from high- deposition from highly saline brines
ly saline brines (salinities usually at temperatures between 12Oo and ZOOoC

in excess of 20 equivalent weight per

cent NaCl) and temperatures of ore

deposition r¡rere about 2OOoc or less.
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IO.2 DISCUSSTON

Current thought on the origin of tJle Mississippi Valley-type

deposits has tended. toward. the possibility that many of them are derived as a

result of diagenetic processes operating in sedimentary basins (see Beales

and Jackson, 1966; Snyder, tr96'l¡ David.son, L966; Jackson and Beales,

1967). Most workers agree that there is essentially one d.eep seated aqueous

source in sedimentary basins (connate water) a¡d ores, oil and gas are seen

as normal products of the diagenesis of a sedimentary pi1e, given suitable

controlling conditions .

The concepts involved can be briefly outlined. as fol-lows. Ttre

metals were leached from sediment-ary rock (either from basinal shales or by

diagenetic rel-ease from host carbonates) a¡d transported along zones of

preferred. permeability Lo the site of deposition. The metals were transported

as metal chlorid.e complexes by highly saline connate brines, such as might be

derived from a sedimentary pi1e. Deposition of the metal-s as suÌphides took

place where and when the metal carrying brines encountered. a reduced sulphur

species, such as HrS. Carbonate rock-fornring environments, which are commonly

evaporitic, serve as a source for HrSr derived by the reduction of sea water

sulphate. Ttre Mississippi Valley-type ore bod.ies usually occur in shaltow'

water carbonate rocks on basin margins or other positions that woul-d lie in

tJ. e paths of nr-igrating basinal fluids.

ftris theory is not without its crj-tics. Ohle (1976) has pointed out

the difficuLties in a complex plumbing system that requires separate "pips-

linesI for the metal-bearinq brines and. the HrS-bearing waters. ftris is

certainly the most sigrnificant criticism but Ohle (1976) has also pointed out

other complications, such as the source of the sulphur, evidence of

carbonate d.issol-ution performed by the ore solutions, tJre over-simplification
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of the chemistry of postulated ore solutions and complex rather than simple

mineralogies in parts of some dístricts.

fn most respects the lower Cambrian lead and zinc deposits are

directly comparable with the Mississippi Varley-type deposits. The only

sig.rificant differences of the Ediacara mineral- fiefd are the significant

silver content and the two-stáge process for the origin of the mineralisation.

Most workers would agree that the metals in Mississippi Valley-type deposits

were derived from sedimentary rock rather than syngenetic sulphides. However

at Ediacara the evidence strongly suggests that the metals were derived by the

remobilisation of syngenetic sulphides. Thris theory requires both metals a¡rd

reduced sulphur to be carried in the same solution, which means that the

probJ-em of a complex plumbing system would not apply at Ediacara.

Simil-ar anomal-ous l-ead-zinc concentrations are known in the

Precambria:r Woocalla Dolomite on the Stuart Shelf (Thomas and Douch, 1971 and

Johns I 1974). The Woocal]a Dol-oÍLite consists of a series of black shales,

dolomitic sha]es and dol-omite and exhibits features of shall-ow water

deposition, includíng cross bedding, oolites, ripple marks and. l-aminations

suggestive of stromatol-ites (Johns I I974). ltre mineralisation consists of

disseminated aggreqates of pyrite, spharerite, galena and chalcopyrite or

concentrations al-ong fractures or joints a¡d the primary host rock appears to

be a dol-oÍLitic shale rather than bl-ack shal-e (Ttromas and. Douch I ;-17T;-).

Johns (1974) suggested that there were four possible factors

controllj-ng the mineralisation in the Woocalla Dolomite, these being a

positive structural feature with a flanking algal reef in a passive structural

environment situated marginal to small partially enclosed basins, a

disconformable contact providing favourable positions for introduced

mineral-isation and potential aquifers for ore fluicls, the clolornite, and
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lastly basement fractures which would be potential zones of weakness through

which mineralised. solutions could have migraÈed. He considered that these

controls would be effective whether the base metals were originally

syngenetic or epigenetic. Clearly the mineralisation in the Woocalla

Do]omite can be directly compared with the EdÍacara mineral field and Mississ-

ippi Valley-type deposits

In conclusion it is thought that the lower Cambrian and other

similar lead-zinc deposits in the Adelaide Geosyncline can be explained as

having been formed as a resul-t of post depositional processes that would

operate in any large sedimentary basin.
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DETAII,ED GEOLOGICAL LOGS - EDTACARA

D.D.H. F'33A/6I

Kunkar rubble, pieces of grey dolomite

Grey dense stylolitic dolomite with coarse galena

scattered through core between 0.45 - I.Bm (116rr -
6'0") , Shows fracturing and occasional cavities.
Partl-y weathered around 3m (I0') .

Slump breccia

Grey stylolitic dolomite. Galena aL 4.2m (14').

Buff coloured in pJ-aces. Dolomite is dense and

fine grained.

Fine grained dense dol-omite strongly weathered? along

fracture planes (or stylolite p]anes) . lfeathering

takes the form of wel-I defined planes up to 1.5cm

wide separating dolomite blocks. Zones consist of
pink calcite, detrital quartz grains and small pieces

of dolomite. These zones are probabJ-y due to solution
activity. Archaeocyatha(?) at 9m (:O'¡.

Fine grained dense buff breccia showing preconsolida-

tion slumping in places. Partially weathered.

Grey stylolitic dolomite. Stylolites give it a mottled

appeara¡ce in places. At Il-.7m (39') the dolomite

becomes oolitic which possibly shows up original bedding.

A l5cm zone simil-ar to the one at 8.25 - 10.3m

(27'6rr - 34I3rr) occurs.

Fine graJ-ned massive crystalline grey dolomite.

Variations in colour from grey to buff and the stylotitic
nature give the rock a mottled appearance in places.

In places slumping has occurred and cavities are

scattered along the core. Archaeocyatha(?) at 19.5m

(65' ) .

Weathered dolomite
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A2

V. similar to before - fine grained stylolitic dolo-
mite showing slumping and mottled in places. Gal-ena

occurs disseminated through the core. Cavities fil_led
with silica and dolomite occur particularly after
22.8m (76').

Fine grained dense grey stylolitic crystalline dol_o-

mite mottled in places. Scattered galena becomes

more abundant. Cavities frequent.

Dense grey strongly stylolitic mottled dolomite. Ttre

rock is so strongly stylolitic in places that it has

the appeararce of a breccia. Galena a¡d iron oxides

occur in stylolites around dolomite blocks. Occasional
archaeocyatha ( ? ) .

Massive dense grey and. buff coloured dolomite with
scattered galena mainly along stylolites. Becomes

more strongly stylolitic near 34.2m (11_4').

Dark grey to black slump(?) breccia composed of pieces

of chert, jasper and dolomite fragments in a matrix of
d.ark dolomite, galena pyrite and quartz. Stylolites
are present around some of the bl_ocks.

Dense fine grained. pale grey stylotitic dolomite

Slump breccia as a-bove with pyrite more abundant

Pale grey oolitic dolomite. Trace of galena along

stylolites.

Massive fine grained mottl_ed grey dol_omite. Stylolites
are present and from 38.3m (127'6") they become so

abunda¡t that the rock has a brecciated. appearance.

Galena, pyri'te and silica occur in the styloJ-ites.

Fine grained dense laminated dolomite. Some stylolites
occur but not as frequent as before. Becomes more

stylolitic around 43.5m (145r ).
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44.4 - 48.8m
(r4B' - 162'8")

A3

Fine grained dense laminated dolomite wittr occasional
slump zones. Very sparse gal_ena along stylolites.
Slump breccia zones (intraformational breccias) become

more common af ter 47 . 3m ( l-5 7 ' I0 " ) .

Fine grained laminated grey dolomite. Galena and

pyrite occur scattered along stylolites and coarser
splashes in dol-omite. Minor slump breccia zones occur
towards 53.4m ( 178') . Stromatotites at 52.2m (I74, ) .

Collapse dolomite breccia. toLomite blocks are mainly
l-aminated and very porous and cement consists predom-

inantly of galena and pyrite.

Laminated dolomite with strong development of stylolites
- has a brecciated appearance in places. Disseminated
gal-ena and pyrite al-ong stylolites.

Grey fine grained slumped dolomite. Stylolites abun-

dant. Silica vein at 5tm (190r) bounded by stylolites.

Massive grey t strongly stylolitic dol_omite shows

slumping and has a brecciated appearance in pJ_aces

particularly 62. Im (207') . Galena and pyrite occur

disseminated alonq stylolites in cavities and as

splashes in the dolomite.

Laminated dark grey crystaltine dol-omite with dissem-
inated galena.

Pseud.obreccia as above hrith scattered galena and pyrite.

Laminated dark grey crystalline dolomite. Very thin
veinlets (Imm) of galena in fractures and coarser
patches of galena and pyrite occur in cavities.

Laminated, grey stylolitic dolomite.

Massive grey stylolitic dol_omite with galena along
stylolites. Dolomite shows slumping? in places and

is a pscudobreccia (or coll-apse breccia) in places.
At 76.2m (254') vugh filled with galena, pyrite and

quartz crystals.
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84. 1 - 84.6m
(290'3" - 2B2t )

A4

Silica vein. Silica shows col-loform banding and has

numerous vughs lined with quartz crystal_s. patches

of coarse grained galena and white dolomite.

Massive grey stylolitic d.olomite.

Slump breccia \r/ith fine grained dark grey blocks in
Iight matrix.

Massive fine grained grey stylolitic dolomite with
disseminated galena.

Dolomite breccia (slump or collapse type?) Blocks of
tight grey laminated dolomite. One such bl-ock is cut
by a vein containing galena and coarse grained white
dolomite.

Oolitic stylolitic dolomite with disseminated gatena

and slumping.

Dolomite breccia probably of sol_ution collapse origin.
Bl-ocks of l-aminated, massive and ootitic dol_omite.

Gal-ena and pyrite occur in cement to blocks. Stylolites
occur around the edges of some dolomite blocks. B1ocks

become very coarse at 95.1rrì (317t) and also very sandy

and porous.

Dolomite breccia (slump or collapse origin?). At
97.1-m (323'6") the rock is very similar to 9I.B - 92.6m

(306' - 389'). Rock is not as styl_olitic as before and

also nruch less mineral-isation. The rock is sandy in
places and a chert vein occurs between l-00.5m a¡d lOt.4m
(335'9" - 339').

Massive sandy liqht grey dolomite with large amount of
galena between 103.8 - 104m (346' - 346'10") in a silica
vein? Bedding is evident in places. Slumping occurs

at 106.5 - 106.8n (355' - 356r). Ool-ites occur after
106.8m (356') .
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108.0 -
( 360'0 " -

tII.2m
370'9")
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Dolomite breccia of sol-ution collapse origin. Ttre

rock is very distinctive around. 109.8m (366') and shows

good evidence of sol-ution. The dolomite is bleached, and

brecciated, and the cavities filled mainly by detrital
quartz. Galena occurs scattered throughout the rock in
the cement and along stylolites. At 1l_0.6m (368'6") a

thin silica vein occurs containing galena and pyrite.

Massive sandy light grey dolomite. The rock is very
stylol-itic from 10I.3 - 111.9m (371-'-373') giving the

rock a pseudobreccia appearance but the stylolites
become much less frequent after this mineralisation
occurs afong styJ-olites (eg. 113. fm (371')). Bedding

is evident at l14m ( 380' ) .

Dolomite showing preconsolidation slumping.

Fj-ne grained ool-itic arey dolomite. Becomes sandy

near ll-7.9m ( 39 3 | ) . Slumping in pl-aces .

Dolomite as 1I4.9 - l-L6.4m (383 - 388') showing

slumping and evidence of solution.

Itlassive light grey dolomite with disseminated galena

and pyrite mineralisation.

Oolitic dolomite with galena and pyrite.

Dense fine grained grey sandy dolomite.

Very sandy grey dolomj-te with galena and pyrite scattered
along stylolites. Bedding evid.ent.

Weathered ool-itic vughy dolomite.

Grey vughy dolomi-te v¡ith galena and pyrite in vughs and

along stylolites. The abundance of stytolites give the
rock a pseudobreccia appearance with pyrite as cement.

The rock is weathered and very porous.

Sandy and oolitic dolomite \^/ith scattered galena and

pyrite mineraf isation.
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l'27.7m
4251 6")



I27.7 -
(425'6" -

128.3m
427', 6" )

A6

Sandy oolitic dolomite. The oolites are coarse grained.

and very abundant (5OZ¡. Pyrite occurs as cement

around oofites.

Grey massive stylolitic dolomite, sandy and ool_itic in
pJ-aces with disseminated pyrite and galena along

styloJ-ites. Shows slumping aL I29.9 - 130.2m (433 - 434')

Iulassive pale grey, sandy, well bedded dolomite with
scattered galena and pyrite. Stylolites present.

Laminated grey dolomite with thin shale layers.

Massive 9rey, sandy, bedded dol-omite with pyrite and.

galena along stylolites.

Coarse grained, sandy, oolitic dolomite grit, \,üith

pyrite.

Interbedded shales, dolomitic shales and sandstone.

lform Burrow Beds.

Pound Sandstone.

END OF HOLE.

128.3 -
(427',6" -

l-30. 2m
434'0" )

130.2 - l-33.2m
(434',O" - 444'O")

133.2 - l-33.8m
(44410" - 446'0")

13 3. I - l-35 .6m
(446'O" - 452'O")

135.6 - 135.9m
(45210" - 453'0")

I35.9
(453'0"

r49.9
(499'9"

153.0
(5l-0 ' o "

149.9m
49g'g")

15 3. 0m
5ro'o")

155. 3m
517'g")



8.4 -
(2812" -

8. 4m

29, 2" )

9. 3m

31,0")

0-
(0-

A7

D.D.H 832/61

Massive mottled (1ight and dark grey) fine grained

stylolitic dolomite with cavities al-ong the length

of the core. Stylolites particularly common around

2.L-2.4m (7'-8' ) . Possible archaeocyatha?. Cavities
common at 6.9-7.2m (23'-24') and are lined with quartz

from 7.8-8.]m (26'-211). Oolitic at 8.4m (28').

Sharp boundary (solution contact) between dark grey

oolitic dol-omite and underlying mottled light buff
dol-omite. Dolomite is vughy and often partly filted
with coarse grained white dolomite.

Dark grey very stylol-itic dol-omite.

Massive fine grained grey stylolitic dolomite.

Itassive fine grained dark grey stylolitic dolomite.

Cavities 15.9m (53') and laminationsL4.4m (48') and in
places the rock shows a pseudobreccia appearance due

to solution activity(?) e.g. l-5m (50'). The rock

becomes mottl-ed at 17.7m (59').

Dark grey crystalline dolomite r¡/ith many cavities.

Massive buff mottled dolomite with a slight purple tint.

Very distincÈ red.dish col-oured. massive dol-onuite.

Mottled grey stylolitic dolomite, vughy in places.

Buff grey dolomite with bedding evident

Dolomite breccia consisting of buff and dark grey

blocks in a light matrix.

Dark grey dolomite.

9.3 - 10.8m
(31'0" - 36t0")

10.8 - 14.0m
( 36'0r - 46t 6',)

14.0 -
(46' 6" -

18. 7m

62'3")

18.7 -
(62 t 3tt -

l-9.2m
64'0")

L9.2 -
(64t0" -

22.3m
74',3")

1a 2 _

(74' 3" -
))1-

(75',9" -

22.7m
75tg " )

24.3m
glt0")

24.3 -
(81r0" -

24.8m
g2' 6" )

24.8 -
(92' 6" -

25.5m
95t0")

25.5 -
(85r0" -

25.7m
95t6")



25.7 -
(85'6" -

26. 0m
g6t6")

A8

Dolomite breccia consisting of a large proportion of
silica fragments. A probable slump type breccia. Vugh

fill-ed with galena.

Massive buff dolomite.

Dofomite slump breccia as above. Stylolitic.

Massive fine grained buff dolomite. Ttre rock is well
fractured with white coarser grained dolomite often
occurring along fractures.

Pale buff laminated dol_omite, well fractured in places

Very distj-nctive dol-omite breccia consisting of pale
buff dolomite blocks in a black matrix. probably a

sol-ution collapse type breccia.

Pafe buff laminated dolomite as before. Slumping is
evident forming intraformational_ breccias about 2-4cm

thick.

Slump dolomite breccia in laminated dolomite. Blocks
of massive dofomite also occur.

Buff laminated dolomite as above.

Slump type? d.ofomite breccia as aJ¡ove

and vughy around 42.6m (I42').

Buff laninated dotomite as before.

Very stylolitic

Slump type d.olomite breccia in laminated dol_omite.

Contains large fragments of laminated dolomite as at
47.Im (I57'). Gal-ena occurs aL 47.4rn (156'). Chert
vein at 4'7.9m (159'6"). At 47.7m (I57') the same black
cement as at 32.lm (1071) occurs.

Buff laminated dolomite. At 48.2m (160'6") a 2cm thick
clastic dyke (of dolomite breccia as before) cuts across
the faminated dolomite. This is clearly a solution
phenomenon and is probabJ_y an extension of the breccia
above. Hence the earlier breccias may simply be due to
solution.

26.0 -
(96r6" -

26.2 -
(87I3" -

26.2m
g7'3")

26.4m
gg'0")

26.4 - 30. 3m
(88'0" - 10lt0")

30.3 -
(10 1'0" -

32. lm
l_07'o")

32.L -
( l_07'0" -

32.4m
l-09' 0 " )

32.4 -
(l0B'0" -

38.9m
I29|6")

38.9 -
(L29t 6tt -

40. 5m
l_35'0")

40.5 - 40.8m
( 135'0" - 136'0")

40.8 - 43.4m
(l_36'0" - 144'6")

43.4 - 46.5m
(r44'6" - 155'0")

46.5 -
(155'0" -

48.Im
160'4")

48.r -
(l_60 '4 " -

49.0n
163'3")



49.O
(163'3"

- 54.6m
- 192 r 0")

A9

Slump type dolomite breccia in Iaminated dolomite as

above. This breccia is very wel-l- cemented (as are the

earlier ones). Coarse grained galena occurs in splashes

between 51.2m (170'6") and 5I.7m (I'72'). The rock is

very siliceous around 52.3m (I14') and a pink silica

vein occurs between 52.7m ( 175'6" ) and 52.8rn ( 176 r ) .

Very porous and stylol-itic at 53.7m (L79') with galena.

Buff laminated dolomite.

Buff slump(?) type dolomite breccia.

Grey buff laminated dolomite with considerabfe galena

along styl-olites at 58m (I93'3") .

Grey and buff massive dolomite.

Buff dolomite breccia.

Massive grey stylolitic dolomite. In places the dolo-

mite has a brecciated aPPearance.

As above but the rock is more weathered and there is a

marked increase in stylolites and galena. Near 63m

(210') the rock becomes quite sandy.

Grey fine grained massive stylolitic dolomite with
galena disseminated through the core and along fractures.

Very stylolitic and. sil-iceous around 66.9-67.5rn

(223t -225',) .

Buff laminated dolomite.

Massive fine grained buff-grey styJ-ol-itic dol-omite with

scattered galena along stylolites. Pyrite occurs at

69.9m (233'). The rock becomes very oolitic at 72.6m

(242') .

Slump t$>e(?) dolomite breccia with large blocks of
Iiqht grey dolomite and. smaller blocks of darker grey

d.olomite. Towards 75m (25O' ) the rock becomes vughy

with more galena and. pyrite (could be more of a soluÈion

type breccia).

54.6
( 182'o"

5s.5
(fg5,0" -

55 .5m
185'0")

56. 7m

lg9'0")

56.7 - 58.0m
(l_89'0'r - f93r3rr)

58.0
(193r3" -

59.0m
196t6")

59 .0
(196|6"

59.1
(rg7'0"

59. Im
rg7'0")

- 62. 3m

- 20J'6")

62.3 - 63.0m
(2O7' 6" - 2l-0 t0 " )

63.0 - 68.Im
( 21-o' o" - 227 ',O")

68. I - 68.3m
(2271O" - 227',9")

68.3 - 73.7m
(22719" - 245'.6")

73.7 - 77.0m
(245'6" - 256r8")



7l .O - 78.0m
(256',8" - 260'0")

78.0 - 80.3m
(26o',O" - 26'l' 6" )

80.3 - 80.5m
(267'6" - 269'2")

80.5 - 81.5m
(2681 2" - 27l'6" )

81.5 - 82.5m
(27L',6" - 275',O")

82.5 - 84.6m
(275|O" - 292'O")

A10

Dolomite breccia with blocks of mainly light grey

dolomite in a pyrite rich cement. No galena obvious.

Massive grey stylolitic dolomite with scattered galena.

Dolomite breccia.

Massive.grey styJ-olitic dolomite as before. The rock

is oolitic at 8I.3* (Z7L').

Stylolitic slump type breccia.

Buff grey stylol-itic silty(?) dolomite (pseudobreccia?).

The rock is porous and. strongly mineralised.

Buff grey stylolitic dol-omite breccia of probable

solution activity, particularly after 86.5m (288').
The rock then consists of blocks of light-dark grey

massive dolomite of very variable size in a matrix of
finer dolomite and silica. fhe silica forms pods (up

to 2cm in diameter) and veins (up to 4cm wide) and

contains abr:ndant galena in it.

Massive light grey crystal-line dolomite, sandy in places

and containing minor stylolites.

Buff sandy and oolitic dol-omite breccia with large
amount of pyrite

Massive stylolitic dol-omite.

Pale grey dolomite breccia which is very strongly
mineralised. The rock consists of btocks of pale

dolomíte in a matrix of mainly galena; pyrite and

silica. Most likely d.ue to solution activity.

Buff-grey stylolitic dolomite rich in galena finêd
with quartz and galena at l-02m (340').

Very oolitic buff grey dolomite.

84.6
(282'O" -

91. l-m
303'6")

91. I
(303 t 0" -

98.lm
32J',O")

98.1- - 99.3m
(327 1 0" - 331r 0")

99. 3
( 331'0" -

100. I
(336'0" -

l-00.8m
336t0")

l-01. 5m
3 39' 3,')

101.5 - 102.5m
(338'3" - 341'8")

I02 .5
(34r'9"

- 102.8m
- 342'9")



102 .8
(342'9"

L2T.5
(405'0" -

111. lm
370'3")

I25.7m
419,0")

1I1. I - 118.4nr
(370'3" - 394'6")

I18.4 - 121.5m
(394t 6" - 405|0")

AIl

Grey doÌomite, sandy and oolitic in places with no

apparent stylolites or mineralisation. Around. 106.8m

(356') ttre dol-omite is mottl_ed light and dark grey and

galena occurs along stylol-ites. The rock is very
oolitic around. tO9.3m (364'3") and 109.6-109.8m ( 365,4'-
365'lo") .

Buff-grèy sandy dolorn-ite. Oolit.ic with pyrite at
I12.4m (374'9").

Very oolitic arey dol-omite. Bedding evident at 120.3m

(4ol') .

Light-grey sandy dolonr-ite, oolitic in places with
bedding evident.

Off white-grey dolomitic siltstones with fine l-amina-

tions of darker shale.

WORM BURROW BEDS - Greeny-grey mottled, sandstone.

Pound Sandstone.

END OF HOLE.

125.7 - 134.8m
(41_9',o" - 449 13")

134.8 - 137.7m
(4491 3" - 459'0")

I37.7
(459r0"

- 138.8m
- 46219")



TABLE 2.L

DISTRTBUTION OF GEOLOGICAI. FEAÎTJRES AND E}WIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION -
(Based on criteria of LaPorte, L969r, and Thomson & Thomasson, f969)

CARBONATE EVIRONMENTS .

Open shallow shelf.
Lo\^¡ energy variations
caused by periodic
terrigenous influx.

Terriqenous Mud

Open shallow shelf.
High1y stable environ-
ment \^¡ith good. circula-
tion. Iow terrigenous
influx.

Transítion Shales

High and low energy
sub-tidal. Good circu-
Iation. Stable except
for variable'water
agitation.

Sparite

Cross-Stratification
'rows

Oolites

Beds

Sandy Dolomite

r Dolomite

Tidal flat-Iagoon.
Poor circulation.
Highly variable
environment.

Pellets & Intraclasts

Early Dolomite

Erosional Surfaces

Irre lar Laminations

AIgaI Structures

Worm Burrow

Laminated Dolomite

Massivr

LITTTOLOGIES

STRUCTURES

PAI,AEONTOIOGY

ENVIRONMENTS

IMPLIED FOR
UNITS AT
EDTACARA



TABLE 3. ]-a

SUMI"IARY OF DI.AMOND DRILL HOLE DATÀ - ED IACARA MINERAL FIELD

HoIe
No.

Most Sigrnificant Intersections
Pb Cu Zn

terval (metres) Ppm.z ppm.
Ag
ppm.

Summary of lead assay
data for other

intersections (in metres)

E18
E19
E.20
E,2L
822
E,23
E24
831
832
E33A
E.34

835
E39
840
E4I
E,42-45
846
E.47
E48-50

IP1
TP2
L-L2
2-IT
3-6
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
ElI
EL2
E13
E14
815
E17

25.O - 243

31.5 - 32.4
1.8 - 3.6

o7.o - 228

34.8 - 42

o -2L

109.5 -
42-O -

111
44.7

81.0
93.0

135. 0
168. 0

9.0
153. 6

r03. 5
114
153
177

24
L62.6

15.6
6.0

24.O
30. 0
48. 0

4-5
6.3
6.0

lro
- 34.5
-54
-33
-51
-9
- ro.2
- 6.6

34-5
52.8

0
57.0

56. r

42.3
57
39
a7

74.L

0. 085

0. 025

o.97
1.43

0.91
I.02
1.56
L.32

o -97

0. 83
r.92
1.04
1.07
1.03
0. 98
o -20
o.94

0. 88

olgr
1.03
0.91
1.07
I.23
0. 83

o.72

n. d.
0 35

o.2z

200
12.42

100
700
100
0. 188

0. 152

50
40

n. d.
n. d.
n. d.
1. BI3
2.78e"
0. 58ã

':o

300
40
50

300
70

400

n. d.

,,]u.
0. 388

475

100
o.28r^

n. d.
n. d.

150

200

800

200

7%

50
100
100
600

I00
70

n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
o-'

700
50

200
90

300
700

n.d

L7

50
L4

6
24

3

20

I

IO

4

99
n.d

2.5

t1
205

110
28
20

4

6
24

n. d.
n. d.
n. d.
n. d.
n. d.
n. d.

75.8 - 76.0 av 0.0156u

208.7 - 210.0 av 1.054
No Assays
0 - 136.8 av O.O2z

0
0
0
0

0
0

No Assays

No Assays
0 - 54.0 av
1.8 - 91.7 av
0 - 59.0 av

0. 105%
o.062Z
0.00358

z - rr.s
40.5 - 90.0
0 - 53.4
o - 74.6

av
av
av
av

O - 7O.2 av
0 - 93.6 av

22.8 - 24.O av

0. 018%
0.0079%
2.63%

- 106.0 av
- 207.6 av

o.252
o.I7e"

7.722
0.88%
0. 007ã
0. 06%

- 15.6 av
- 16.0 av
- 115.5 av
- 59.7 av

0. 0843
0. 50a
0. 09%
0. ILe"

0 - 285.6 av
0 - 106.0 av

97.5 - 103.6 av
0 - 155.3 av

17I - L74.O av

0.0978
0. 14%

2.22
o.272
L.95å

n.d. = not determined

Analysis by Australian Mineral- Development Laboratories



TABLE 3.]b

SUMMARY OF GEOLOGICAL LOGS - EDIACARA MINERAL FIELD

(Depths in metres)

HOLE
NO.

MASSIVE
DOLOMITE

LAMINATED
DOLOMITE

SAI{DY
DOLOMITE

TRANSITION
SHALES

WORM

BURROW BEDS

POUND

QUARTZITE

T,OTAL

ÐEPTH

IPl
ÍP2
l--l.2
2-7L
3-6
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
810
EIl
EL2
E13
E14
E15
E17
E18
819
E,20
E2l
E,22
E,23
E'24
831
832
E33A
834
E35
839
F40
E4I-44
E45
E.46
E,47
b¿e-so
I

o-r74?
0-?
0-?
0- 34.8

o- 52.5?

0- 6.0
0-?
0-?

0-?
0- 70.3
o- 92.8
0- 7.5

- 4.5?
- 10.5?

? - 43.0
? - 27.3
o - 5.1
? - 56-2

4.5- 35.4
10.5- 45.6
o - 68.4
6.O- 46.2

r74? -225.O
? -1I9.0
? - 92.8

0
0

zoic sediments only

0 - 17.1?
0 - 2r.0?

7 .5- 40.9
o - 47.r

L7.r- 67.5
2I.O- 66.3

?
2
2

r79 .I-255 -3
17.1- 43.8
33.6- 90.3
39.3- 96.0
48.0-154.8
?0 - 50.I
91.s-160.0
27 .3-l-r2.5

0-l-55.8?

0-r79. l-
0- 17.1
0- 33.6
0- 39.3
0- 48.0

0- 9r.5
o- 27.3

?

0- 55.0
o- 26.I
0- 33.9

?

0 7.5? 7.5- 40-8
0 - 40.5

43. 8-103.8
90. 3-123.6
96 .0-136.0

154.8-r87.8
50.1- 8r.0

160.0-183.0
112.5-135.0

5s .o-I23.4
26-r- 93.6
33.9- 72 .3

225.0-248.4
119.0-127.5

34.8- 40.O

35.4- s3.5
45.6- 59.5
68.4- 92.5
46.2- 57.4
43.0- 94.0
27.3- 40.O
5.1- 50.0

56.2- 74.2

92.8- 93.6
40.9- 50.0

40.8- 57.3
40 .5- 58.2

255.3-2AO.O
103. 8-106.2
L23-6-L34.7
136. 0-150.0
L87.8-203.4
gL.O- 92.4

183.0-200. 7
135 .0-145. I

I23.4-I5L.4
93.6-130.2
72.3-IO2.O

53.5- 57.0
59.5- 63.0
92.5- 95.5
57.4- 59.8

248.4-250.2
127.5-130.5

40.0- 43.0
50.0- 52.0

57.3- 60.0
58.2- 60.3

280.0-283.8

r34.7-L37 .7
150.0- 153 .0
203.4-206.4

92 .4- 94.2
200 .7-203.7

:LsL.4-154.2
130.2-132 .0
102 .0-105.0

57.0- 91.6
63.0- 78.7
95.5-100.2
59 .8- 64.9

0 -185.7
250.2-256.O
l-30.5-142.6

43.O- 54.4
52.O- 74.8

60.3- 75.3
283.8-285.6

137.7-138.9
153.0-155.4
206.4-207 .O
94.2- 97.9

203.7-207 .3

]-54.2-r70.O
132 .0-136.8
105 . 0- r11. 6

185.7
256.0
r42.6
92.8
40. 0

9l..6
78.7

100.2
64.9
94.O
54.5
74.8
74.2
70. 3

93.6
50.0
47.r
67.5
66. 3

155.8
60.0
75. 3

285.6
106.2
138.9
155.4
20'7.O

97.9
207.3
145.8

I70.0
136.8
111.6



TABËE 5.1

NOMENCLATURE AI{D ROCK UNIT CORRELATION OF LOV{ER CAMBRIAI{ SEDIMENTS ]N TTTE ADELAIDE GEOSYNCLINE

(Correlation after oaily et al., 1976)

FLINDERS RANGES

(Daily, 1956)
(Dalgarno, L964)

Billy Creek
Formation

V{iIka-
wl-lIl-na

Dis
Lime-
stone

Woodendinna Limestone

Parachilna Formation

A
Þoúo
ú
f¡lv
ã

EDIACARA
(Nixon, 1962)

d

Disconforrnity? ?

Ajax Linestone

Parachilna Formation

SELLIq( HILI, AREA
(Abele. & McGowran,
1959, Daily.et at. , 1976)

Carrickalinga Head Formation

Heatherdale Shale

Fork Tree LimesÈone

Sellicl< HiIl Formation

-DisconformiV'langkonda Formation

Mt. Terrible Formatíon

A
oúo
t¡l

H
H

(
ã
oz



TABLE 7.1

FLUID INCLUSTON DATA EDIACARA

SampIe
No. Mineral

T\¡pe of
Inclusion
P = Primary
S = Secondary

Homogeni sation Behavior

No. of Deter-
minations oTC.

Fbee zing Data

oTC.
Salinity
wtg NaCl

32/289

32/28e

32/337

32/337

33A/368.s

33A1368. s

33A/377

33A/377

LO/174

ro/l-74

32/28I

33A/L79

Silica

SiIica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Silica

Dolomite

Dolonite

PII

PI

PIT

PI

PII

PI

PII

PT

PII

PI

S

P

5

6

2

4

3

2

3

193-199

181-193

182-188

175-190

187-189

187- 196

r59-L62

-23.2

1.1

-24.4

2-r

-25.4

2.4

-24.9

1.6

-2A.7

3.I

-24.6

-26.9

24

3

24.5

5

25

5

25

4

27

6

25

26



TABLE 7.3

FLUID INCLUSION DATA - SELLTCK HILL AREA

Sample
No. Mineral

Í\¡pe of
Inclusion
P = Primary
S = Secondary

Homogenisation Behavior

No. of Dete
minations oTC

Freezing Data

o wt% NaCIT c

B1

82

B3

PI

I

,rt

S

Sphaleritç

Quartz

Sphaleritei

Calcite

Sphaleri

Calcite

Calcite

te:

Sphale rité

P

P?

P

S?

P

s?

a?

P

2

4

5

4

2

4

3

3

135

13s-I39

118-133

133-137

L26

134-143

L37

126-135

-19.6

-23.O

-22.7

-2L.8

-22.O

-24.6

-20.9

-20.4

22.5

24.O

24.O

23.5

23.5

25.O

23.O

23.O

B = Barritts
Mine

P = Pipeline
Prospect

S - Sellick Hill
Prospect



ô34

TABI,E 8. T

S VALUES - EDTACARA

SAMPLE ^34ô

PYRITE
sâo

GALENA
DESCRTPTION

33A/ 3

33A/I7e

33A/226.s

33A/237

33A/253

33A/282

33A/3O4

33A/3L8

33A/346

33A/366.5

33A/372

33A/383.5

33A/426

-tL.46

+1.3

-3.78

+6. 16

+8.59

+8.23

-7 .38

-o .49

-2.O

-3. 15

+5.42

+1.45

-L.82

-2.L7

-3.5

-2.24

HOLE E33A

Coarse splashes of galena in massive fine
grained. stylolitic d.olomite.

Pyrite and galena occur as matríx with minor
white dolomite in solution collapse breccia.

Coarse grained euhedral pyrite & galena occur
as veinlets e vugh fillings. in lamínated grey
crystalline dolomite.

Galena e pyrite occur as fine graíned concen-
tration alonq stylolites. Sampled from coarse
grained galena.

Galena occurs as fine grained disseminations
through stylolitic dol-omite and concentrated
along stylolites. Very similar to 33A/237.

Galena occurs as disseminations in a silica
vein. Textural evidence suggests repeated
episodical precipitation of galena ç silica.

Fine grained massive stylolitic dolonr-ite with
much disseminated galena. Some galena is al-so
concentrated along stylolites.

Galena o pyrite occur disseminated through the
matrix of a dolomite breccia and along styJ-olites

Relatively large percentage of galena dissemin-
ated through a silica vein.

Very fine grained sulphide (mainly galena?)
disseminated through sandy dolonite which has
been modified by solution activity.

Sandy stylolitic dolomite containing fine
grained disseminated galena and concentrations
along stylolites.

Coarse grained galena and white dolomite occur
as cavity & fracture fillings in massive
dolorn-ite.

Pyrite as cement to oolites in coarse oolitic
d.olomite.



TABLE 8. I (Cont. )

SAMPI,E ô34s a"
PYRITE GAIENA

DESCRTPTION

32/86

32/2Ot

32/24r

32/2s7

32/260

32/282

32/292

32/327

32/337

32/3s6

s/L5r

6/74.s

14/68

L4/LLO

L7 /LO2

-L.27

-2.20

+6.2L

-1.83

+5.87

-0. 09

+0. 78

+0. 11

+3. 36

+3. 83

+3.62
+5.66 sp.
+7. 00 cpy.

+2.4L

+I.49

-I.73

-o.52

-2.48

-7 .40

HOLE 832

Coarse grained. galena occurs in dolomiÈe breccia

Splashes of galena in massive stylolitic
dolomite.
As a-bove.

Dolomite breccia consisting of blocks of light
grey dolomite in a pytite rich cement.

As above.

Coarse grained galena ç white d.olomite occur
in a cavity or fracture filling (probably
associated with stylolites). The dolonite is
quite rich in galena which seems to be concen-
trated along or near stylolites.

Dolomite breccia (solution origin), the cement
consisting predorr-inantly of silica wíth galena
disseminated through it.

Ga1ena and pyrite occur closely associated as
concentrations along stylolites. Some very
fine sulphide also is disseminated through the
sandy dolomite.

Co1loform pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite
sphalerite o silica occur as cement to
dolomite blocks ín a dolomite breccia.

Sandy d,olomite containinçl coarse grained
patches of galena along stylolites. Very
fine grained sulphides also occur through
t]le dolomite.

OT¡ÍER HOLES

Finely disseminated galena in sandy dolomite.

Disseminated galena in massive stylolitic
dolomite.

Splashes of galena in massive dolomite.

Ga1ena occurs in vughs in massive dolomite.

Galena occurs concentrated along stylolites
& as splashes ín stylolitic dolomite breccia-



TABLE 8.1 (Cont,)

SAMPLE ô34 s*"
GALENAPYRITE

DESCRIPTION

L7 /L73 .s

L7/L6e

4L/692

4L/738

SG

-I2.53

-11.4

-2.O7

-0. 19

+1.13

OTHER HOI,ES (CONT.)

Splashes of galena in massive stylolitic
dolonite.

Galena concentrated along stylolites.

Dolomite breccia wittr pyrite a major component
of the cement.

As above.

Minor galena in oxidized ore from Greenwood's
Workings.



TABLE 8.2

34
ô S VALUES - WIRREALPA & WESTERN FLINDERS RANGES

DESCRIPTIONS8"
GALENA

34
ô

PYRITE
SAMPLE

Coarse grained, galena, partly oxidized, in
fractured limestone.

Galena occurs as irregular splashes in massi
stylolitic crystalline limestone.

Massive coarse grained galena rimmed by
barite,

Galena occurs as fine to coarse disseminated
blebs in a porous dolorLite.

Coarse grained. galena irregularly distributed
through silica.

Irregular coarse grained splashes of galena
ín silica

WIRREALP¡\ MINE

V,TESTERN FLINDERS RANGES

+7.43

+8. 19

+7 -25

+6.33

+4.06

-5 .88

w1

w2

G68/4

c6e/12

c6e/14

w3



TABLE 8.3

ô34s var,uns - sELLrcK HTLL AF€A

SAMPLE ô34s a'
GALENA SPHALERITE

DESCRIPTION

B1

B2

B3

82

"1

94

85

E

I

1

w

PI

w I

st

+I2-15

+l-2.74

+1I.23
+12 .05

+I2.34

+11. 46

+11.91

+I2.O4

+I2.24

+11.0

+11.1

+18. I

+L5.77

+L5.7

+L4.7I
+1I.6

+15.50

+13.59

+23.8

BARRITTS MINE

Coarse grained. galena c euhedral quartz as
cement to porous limestone blocks in breccia

Coarse grained sphalerite calcite & quartz
making the matrix of a breccia.

CIoseIy associated & intergrown galena &

sphalerite, calcite & quartz as cement in
breccia.

As above - Sphalerite ç galena coexisting
Non coexisting sphalerite and galena

Galena occurs as cavity fillings in blocks
& sphalerite in cement of breccia.

Finely intergrown galena o sphalerite in
cement of breccia.

Coarse grained Çalena in cement in breccia.

Patches of coarse grained galena occur in
thin quartz-calcite veinlets in archaeo-
cyatha limestone.

PIPELINE PROSPECT

Breccia containing various limestone blocks
in a matrix of coarse grained galena and
calcite.

SELLICK H]LL PROSPECT

Recrystallized archaeocyatha limestone with
splashes of coarse grained galena &

sphalerite.
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FIGURE 1.3

GEOLOGY OF THE EDIACARA MINERAL FIELD
(Compiled from Nixon, 1962, ond Johns,1972)
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Mossive Dotomite

Lominoted Dolomite
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a

b

c

d

FIGURE 2,I

Fine1y crystalline sandy (intraclastic) dolorr-ite showing strati-
fication. Horizontal stylolite in centre of specimen.

33A/352 Satrdy Dolomite

Mediurn crystalline sandy intraclastic dolomite showing horizontal
stylolites- A stylolite marks the contact with massive finely
crystalline dolo¡nite.

33Al383.5 Sandy Dolomite

Laminated dolonite breccia.

33A/307 Laninated Dolomite

Contact between solution collapse breccia and finely crystalline
(intraclastic?) dolomite.

33A/L79 Laninated. Dolomite



FIGURE 2.1
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a.

b

c.

F I GURE 2,2

Dolomite breccia of probable sedimentary origin-

33A/285 La¡ninated Dolonite

Dolomite breccia of probable sedímentary origin, showing effects of
solution activity (producing a stylobreccia).

33A/2O7 Lanr:inated Dolomite

Solution collapse breccia.

32/LO7 Massive Dolomite

Solution breccia filling fracture in laminated dolomite.

32/L6O.5 Laminated Dolomite

d



FIGURE 2.2
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F I GURE 2,3

a. Chert vein in Iaminated Dolomite.

33A/L59

brcrd. Examples of breccias in-Massive Dolomite.

b
c
d

33A/LL6
33A/r2l-
32/86

Possible slumping is present
Slumping is evident
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a

F I GURE 2.4

FineJ-y crystalline, Iaminated dolornite.

33A/L4L Lan¡-inated Dolomite

Light coloured, finely crystalline, intraclastíc dolomite and dark
coloured, finery crystalline dolomite, containing oolitic zones.
A stylolite marks the contact between these two rithorogies which
are indicative of a subtidal environment.

32/2e Massive Dolomite

Dolornite breccia containing abundant spheroidal pyrite in the
cement. The pyrite is coated in places by chalcedony.

32/260 Transrnitted Light

Oolites showing fine, concentric growth structure. Very fine
grained opaques conform, in praces, to this concentric arowth struc-
ture. Hence these opaques are syngenetic.

b

c

d

33A/ 426 Transmitted Light
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FIGURE 2,5

Small Divisions on scale represent nm.

Solution affected dolo¡nite, producing a stylobreccia.

334/131 Laminated Dolonite

Solution collapse breccia in sandy dolorúte. Distinct dolomite
tlpes can be recognised

Al - Represents original sandy dolornite. Dark colour due to* abundance of very fine grained opaques (mainly sul-phides).
Grainsize 0.003mn.

oz t'B1eached" zone due to removal of fine grained opaques.

B - Coarser grained dolomite (0.01 to 0.05mm) precipitated
during solution activity.

C - Clear, coarse grained dolomiÈe associated with n-inerali-
sation along stylolites.

33A/366.s Sandy Dolomite
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FIGURE 2.5



b

a

c

d

F I GURE 2.6

Medium crystalline, sandy, intraclastic (oolitic) dolornite.

334/383.5 Tra¡rsmitted Light

Sandy, intraclastic dolomite.

32/4IO Transrr-itted Light

Laminated dolomite breccia - stylobreccia.

33A/314 Tra¡¡snitted Light

Finely crystalline, larninated dolomite, conÈaining finely dissem-
inated opaques (sulphides - probably galena c pyrite).

32/157 Transnitted LighÈ



FIGURE 2.6
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b

c

d

F I GURE 2,7'

Finely crystalline dolornite containing an interconnecting network
of styrolites. Ttre stylolites contain concentrations of opaques(mainly sulphides), detrital quartz and, crays. fhe styrorites
give the rock a brecciated appearance ín hand. specÍmen (stylobreccia).

33A/3O4 Larn-inated Dolonite

As al¡ove, but containing fragments of darker and finer grained,
dolomite, proba-bly due to solutional activity - stylobreccia.

32/L97 Laminated Dotornite

Stylolite marking the contact between darker and lighter dolornite
in Figure 2.7b. The grain size difference is clearry visible.

32/197 TransmitÈed Light

Finery crystalrine, oolitic dolonr-ite. A horizontar type stylorite
clearly shows the concentration of sulphides and deÈrital quartz
by solutional activity.

33A/39 Massive Dolo¡nite
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FI GURE 2 ,8

GENERALISED STCTIONS EDIACARA

D, D, H, E32 AND E334,
(snseo oN cRITERIA oF LAPoRTE/ 1969, AND

THoMSON AND THOMASSoN, 1969),

LEGEND

Mossive, f inely crystottine dotomite
- shows stumping ond stYlotitic

Lominoted dotomite
- occosionot breccios

Sondy, f inety crystolline dolomite

- cross bedded ootitic & stytotitic in ports

Tronsition Sholes

Worm Burrow Beds

Pound Qt"rortzite

o ooooooooo OOtitiC

ôÂÂÄÂÀaô Brecciq

AAAAAAA ArchoeocYotho

@ûd Stromototite

vtgtgl
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E5 E3

50m

500 m
S CALE

FIGURE 2.9

DIAGRAMMAÏIC CROSS SECT ION - EDIACARA

(olong tine A-B in f igure 1.3)

MASSIVE DOLOMITE
- Morine
LAMTNATED DOLOÌ,ilTE
- Suprotidol

SANDY DOLOMITE
- Sub Tidot
TRANSITION S}IALE5
- Morine
WORM BURROW BEDS
- Suprotidot

Pb Minerolìsotion
>lolo



1. Dense grey dolomite

3. Mottted btue ond white dotomite &
chocolote brown dotomite

5. Thick bedded ton ond brown ootitic dolomite

7. Moin otgot reef zone. Commonty thick
nrossive- reef throughout on ridge structures'
Some thin ond scottered reefs'Non reef rock
is generotly thin,wovy bedded, f ine groined,
groy or ton dolomlte.

9. Breccios

10. Thick,fine-groined,even bedded ton dotomite
on sor.¡thwest sìde of district. Coorse-groined,
lenticulor ton dotomite over ridge structures'
Thin or obsent between ri@es.

12. Thin,wovy bedded, f ine-groined ond spotted
dotomite, contoins block shote portings.
Atgol beds common ot bose.Thin over ridges'

15. Light cotoured, coorsely crystoltine. Often
gtouconitic. Frequentty thick over ridges-

16. Brown compoct dotomite Algot mot,sometimes
with digitote cotumns. Usuotty found ot
15/19 contoct.

19. Ton or groy sondy dotomite.Thickens to
form ridçs.

20. Sondstone with occosionol siltstone beds'

Poorty cemented in upper port, Thin dotomìtic
beds in upper port. Residuol igneous bouiders
of bose.

21. Precombrion, votconics ond gronite

FIGURE 2.10 GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC SEOUENCE

SOUTHEAST M¡SSOURI LEAD DISTRICT
( Af ter SnYder, Odett, 1958 )
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Mossive crystolline tight- dork grey
dolomites with cherty loYers'
Archoeocyotho neor top ond styotites

lr Dolomite brecciq neqr bottom

Lominoted olgol dolomites.
Fine groined buff-gney cotoured dense
dolomites with occosionol thin sedimentory
breccio zones (often minerotized)
Some breccio zones up to ters of feet
common.

3 Sondy cross bedded dotomite interbedded
with 'fine groined dense dotomltes ond
ootitic dolomites

3o Loyers of dolomite breccio up to severol
feet thick

lnterbedded dotomitic sholes,silts,
sondstones qnd dotomite

h Worm burrow bed. Gritty sondstone with
ctoyey or chloritic motrix

5o Ediocoro Fossil Horizon
Cross bedded, slumpedrftoggy, lominoted
qtnrtzite

Pound Quortzite
White sondstone

2

l+

5

F IGURE 2.11 GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION - EDIACARA
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GEOCHEMICAL AND GEOLOGICAL

FOR SELECTED DRILL HOLES

by AMDEL for the South Austrqliqn
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FIGURE 4.1

Patches of galena scattered through finely crystalline, sandy
dolo¡nite, and thin seams of galena along stylolites.

33A/37L.5 SandY Dolonr-ite

Oolitic dolomite containing coarse patches of pyrite, which cements
the oolites. Stylolite in top of specimen is parallel to bedding.

33A/426 Sandy Dolomite

Concentration of spheroidal pyrite in sandy dolomite. Sulphides
are also concentrated along the stytolite in the upper part of tlle
specimen.

32/327 SandY Dolomite

Mineralisation along veins a¡rd fractures as cavity fillings in
laminated dolomite.

33A/226.5 Laminated Dolomite
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F I GURE 4,2

Mottled, sandy dolomite. Dark areas contain larger proportion of
opaques than lighter, "bleached" areas. Notice association of
stylolites with lighter areas. Galena and pyriÈe are concentrated
along stylolites and as cavity fillings (bottom half of specimen).

32/356 Sandy Dolomite

As al¡ove, but showing in more detail, relationship between rn-inera-
lised styloliÈes and veins and "bleached" zones in dolo¡nite.

33A/366.5 Sandy Dolornite Bar scale is 1.0 cm

Coarse grained dolomite, parÈially replaced by silica in a vein.

33A/282 Laminated Dolornite

Silica vein containing disseminated galena. The contacts of the
vein with the dolomite can be seen in the top and bottom of the
specimen. A stylolite occurs along the bottom contact.

32/292 Larninated Dolomite
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F IGURE 4,3

Dolomite breccia (stylobreccia). The matrix consists of sulphides
and silica (mainly chalcedony). lltre matrix could be concentra-
tions along stylolites, rather than true breccia filling.

32/337 Sandy Dolornite

As above. Evidence for stylolites much more convincing in this
sample. Note the dolorn-íte has a sirnilar "bleached" appearance as
in Figures 4.2a and, 4.2b.

32/38e Sandy Dolomite
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FIGURE 4,4

Dolonr-ite breccia. Fragments of laminated and massive dolomite in
a pyrite rich matrix.

32/257 Laminated bolomite

Dolonr-ite breccia (stylobreccia) containing a wide variety of. frag-
ments (oolitic, laminated and massive dolonr-ite and siliceous frag-
ments). Sparse pyrite and galena occur in the matrix. Stylolites
are present along the edges of dolomite fragments (dark specks less
than 1.0mm are pyrite or galena).

334,/318 Laminated Dotomite

Collapse type dolomite breccia. Dolomite fragments are cemented
by coarse pyrite, galena and minor dotornite.

33A/L79 Laminated Dolonr-ite

sparse garena and pyr:ite rnineralisation in the cement of a dolomite
breccia (styJ-obreccia). Note minor sulphides along laminations in
the largest dolomite block, suggestive of syngenetic origin.

33A/3r4 Larninated Dolomite
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F IGURE q .5

CaviÈy lined with galena, with later barite infilling.

33A/37I.5 Transmitted Light

Coarse grained euhedral quartz containing rnany liquid and solid
inclusions.

33A/37L.5 Transmitted Light

Galena and quartz occurring along a stylolite. QuarÈz occurs as
both equant a¡rd elongate crystals.

33A/371.5 Transmitted LighÈ

Fine grained sulphides concentrated along a stylolite. Some coarser
patches of galena, as cavity filtings, can be seen.

33A/3O4 Transmitted Light
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F IGURE 4,6

a Euhedral- pyrite crystals in a matrix of galena. Dolomite rhombs
are also present in the galena matrix. Pyrite is possibly being
replaced by galena.

33A/226.5 Reflecred Light

b Exsolution rods and blades of pearceite (eVa.Asrsrr) in galena.

33A/226.5 Reflected Light

c Coarse patches of sulphides and dolonite, filling a cavity, which
tapers ouÈ to a stylolitic seam.

33A/226.5 Transnitted Light
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FIGURE 4,7

Framboidal pyrite in silica.

33A/366.5 Reflected Light

Coarse grained, euhedral pyrite and framboidal pyrite.

33A/366.5 Reflected Light

Contact between lighÈer (bleached) and d.arker zones, showing large
concentration of opaques in darker zone.

33A/366.5 Tra¡rsmitÈed Light

Sulphides concentrated along a stylolite and filling cavities
arorrnd oolites.

32/356 Transmitted Light
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c

d
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FIGURE 4.8

Íþo. forms of silica
(i) euhedral quartz with growth zoning marked by bands of

sulphides (top and bottom of photo).
(ii) Microcrystalline sitica containing framboidal sulphide

(galena) (centre of photo).

33A/282 Transmitted, plane polarised. light

Same fleld of view as FíE 4.8a, in transnr-itted, crossed polarised light.

i3A/2s2

c. Colloform banded silica.

33A/377 Transmitted, plane polarised light

d As above,

33A/377

showing large interl-ocking and radiating grains

Transmitted, crossed polarised light
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b
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FIGURE 4,9

Abrxrdance of prehnite inclusions in silica showing strong aligrnment.

33/377 Transrn-itted Light

Blebs of galena and corroded dolornite rhombs in colloform ba¡rded
silica.

32/292 Transmitted Light

Corroded dolomite rhomb, in coll-oform sil-ica a¡d galena. Note also
colloform banded galena (in boÈtom of photo) -

32/289 Transmitted Light

Fine grained dolomite filling cavities around euhedral and growth
zoned qvarlz.

32/292 Transmitteil Light

d
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FIGURE 4.10

a. Colloform banded barite in silica.

33A/3L7 Transmitted Light

b Galena and barite filling open space around euhedral quartz. The
barite was clearly deposited after galena.

33A/377 Transmitted Light

c Intricately banded silica, with the opaque (galena) conforming
to the colloform outlines.

32/289 TransmitÈed Light
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FIGURE 4,11

Euhedral and colloform sulphides in a matrix of galena and spha-
Ierite. Euhedral pyrite is fractured and filled wíth chalcopyrite
and sphalerite.

32/337 Reflected Light

Euhedral pyrite developed around colloform sulphides (pyrite and
chalcopyrite) .

32/337 Reflected Light

galena - blue white
pyrite - cream.

chalcopyrite - yellow
sphalerite - medium grey

gangue - black
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b

FIGURE 4,I2

A large euhedral pyrite grain growing through very delicately
colloform banded pyrite and chalcopyriÈe.

32/337 Reflected Light

Colloform and euhedral sulphides in a matrix of galena and sphal-
erite. Notice the abrupt termination of tJ.e colloform bands,
indicating corrosion by later solutions.

32/337 Reflected Light

galena - blue white
pyrite - cream

chalcopyrite - yellow
sphalerite - me'dium grey

gangue - black
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a

FIGURE' 4,I3

A thin stylolitic seam containing colloform and euhedral sulphides (py and cpy)
in a matrix of galena, sphalerite and tetrahedrite (lighter grey
tl.an sphalerite) . Blebs of sphalerite al-so occur scattered. tJerough
the dolonite. Note the ootitic-like texture developed in places.

32/337 Reflected Light

Very well developed colloform pyrite and chalcopyrite, with minor
euhedral pyrite, in a matrix of galena and. sphalerite. ftre dis-
continuous nature of the colloform bands is very apparent. Some
pyrite bands consist of euhedral crystals.

32/337 Reflected Light

galena - blue white
pyrite - cream

chalcopyríte - yelLow
sphalerite - médium grey

gangue - black

b
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FIGURE T,.13
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c

FIGURE 4.14

Colloform silica, with bands of galena and sphalerite.

32/337 Transmitted Light

Co1loform pyrite, coated by silica, forming around, dolomíte blocks.

32/257 Transmitted Light

Colloform sphalerite and galena filling cavitl-es. Galena white;
sphalerite lighÈ grey.

33A/LL6 Reflected Light

Collofoim sphalerite in galena.

33A/IL6 Reflected Light
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F I GURE 4. ]5

Coarse grained pyrite showing growth zoning.

33A/I79 Reflected. Liqht

Pyrite filling possible voids arou¡rd oolites. The pyrite appears
Èo be replacing the dolorn-ite.

33A/426 Transmitted Light
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F IGURE 6,4

a coarse grained galena, coated with barite, in brecciated doromitic
l-imestone.

hlirrealpa Mine.

b Lens of coarse grained galena (Gn) and calcite, showing contact
with mottled limestone. Fragments of the limestone are visible
in the lens.

Pipeline Prospect.



FIGURE 6.4
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b

c

F IGURE 6.5

Coarse grained galena (Gn) c euhedral quartz cementing blocks of
pörous limestone. Numerous cavities present-

B I Barrittrs Mine.

coarse grained calcite with minor quartz and sphalerite (Sp)

cementing dark laminated shale blocks.

B
2

BarriÈtrs Mine.

coarse patch of galena and sphalerite in euhedral quartz and
calcite. Growtþ zoning is present in the quartz, in the lower right

B
2

Barrit,t I s Míne.



FIGURE 6.5
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FI GURE 6,6

a A matrix of predominantly quartz, with minor calcite and galena
(Gn) cêmenting dark shale fragrments. The quartz crystals form a
comb structure around the fragments in.places (bottom of photo).

Barrittrs Mine.

b As above. Cement also contains sphalerite and shale block in upper
left contains blebs of sulphide.

"S 
Barritt's lvfine.

c Archaeocyatha limestone containing galena along veins and stylo-
lites.

Be Barritt's Mine.

"a



F IGURE 6. 6
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c

F I GURE 6,7

Framboidal pyrite in sphaleríte.
pyrite grain.

This is part of a large euhedral

tg Reflected Light

Coating of elongate quartz crystals on a shale fragment, v¡ith
laÈer sphalerite being deposited on the quartz.

t¡ Reflected Light

Galena and quartz replacing? sphalerite along cleavage.

": 
Reflected Light

"Blades" of sphalèrite orientated ín galena.

": 
Reflected Light

d



FIGURE 6,7
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FIGURE 7,I

,EXAMPLES OF TYPE I INCX,USIONS IN SILICA - EDIACARA

These are large two phase inclusions showing a variable
"vapour : ì-iquid ratio". Many solid inclusions (with very
low rerief) and disseminated incrusions of surphides are present.

a. 32/337

32/337

32/ 337

32/28e

b

c

d



FIGURE 7,1
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Êleung 7,2

EXA}{PLES OF TYPE II INCLUSION IN SILICA - EDIACARA

One prominent \rpe II inclusion (2) .
completely gas fil1ed inclusions (a)

AIso shown are several large,
and solid inclusions (b).

a

32/337

b. Many Ílpe II inclusions (2), showing a constant'rvapouf :Iiquid ratio".

LO/L74

c One pronr-inent Type II inclusion (2) , wíth several solid inclu-
sions, includ.ing sulphides.

32/289

d. fype II inclusions (2) in silica.



Figure 7.2
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FIGURE 7,3

EXAMPLES OF INCLUSIONS fN DOLOMITE - EDIACARÀ

a Secondary two phase inclusions cutting across crystal faces in dolomite.

32/28r

b. Rare primary two phase inclusion in dol-omite.

33A/L79



FIGURE 7,3
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FIGURE 7,4

E)GMPLES OF FLUID INCLUSIONS - SEI,LICK HIÍ,L AREA

Large two phase incrusions parallel to corour banding in spharerite
(primary inclusions).

B
2

Barrittrs Mine

Elongate two phase inclusíons along cleavage in sphalerite
(secondary inclusions) .

B
2

BarriÈtrs Mine

c r\ro phase inclusions along cleavage in calcite (secondary inclusions).

"I 
Pipeline Prospect

b



FIGURE 7.t+
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E. Ediacara Breccias & Veins

D. Ediacara Disseminations e Stylolites

C. Ediacara Qzríte

B. Ediacara GaIena

AII Samples
(Ediacara and other
localities)

I Ediacara

E sellick Hill

E Wirrealpa and W. Flinders
Ranges

A

FIGURE 8.1 SUMMARY OF SULPHUR ISOTOPE RESULTS
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c. Upper Mississippi Vattey District (Pinckney & Rafter, L972¡

AuIt & KuIp, 1960)

F. Irish Base Meta1 Mines (Greig et aI'. I97L)

E. Northern Pennines (Solomon' R^after & Dunham; 1971)

D. Pine Point (Sasalci & Krouse ¡ 1969)

C. S.E. Missouri Dístríct (Ault & KuIp; 1960)

B. Zambia Copperbelt (Dechow & Jensent 1965)

Ttris Study - all values below *10 are from the Flinders Ranges.

all values above *I0 are from the Sellick Hill area.

FI GURE 8,2 COMPARISON OF SULPHUR ISOTOPE DATA FROM THIS

STUDY WITH PUBLISHED INFORMATION

A
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